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EDITORIAL 

An Issue of The CHARIOTEER dedicated to Y annis Ritsos is 
long overdue. Out of the hundreds of worthy poets that flourished 
in modem Greece, Ritsos is one of the outstanding few, on a 
level with Cavafy, Seferis and Elytis. The poet of Romiosini, 
Epitaphios and Lianotragouda is well-known by every Greek, 
especially since his unique poetry was set to music by Mikis 
Theodorakis. But as his work has become increasingly available 
to more people through translation in various languages, his repu
tation has grown all over the world. Thirty years ago, the poet 
Louis Aragon wrote that, reading Ritsos' poetry, he experienced 
"the violent shaking of genius," and referred to him as "the 
greatest living poet of our time." Ritsos is the recipient of several 
international awards and has been nominated a number of times 
for the Nobel Prize. "When Pablo Neruda was nominated for the 
Nobel, he said that he knew "of someone better qualified for 
this honor: Yannis Ritsos." 

English translations of his works have appeared in many 
literary journals and poetry anthologies, some by well-known 
translators such as Kimon Friar, Edmund Keeley and Peter Bien. 
The CHARIOTEER previously presented Ritsos' poems in translation, 
but not until now, has a complete issue been dedicated to his 
work, including not only translations of his poems but critical 
essays about them. 

An aspect of Ritsos' poetry that should be mentioned here 
is its so-called "political" nature. Ritsos has indeed written several 
poems that are patently political, devoted to the leftist cause. 
But to characterize Ritsos as a political or social poet, as is often 
done, is to misrepresent him. Ritsos' early works, including the 
collections Tractors and Pyramids, are clearly political in nature. 
However, when they appeared they were not well received by 
leftist critics, who accused the poet of being too idealistic and 
too preocuppied with form; they particularly criticized his lan
guage for being "too embellished" and "too sophisticated" to be 
understood by the masses. 

In his next series of poems, starting with My Sister's Song, 
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8 THE CHARIOTEER 

Ritsos continued his elaborate use of the language and moved 
even further away from the demands of a militant art. Comment
ing on this change in direction, the critic Alexandros Argyriou 
wrote: "My Sister's Song, The Lamp of the Poor and The Stranger 
are written under new aesthetic concepts which have little to do 
with what is proposed by the left;" he continued: 

Possible conclusion: Ritsos, from this time on, is search
ing for a "fourth dimension" in poetry, perhaps because 
he finds the framework of an art in which all phenomena 
have exclusively social significance to be too limited. 
He does not cease being a "realist" and does not abandon 
his "socialism" but, quite early in his career, he stops 
aiming at a "social realism;" perhaps he sensed or con
cluded that the engage poetic works lack the authentic 
artistic element, because the latter is undermined by the 
purpose; also because, with the eliminations they have 
to make in order to prove a point, they impoverish their 
human message which loses its universality. 

Later in his life, Ritsos again wrote openly political poems. 
Most of them were included in a volume with the characteristic 
title Epikerika. * More than half of them were written between 
1948 and 1952, that is, during and immediately following the 
Greek Civil War while passions ran high and Ritsos himself was 
incarcerated in concentration camps. In his more recent work, 
Ritsos has moved to a more complex kind of poetry in which 
the social message, when present, is treated symbolically, alle
gorically or metaphorically. 

Argyriou probably wrote the fairest assessment on the issue 
of "political" Ritsos: 

The existence of these poems (mostly the Epikerika) 
and most probably the spotlight thrown upon them, with 
good or bad intentions, by friends and foes has created 
the impression that this is where the center of gravity of 
his poetry lies. In reality, this is not true. ( ... ) It is 

*'EmKatptKO: means "of the present time," "contemporary." As a title it suggests 
a chronicle of the period the poems were written. 
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about time we distinguish two different facts: There is 
no doubt that Ritsos, as a citizen, is the most committed 
to the left of all Greek poets of his time. Twice he paid 
the price of exile for his clear political positions. How
ever, it is equally certain that his recent poetry cannot 
be considered, strictly speaking, as "militant." (. . . ) 
The social message, in most of his work, is not projected 
in the first level and does not eliminate the intermediate 
poetic means which legitimize its final aims. The wise 
incorporation of the social into the overall human ele
ment makes it possible not to betray the poetic means 
by which art becomes successful.* 

9 

This last remark is particularly true for some of the poems 
included in this issue, such as The Annihilation of Melos, or the 
collections Testimonies and Doorman's Booth in which references 
to political events can only be discerned indirectly through subtle 
allusions. 

* * * 
Selecting out of Ritsos' work what might be termed a char

acteristic sampling is not an easy task. Ritsos is one of the most 
prolific poets in modern Greek letters. He has written hundreds 
of poems which range in length from four lines, like the Liano
tragouda (Short Songs), to multi page sequences like My Sister's 
Song and The March of the Ocean; in poetic style, from the 
simple and straightforward to the allegorical and the symbolic; 
in subject matter, from the personal to social and political issues, 
history and mythology-at times intermingled. 

In this issue we have attempted to select out of the great 
number and variety of his works representative samples of his 
different styles, subjects and techniques. Emphasis was given to 
the long poems, which are the most characteristic of the style 
which Ritsos has cultivated throughout his poetic career. From 
his early works we have selected the symphonic poems My Sister's 
Song and The March of the Ocean; then, his most powerful epic 
sequence, Romiosini; from his verse dramas, The Annihilation of 

*Both quotations from Argyriou are from his "Introduction" to Vol. I of 
•H •EAAT]VlKTJ notT]OT] [Greek Poetry}, ed. Alexandros Argyriou, Athens: 
Sokolis Editions, 1979. 
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Melos; we have not included one of his most well-known poems, 
Epitaphios, because it has been translated into English several 
times, most recently in the Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora 
(Vol. XIII, Nos. 1 & 2). Of his shorter poems, we are presenting 
a rather extensive selection from the Doorman's Booth, fewer 
from the Testimonies (A and B) and a few poems selected from 
other collections. Finally, we included The Eighteen Lianotra
gouda and The Body and the Blood in its entirety. 

Besides having to choose from his voluminous writings, an
other difficulty encountered in preparing an issue dedicated to 
Ritsos is the selection of a few critical essays to illuminate his 
work. Many essays have been written on Ritsos in recent years, 
but, for the most part, the critics deal in generalities, extracting 
lines from here and there, to support certain theses or theories. 
Although this approa:ch has its merits, it often suffers in 
depth what it gains in breadth. What is needed are detailed 
analyses, concentrating on individual works, because Ritsos makes 
extensive use of modern techniques, including symbolism, in his 
more complex poems. Deciphering his cryptic works requires 
careful examination of his allusions, an identification of recurrent 
motifs throughout his work and a search for correlations with 
ancient myths and contemporary events. 

We have selected for inclusion in this issue William B. 
Spanos' essay "Y annis Ritsos' Romiosini: Style as Historical 
Memory," an in-depth analysis of the poet's most important work. 
Also included are two more essays concentrating on single works: 
Mitsos Alexandropoulos' "For a Little Summer," discussing 
Ritsos' poem Chrysothemis and Peter Bien's "Orestes' Cow." Of 
these three essays, the first two are from a volume of criticism, 
Yannis Ritsos: Studies of His Work.* Among the prose works 
should also be added the translations of Ritsos' own commen
taries on his Testimonies and Doorman's Booth which accompany 
the translations of the respective poems. 

* * * 
My Sister's Song is the first example of Ritsos' favorite poetic 

form, the long sequence which has been characterized as "syn
thetic" or "symphonic." The poem was written in 1937 but reflects 
Athens: Diogenis Editions, 1975 
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the experiences that Ritsos and his sister Loula underwent when 
they moved to Athens, after the loss of the family fortune, 
struggling for survival amidst the economic and political turmoil 
that followed the Asia Minor disaster. Together they faced ap
palling difficulties, poverty and illness. The poem was written at 
a time when the health of Ritsos' sister had deteriorated. My 
Sisters Song, an expression of profound emotion, reflects this 
ordeal. Marjorie Chambers' translation is preceded by a short 
introduction. 

The March of the Ocean, written shortly after My Sisters 
Song, is similar to the latter in general form but also has signifi
cant differences in terms of both technique and content. Single 
grammatical sentences are not as often broken into multiple short 
verses, which results in a smoother development of the emotions. 
The translation is again by Marjorie Chambers. 

Romiosini was written in 1945-47; it was first published in 
1954 as part of the collection Vigil and later, in 1966, as an indi
vidual poem. The word "Romiosini" is untranslatable; it means 
Hellenism-both all Greeks collectively and the essence of being 
Greek. Although Romiosini commemorates the left-wing fighters 
of the Greek Resistance of World War II, it goes far beyond 
that. The poem expresses contemporary Hellenism and its strong 
commitment to guard the ancient Greek land and the values of 
justice and freedom that were born there. The translation is by 
Philip Pastras and George Pilitsis. William Spanos, in his essay, 
offers a perceptive analysis of the poem and its historical context. 

The Testimonies (A and B) are collections of short poems, 
simple on the surface, but, for the most part, cryptic with symbolic 
connotations. Ritsos himself wrote a short introduction to the 
Testimonies, which is included in this issue in Rick Newton's 
translation. This introduction is helpful in illuminating the over
all climate and purpose of the collection. Brief commentaries on 
most of the poems from Testimonies A that were selected and 
translated for this issue follow, with occasional references to 
Ritsos' own introduction. 

* * * 
In "Process," the first poem of Testimonies A, the poet de

scribes the kind of experience an artist has to undergo before 
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reaching the stage of creation. He has "to strip" himself of "his 
flesh" and "bones" until he remains pure essence from which 
he creates his work of art. This kind of creativity is autocatalytic, 
but it is also an act of freedom. The artist seems to lose his 
identity in the process of artistic creation but he rediscovers and 
recreates it in a paradoxical way. 

"Perspective" conveys the exalted feeling of being Greek 
with a profound consciousness of one's inheritance, historical tra
dition and values. The Greek ideas are symbolized by both the 
statues, presented here as the foundations on which the Greeks 
build their houses, and the azure sky under which they walk, 
filled with a sense of euphoria and harmony. 

As its title implies, "Inalienable" concerns the bond between 
the Greek land and people who created a civilization and a set 
of values that belong to the entire world. In essence, Greece is 
not simply a geographic territory and therefore cannot he taken 
away. The poem begins with the coming of strangers to the Greek 
land, behaving as if preparing to take possession. It continues 
with the symbolic gesture of a man who, in the face of danger, 
takes a handful of the soil and puts it in his pocket. In the ground, 
at the spot where the handful of soil was removed, a hole remains, 
inside of which there is a sword, a jug and a bleached bone. The 
sword is a symbol of the struggle of the Greeks who for centuries 
have defended their country; the jug symbolizes the idea of mea
sure and balance and the white bone the thousands of lives that 
were sacrificed in order to preserve this dvilization. 

In "Afternoon," prosaic reality is transformed by the power 
of poetry. In the beginning, the landscape depicted is common
place; chickens are picking on the road, the old captain's wife 
sits in a doorway, chaotic houses face the sun, etc. Yet all this 
assumes a kind of beauty in the hands of the poet: "A large, in
visible hand lifting the chairs two spans above the ground." At 
the end, the poet asks himself how people could live without 
the intoxication and euphoria of poetry. 

"Almost a Conjurer" is another allegorical poem which 
refers to the poet's disposition before the poetic creation. His 
mood is compared to that of a conjurer in the sense that both 
are involved in the creation of something miraculous. There is 
a kind of euphoria in the whole process-the feeling that the pain 
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pill in the glass of water, shining like a star, creates something 
akin to a miracle. What follows is a series of situations that 
oscillate between the absurd and the miraculous: he drinks the 
spoon, he becomes transparent, he feels a goldfish swimming in 
his chest. There is a mysterious process in the way poetry func
tions, which in many ways is similar to the art of the conjurer who 
creates magic. At the end, the poet feels a bird inside his head 
and the shadows of two large wings fill the room, symbols of 
his inspiration and his imagination which finally take over. 

In "The Architect," the poet deals with the difference be
tween theory and action. The construction of a building stands 
for the creation of a new world. On the one hand, the people 
of action are builders who take the mortarboard and the trowel 
and ascend the large scaffold; on the other, the architect prepares 
the plans and supervises the construction. The architect looks 
downcast, as if he fears that his plan will remain half realized 
and that the building will never be completed. Trying to partic
ipate actively, he takes a nail and hammers it, but the nail bends, 
the workers laugh, and so does he. The poem ends with the archi
tect realizing that this communal laugh encompasses his hands, 
his plans, his building. 

In the "Builders," the poet uses again masons as symbols 
for men of action who strive to build a new and better world. 
While the poet distinguishes among several categories of builders 
in terms of their motivation-those who build by instinct, the 
professionals, the ones who build to avenge death and those who 
are quite conscious of what they are doing and very determined
he concludes that they all participate emotionally in what they 
do. He attributes a symbolic meaning to the tears of the builders 
(which flow because of the builder's exposure to quicklime dust) : 
the poet implies their emotional involvement and suggests that, 
because they dream of a better future, they are able to build better 
in the present. 

In "The End of the Speech," the poet returns to one of his 
favorite subjects: theory versus action. Ritsos throughout his life 
avoided giving lectures. In the poem, a lecturer has just concluded 
a successful speech to the applause of the audience. He then tells 
his audience that his words were not really his own, but were 
reflections of their own faces and their expectations. He was actu-
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ally reflecting the bright rays, like a distant light in a mirror, and 
casting them in their eyes to prevent their seeing him. Thus, he 
demonstrates that words are futile. "Our true words," he says, 
"lie deep in silence (and there's no need for them anyway). Our 
true actions always exclude the witnesses or kill them if they can 
or buy them off at high exchange rates." This implies that our 
true actions require no witnesses because when they are good, 
they are not done for the sake of an audience, and when 
they are contemptible, we do not want them seen by anyone. Thus 
the speaker takes the existential position that "man is the sum of 
his actions," the paradox being in his denouncement of the value 
of words, just after having made a speech. The essence of the 
poem is the value of man's actions. Ritsos himself was known 
for always supporting his ideas with actions. Twice he paid the 
pri:ce of exile for his beliefs. Indeed, one cannot help thinking 
how different his own poetry would sound had this not been true 
of him. 

In the poem "Beneath Oblivion," the poet uses an object, 
an old-fashioned jacket, forgotten for years in a closet and belong
ing to someone who has been executed, as a device to appeal, 
indirectly, to our sense of "a partial and total responsibility," as 
he put it in the introduction to the Testimonies. The reason for 
using an object-the dead man's jacket-he explains, is that peo
ple do not have prejudices and antagonistic attitudes toward 
innocent objects as they do toward ideas and feelings. 

In his introduction to the Testimonies, Ritsos comments 
extensively on his frequent use of the word "perhaps." In the 
case of the title of the poem "Perhaps He Knew," the word is 
not used to express real doubt but, as Ritsos writes, it springs 
from "a personal certainty ... consciously disguised as ignorance, 
naivete, modesty or generosity." Another aspect of the poem which 
can be better understood by reference to the same introduction to 
the Testimonies is the "unwarranted gratitude" of the last line. 
"Perhaps the final taste left in our mouths by the Testimonies," 
the poet writes, is "the silent gratitude toward human life, action, 
thought, and art, despite all tribulations and despite death
perhaps indeed on account of them." This gratitude, according to 
the poet, may bring a euphoria but "does not completely mask a 
certain feeling of futility and wasted effort, however much it may 
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desire (and it does not)," but it is trying "to neutralize it or at 
least to reverse it, transforming its negative attributes into positive 
ones, transforming the most absolute denial into a universal, in
determinate affirmation." After successive illnesses, the man in 
the poem keeps moving his head and murmuring "yes, yes," in a 
funny and sympathetic way. After experiencing many ordeals and 
much unhappiness, he goes beyond it. His awareness of the tragic 
sense of life gives him maturity and a certain distance which 
enables him to address life with an affirmative "yes." 

In "The Same Coolness?" the poet reflects on art versus life. 
He expresses a moment of doubt. The poem juxtaposes the life 
of a poet, writing at night by the lamp, and the care-free life of 
a group of people laughing and singing in the street. He also juxta
poses a snail, symbol of coolness, crawling up an inkwell inside the 
poet's room and the snails outside in the garden near the flowers. 
Although the poem suggests that there is no great difference 
between the two, the question posed in the title indicates that 
the poet has his moments of doubt. Ritsos, who while dedicated 
to his art, was also a man of action, refers to these instances of 
doubt in his introduction to the Testimonies. There, as mentioned 
above, he suggests that art cannot replace life; in spite of art's 
affirmative function, there is always "a certain feeling of futility 
and wasted effort." 

"Alone With His Work" expresses the disappointment of 
a man who, having received a message that he is urgently needed 
by friends and traveling by horse all night to reach them, finds 
on his arrival that the house is deserted and locked and that no 
one awaits him. The incident is an allegory for Ritsos' life-long 
mission, a political mission which, at the time of writing, seems 
to have faltered, and the poet feels abandoned by his comrades. 
The title "Alone With His Work" does not imply his artistic 
creation but his political commitment. The poem is about what 
the poet in his introduction to the Testimonies calls "partial and 
total responsibility": "We will frequently encounter not merely 
an attitude of recognition . . . but also an attitude of social and 
ethical comparison, criticism and self-criticism, and an attitude 
of partial and total responsibility toward the present historical 
moment, the history of all mankind and especially, of course, of 
Greece." 
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* * * 
"Orestes' Cow," Peter Bien's essay, refers to Ritsos' dramatic 

monologue Orestes, which appeared in a recent issue of the 
Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora (Spring 1985) in English trans
lation. 

"For a Little Summer," Mitsos Alexandropoulos' essay, is 
primarily about Ritsos' poetic drama Chrysothemis; its subtitle, 
"Yannis Ritsos' Chrysothemis and a Letter for Us" indicates a 
more general concern, Ritsos' poetics and his interaction with the 
reader. 

The Lianotragouda (complete title in translation, Eighteen 
Short Songs of the Bitter Motherland) are among the finest of 
Ritsos' poems. They are each four lines long in the traditional 
fifteen-syllable verse of demotic songs. They have much in com
mon with these not only in form but also in spirit. The closest 
resemblance is with the Kleftika, the popular ballads recounting 
the heroism of the freedom fighters of the Greek War of Inde
pendence. Despite the difference in form, they also share senti
ment with the epic sequence Romiosini. It is no coincidence that 
the last of the eighteen Short Songs has "Romiosini" in its title 
("For Romiosini Do Not Weep"). Like Romiosini, these songs 
are a most powerful and moving expression of the Greek soul, 
as it has developed during its three thousand-year history. As the 
poet writes epigrammatically in another of his Short Songs: 

MLKpoc; Aaoc; Kal. TioAEI:la: BCxcuc; O'lta{ha Kal. 
~6ALa 

yLa oAou 'lou x6cr1:1ou 'lo l!Jcull(, "[o q>wc; Kal "[o 
'lpayo65L. 

Though few, the Greeks keep fighting on, without 
swords or bullets 

for all the people of this world, their bread, their song, 
their light. 

suggesting that the Greeks, throughout the centuries, have strug
gled to defend the rights of man. In a note accompanying the 
poems, Ritsos mentions that, after receiving a message from 
Mikis Theodorakis asking for an unpublished poem to be set 
to music, he wrote sixteen of the eighteen poems in one day 
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(September 16, 1968) in Leros, where he had been exiled by the 
military regime. Ritsos would not allow these poems to be pub
lished or translated, only sung. Set to music by Theodorakis-to 
whom Ritsos dedicated the Short Songs-they quickly became 
popular in Greece and later throughout the world. Eventually, 
however, they were published and translated in several languages. 
Translation of the Lianotragouda is not easy, partially because 
of their density but particularly because their rhythm, the fifteen
syllable meter, contributes immensely to the overall effect of the 
poems and cannot easily be reproduced in another language. An 
effort has been made to preserve this rhythm in the translations 
of the Short Songs included in this issue. 

The Annihilation of Me los is translated and introduced by 
Rick Newton. The poem deals with the destruction of Melos 
by the Athenians in 416 B.C., but in essence it is an allegory 
about the military dictatorship in Greece in 1967. At the time of 
violence and terror brought about by that regime, people felt like 
captives in their own land, like the surviving women of Melos. 
Although most of the poem recounts the painful memories of the 
suffering victims, it is not a poem of despair, as the end evolves into 
an optimistic revolutionary message. The women of Melos become 
aware that their "homeland" is inside themselves, "freedom" is 
inside them, and even death, freedom's mate, is inside them. This 
is followed by a statement which seems absurd, yet symbolically 
conveys the poet's cryptic message. Although seventy and eighty 
years old, the women feel pregnant, they feel rejuvenated and 
ready to bear children again. The seed they feel inside them, how
ever, is the seed of freedom, the thousand children that will be born 
and sacrifice themselves in the struggle for this freedom. This motif 
of old women ready to give birth to children appears again in 
The Body and the Blood, written about the student uprising 
against the military regime of the Athens Polytechnic in Novem
ber 1973. 

Doorman's Booth is a collection of poems written in the 
Spring of 1971. We have included an extensive selection preceeded 
by Ritsos' own commentary "Upon Reading Again the Collections 
The Wall in the Mirror and Doorman's Booth and by a discussion 
of individual poems by the translator. 

The Body and the Blood was written in 1978. The title has 
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religious overtones, alluding to the sacrifice of Christ. The sub
title, "One More Attempt at a Poem for the Polytechnic," clarifies 
that the poem is a tribute to the heroic student uprising against 
the military dictatorship. On November 17, 1973 the students 
occupied the campus of the Polytechnic University (noA.uTE
XVELO) in the center of Athens. They barricaded themselves 
inside and broadcasting over a home-made radio station incited 
the people of Athens to rise against tyranny and fight for free
dom. This first large-scale act of open defiance of the regime 
became the rallying point for the resistance against it. The revolt 
of the flower of the country's youth, in the center of Athens, was 
a severe blow to the regime which until then had been tolerated 
by many Greeks. The military junta sent its tanks against the 
unarmed students. They rolled over the gate of the Polytechnic 
and the young people guading it. All the cruel acts which over 
the years the dictators had been accused of commiting in secret 
had previously been denied, but the atrocious way in which these 
boys and girls were slaughtered that night exposed the real face 
of the regime. Since its first publication in 1978, The Body and 
the Blood has had fourteen consecutive editions. 

The volume ends with a selection of twelve short poems from 
other collections: Exercises, Summer Preparatory School, Petrified 
Time, Twelve Poems on Cavafy, Stones, Repetitions and Fence, 
and Corridor and Staircase. 

The brief selection of Ritsos' poetry included in this issue 
does not, of course, exhaust the poet's work; it is only intended 
to give the reader an idea of the remarkable variety and depth 
of his art. 

* * * 
The CHARIOTEER wishes to express its most sincere thanks 

to Y annis Ritsos for his kind permission to translate his poems 
and prose work for this issue. 

c. CAPRI-KARKA 

Editor 



MY SISTER'S SONG 

BY Y ANNIS RITSOS 

translated, with an Introduction, by Marjorie Chambers 

In My Sister's Song (1937), personal grief is fused with 
historical awareness. This poem is one of the trilogy including 
Spring Symphony (1938) and The March of the Ocean (1940) 
which indirectly expressed the spirit of resistance against the 
Metaxas dictatorship in Greece and the rise of fascism in Europe. 
From My Sister's Song the lines beginning: "Here is the trophy 
of life" and ending: "I open my arms and accept the irresistible" 
became well-known as a slogan of resistance. The sun, to which 
these lines refer, symbolizes the steadfast belief of Ritsos in the 
redemptive power of poetry and in man's ability, no matter what 
the circumstances, to respond to the irresistible call of life, to 
take the ascending path towards "a more substantial freedom." 
He has also said: "The way towards the sun has no return." In 
My Sister's Song his victory over despair is not easily won. This 
is a bitter journey towards the light in the midst of darkness and 
is therefore a deeply moving testimony to man's heroic spirit. 

MY sister, 

MY SISTER'S SONG 

To my sister LOULA 

In the distorted mirrors 
of tears 

is shattered the calm face 
of eternity 

and yet we hear within us still 
the murmur of tranquility. 

I should have stood upright 
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against the sun 
and raised the columns of my verses 
towards the blue expanse 
that you might walk in the evenings, 
smiling beside Eurydice 
under the star-filled skies 
of unending summers. 
But, my sister, 
I can do no more. 
Infinity has smashed 
its bright arc 
on my brow 
and I spin 
in the eternal Moment 
shattered and bewildered. 
My voice has foundered. 
Thought has plucked 
its last flowers. 
With sobs only 
I utter your song. 
Neither pain nor ecstasy 
dare with bleeding lips 
stammer your name. 

On the verdure of heaven 
Ruth kneels 
to pray at your feet. 
The white doves 
of childhood dreams 
fly low in the plains 
of your smile. 
The musings of sages 
never climbed 
to the edges 
of your venerable greatness. 
Poets who have dissolved in the light 
acknowledge in the light of your face 
the emptiness of verses. 
Only the great Silence 
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with a lily in her hands 
gently touches your bent back 
which has raised to God's bosom 
the cries of men, 
while the dark blue 
star-weeping nights 
in contrition cease to move. 
My sister, 
I fold my wings 
I bend down 
and kiss 
the tips of your bare feet. 
Grant that my mind may be calmed 
that I may sing the hymn fit 
for you, my sister, 
sister of all the world. 

YOUR WHITE hands 
that covered our wounds with myrrh 
now writhe bound behind your back 
on the cross of your body 
as if they were, my sister, 
the hands of robbers. 
Your thin body is entwined 
in the grey mantle of frenzy. 
Your eyes remain 
empty glass citadels 
where wander 
lost ghosts of the past. 
My sister, 
how could you abandon me at midnight 
to seek without a lamp 
to find the traces 
of your lost footsteps? 
Plunge me also 
into the same dark 
that I may not hear the clarion 
of your cries 
that count the countless tombs. 
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Blast into infinity 
my eyes 
that I may not see 
your bound hands. 
Everywhere I turn 
I see only you. 
I entreat 
the kindness of beauty 
to bestow on me a drop of dew. 
But no one answers 
the supplications 
of vanquished people. 
Yellow dust 
from dead roses 
snowed on the gardens. 
The silent shore 
withdrew in the twilight 
and Spring fell asleep 
its bright face 
hidden in its hands. 
Where is silence now 
with its pure slumbers 
its frozen trances 
its faded roses? 

MY sister, 
I am no longer a poet 
I do not deign to be a poet. 
I am a maimed ant 
that has lost its way 
in boundless night. 
I stir the embers 
of burnt out Aprils 
and do not find a spark 
to light the old fire. 
You have weighed 
the treasures of centuries 
in your thin palm. 
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You have pulled down mountains 
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where poets rested. 
And I, I am no longer a poet. 
!know 
that poets 
do not besmirch 
the ivory towers of cities 
with their tears. 
They keep watch, 
their gaze level and unclouded 
that they may count 
the shimmerings of the light 
and the pulsations of the universe. 
But!, 
my sister, I keep watch 
counting your heart-beats 
and your breaths. 
I stand, a dark tower, 
among crashing lightning bolts 
and touch, unhesitating, the sword-blades. 
The arcs of light have faded 
beneath your eyelids. 
Nothing else lives 
outside the mournful circle 
your eyes trace on the world. 
I do not want 
the drums of triumph 
to proclaim my glory 
in the woods of spring. 
Your smile 
is enough for me. 
The fountain of your eyes 
can quench my thirst 
and make my life blossom. 

I HAD a bright tunic 
that warmed my hours. 
I had the company of verses 
that talked to me at nights 
of triumphant campaigns. 
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Sitting silent and alone 
on those lost mornings, 
serene I pitched my tent 
and there would dream 
of azure welcomes 
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my unknown friends were preparing for me 
and I would gaze at the plain of dawn 
at the mossy roof of the bell-tower 
snowed over with white storks. 
Blond children 
with wonderful amazement in their eyes, 
would open the posthumous 
testaments of my songs. 
(How many smiles I summoned 
in my bitter loneliness 
for the pleasure of people!) 
Ah, the retinue that awaited 
my entry to Jerusalem. 
Like a silent Christ 
I heard the trumpets of the heavens 
foretold the streets 
strewn with palms 
and patience did not fail me 
in my burning agony. 
But, my sister, 
I no longer know 
how to wait and to pray. 
Listen, this evening 
waving rosy veils 
above the gardens 
calls to my ancient spirit. 
The twittering of birds 
offends my seemly mourning. 
My sister, be still; 
cascades of warblings 
do not bless my desolation. 
I stay faithful in the arms 
of your love. 
I am no longer a poet 
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and I am afflicted. 
Forgive me, my sister, 
for this grief of mine 
that lives outside your grief. 

MY sister, 
a cloud always shadowed 
your eyelids. 
Leaning on the balcony 
-even as a child-
you would gaze at the sea 
unrolling the dream 
of endless solitude. 
You would feed your heart 
on the leaves of autumn. 
The enigma of mother's shadow 
was reflected in your eyes. 
The pale light of your face 
lingered on the floor 
of our house. 
We never saw you weep. 
Only there on your temples 
the delicate veins 
patterns of azure light 
signalled the fever 
of your sealed lips. 
(How many times 
when you were sleeping, 
I bent over them to read 
your secret.) 
Full of love and compassion 
You would bind our wounds 
and be silent. 
Your silence informed everything. 
On winter evenings 
you would walk alone in the woods 
to nurse 
naked sparrows, 
to warm 
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frozen insects. 
Drop by drop you gathered within you 
the tears of the poor, of the humble. 
And when our house fell 
you remained upright still 
-shade of the Virgin-
to show me the stars 
through the holes in the roof. 
Now your silence has been broken 
and in the small shell that you hid 
I heard the cries of the ocean. 
My sister, not a stone was left 
for me to lean upon. 

I STILL walk 
in the wilderness of throngs 
in unsuspecting streets. 
No-one. 
Children play without divining 
bells that are ringing far away 
stopping their blood. 
People can still laugh, 
I can still hear 
talk that turns on other things 
-merchant ships pass 
near the lonely lighthouse 
in the sea. 
From the metopes of palaces 
clocks sound: 
nothing, nothing, nothing. 
Some fall in love by chance, 
some construct the event, 
some keep books 
telling of gaunt hermits. 
Trains carry 
fog and ghosts 
out of deserted stations. 
Lilacs shake 
a dark blue remnant 
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of the faded dream 
above stone foreheads. 
Nothing. 
And this faint scent 
of childhood recollection 
is consumed in vain 
without echo. 
Nobody sees. 
Flakes of ash 
cover the earth. 
OhGod, 
to shut my eyes 
to cross my arms 
and be carried off at the whim of the winds. 
Thus profoundly tired 
to roll in the abyss 
while the speed of the fall 
whistles in my ears 
a song of rest. 
Close the windows. 
The light's impudence 
blurs my tear. 
Enough of flowery talk. 
It does not serve. 
Mother Silence 
bring your hand 
to my temples. 
On my bare head 
autumn woods 
stir their shadows. 
My sister, I am drowsy. 
Where can I rest? 
How can I sleep? 
I have no bed. 
And the sick dawn 
finds the lamp of my vigil 
burning once more. 
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THE EVENING hour 
has come upon me far from you 
my sister. 
Venerable beauty 
has tapped my shoulder 
with tender hand. 
On the horizon dawns 
the flame of a forgotten rose. 
The gentle peaks 
carry up 
baskets of violets 
to the transparent feet 
of rest. 
I hold in my smock 
a newborn lamb 
and I sink my spirit 
in its soft eyes. 
I gaze at the plains 
quietly inhaling 
the evening calm 
and I greet the souls 
of things. 
Behind the flowering pear trees 
your shadow 
grieving watches me. 
My sister, I have not forgotten you. 
I fathom goodness 
by your clemency. 
I distribute smiles 
on the lines and forms 
illumined by your saintly light 
But while I gather you 
a bunch of daisies 
from the fields of evening, 
you, my sister, 
with frenzied eyes 
like a flashing sword 
light up the firmament, 
but you do not know 
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that living things you see 
reflected there 
restore your image to yourself 
through layers of silence and reverence. 

MY sister, I had promised 
to bring you the immortal water. 
I had promised to throw the sun 
at your feet. 
Now you cry out: 
"My brother, I thirst; 
where is the immortal water 
that I may quench my thirst? 
My brother, I am cold; 
where is the sun 
that I may warm my hands?" 
And I stay motionless and helpless. 
I who roamed 
the heavens 
cannot cover 
one span of earth. 
Beneath the snow I hear 
the roots of our old garden 
binding me to the ground. 
And I have forgotten how to walk. 
Filled with awe 
I lean over the chaos 
of your soul. 
The stars collide 
in the depths of your eyes 
and the battles of the Gods 
bleed your heart. 
How to mould your burning 
into a cool sculptured calm? 
I had believed once in heaven, 
but you have shown me 
the depths of the sea 
with its dead towns 
its forgotten forests 
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its drowned voices. 
And now heaven has plunged 
-a wounded seagull-
into the sea. 
My hand that built for you 
a bridge over the abyss 
has faltered. 
Look at me 
how naked and innocent 
I lie down before you. 
I am cold, my sister. 
Who will now bring us the sun 
to warm our hands? 
I listen, silent. 
No-one is passing 
on the night road. 
The stars have foundered 
in the corroded eyes 
of the moulting eagle 
that wavers on the edge 
of dark battlements. 
Your bound hands 
block my way. 
Only your voice wanders 
the corridors of night 
striking its long sword 
on the tiles. 
It is late. 
Neither life nor death 
receives me. 
Where shall I go? 

MY sister, I was mistaken. 
I am not a god. 
I do not determine anything. 
Your fire vaporized 
my power to quench it. 
As you shook 
light's golden dust 
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from the eyelashes of the universe 
I gazed at the great crosses of mankind 
standing on your evening horizon 
and I loved the sad people 
who pass silent-white herds 
marked on the forehead 
with the red seal. 
I read the history of the world 
in a drop of your blood. 
Ah, people, ah, my brothers and sisters, 
brothers and sisters of my sister, 
in the infinite sea of your heart 
dreams founder in full sail, 
the presumption of thoughts 
and the indifferent musings of the Gods. 
How many journeys have you made! 
And you did not bring back with you 
one image of growth 
to adorn your empty houses, 
one sea-shell 
from those that the tempests 
washed up on the land 
-gleaming relic and trusty key
to lock your doors 
when the winds blow at night. 
Your eyes remain forever 
confined and guileless 
-drops of rain coloured 
with silence and doubt. 
You have no refuge. 
You die unresurrected 
with no child's rosy lips 
to say your name again 
under the tranquil sky 
of the new May. 
But I, 
I saw remembrance of you hover 
-venerable dove, 
on my sister's shoulder. 
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My brothers and sisters 
receive the apostate 
on your broad bosom. 
With tears I wash 
your wounded feet. 
With tears I cleanse my hands 
of the dust of pride 
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that I may be worthy to caress your hair. 

MY sister, 
come let us lean 
like sick children 
over the incorporeal garden 
that has sunk within us, 
to heed 
the dissolved fragrance 
that has settled forgotten 
in a dim corner of our hearts . 
. . . On summer nights 
enraptured we would see 
the full moon rising 
on the shore of our birthplace. 
The silver road would carry us 
to the azure murmurings of the universe. 
Mother would be near 
-a white angel 
in the white nights. 
We would hear 
her distant voice 
and the soothing rustle of her gown 
while our eyes were closing 
in starry sleep. 
Ah, sweet protection 
that watched at our side 
warming 
the naked birds of our dreams. 
Effiorescence of light enveloped us 
and we fled, little sister, 
between sky and sea. 
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... And then 
the closed doors 
the impassive windows 
the backs turned. 
Mother's voice dead. 
Alone 
hand in hand 
in unknown towns 
-two small suppliants 
with our warm dream 
under the flawed sky. 
We no longer had shelter 
or staff. 
But we still knew how 
to be loved 
and to love. 
Growing weary I would lean on you. 
You would fix your gaze on mine 
and you would bring me gold anemones 
from your toil to my dream. 
My sister, 
approach once more and kiss 
my burning brow. 
Look, 
I open for you the little skylight 
and a slanting ray 
outlines the shadow of your face. 
Thrust off the night 
and come to me 
and we shall take each other, as then, by the hand 
and wander through cold cities 
-two small suppliants 
with our old dream, 
-two great princes 
of love. 

DO YOU remember? 
Mother once gave you 
a pink dress 
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and a little pink parasol. 
You would climb the flowering hillside 
on a spring morning 
ethereal and diaphanous 
-a pink cloud of light. 
You would gaze at the sky 
as if something from above was calling you. 
Only the sad plaits 
of your black hair 
lay heavy on your thin back. 
I was afraid 
that sometime you would disappear 
with the rosy light 
into the sunset. 
Then I would gather 
bright shells 
and many-coloured pebbles 
on the shore of our island 
to see your eyes 
smiling 
and bewitch your heart 
that was quietly dissolving 
in the grief of the world. 
But you did not know how to laugh. 
I would make wings of your tears 
and go far away to bring you 
the pollen of heaven 
to absolve your silence. 
But you did not know how to take. 
You gave. 
Only gave. 
All your gifts 
you shared out 
and your hands 
were left empty. 
You bowed your head 
-sorrowing bird, 
in your dark wing 
and sang the amazing song 
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of all the wounded world. 
My sister, 
raise your head. 
I stoop beside you and bring you 
our childhood dawns 
that you may inhale 
the saltness of our island, 
the evening murmurings 
and crossing the mist of homesickness 
anchor beside me. 
Return, my sister, 
to little Bethlehem 
that bore us beautiful and humble 
and I, you will see, I will shed 
dreams of Jerusalem 
that took me far from you 
and I will stay forever at your side 
-a modest cricket, 
to sing to you 
on spring evenings. 
Do you not hear me? 

ALL was refused me, 
I refused everything. 
Nor does the thought console me. 
Whatever I loved 
death took from me 
and madness. 
I alone remained 
beneath the ruins of my heaven 
to count the dead. 
The storm swept from my way 
the pure footprints of God. 
I cannot find death again. 
My beloved dead 
have revived me 
to weep for them. 
And yet 
the ruined mill 
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still turns its wings 
above the reaped plains, 
in the stillness 
of the evening skies. 
Ah, these wings 
that touch my eyelids 
with the languid movement 
of pages read 
and I follow 
their strange command 
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without will and without oblivion. 
Let them sleep at last 
these wings that form 
the tired gestures 
of wounded birds 
in the gloomy clouds 
of eternal autumn. 

HOW coldly sounds and colours 
receive me this evening. 
The sunset drags her golden greeting 
on the shoulders of things. 
What does this rosy light want? 
Why this display 
of insensible ceremony? 
Why this provocation to me? 
The trees and the silence 
have put on a pompous hue 
of orators who speak 
before blind statues. 
Ah, how I hate 
the soft clouds 
that hang motionless flaming 
in the complacent light. 
Do they not know me 
my old friends? 
No; 
I need nothing. 
It does not befit me to be pitied. 
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I bite my lips 
and drink my blood. 
I disdain 
their dead beauty. 
-Heaven, what are you boasting of? 
I who am crushed 
under your foot 
will surpass your cold beauty 
with my warm song. 

MY sister, 
only you were left me 
to lean on your heart 
and hear the pulse of men. 
My life proceeded 
beneath the canopy of your eyes. 
You would come gentle and loving 
in the evenings when bowed and silent 
I wrote my angry verses 
for the never ending wars 
of light and blood. 
I felt your presence 
behind the night. 
The honeysuckle 
of tender hours 
covered my grey roof 
when your footsteps were heard. 
You would smile 
and all of heaven would come 
into my room. 
Azure reflections 
fluttered on the walls 
and remembrance of our home 
stirred my heart 
When I returned heavy 
with night wanderings 
and the proud bitterness of loneliness, 
I would find the supper of love 
steaming on the table 
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and childhood memory 
-a frail butterfly 
would play around your lamp. 
You would stay up 
waiting my return. 
And when I, 
the lover of Infinity, 
would sink into the shadows 
of nebulous doubts, 
you 
with your warm finger 
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would show me the footprints on the ground 
and shape my ashes once again 
into a human form. 
I shared your stool 
and so held 
a place on the earth. 
I measured time 
by your pulse. 
I listened to 
drops of coolness 
somewhere near, falling 
from a hidden well. 
And the well dried. 
You left. 
You pulled heaven away 
-blue dust 
behind your footstep. 
It is snowing. 
Life, life, 
you took from me 
the last fleshly crumb. 
I have no more tears. 
I have no fear. 
I have nothing else for them to take from me. 
Poor, naked, and desolate-
here are my riches 
that no one can 
take from me. 
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I will not knock on any door. 
I will not say any prayer. 
Without bread 
without rucksack 
without bond 
I take the road west 
with long and steady strides, 
naked and entire, 
worthy to touch God. 

A whitish cloud 
of watchful moon 
slowly dissolves 
in the blueness of dawn. 
The windowpanes on the sea-front 
-a procession of tearful eyes
give back 
in ghastly duplication 
the pale sinking of the moon. 
Ah, these wanings 
that cast doubt equally 
on both night 
and day 
and hover imponderable. 
Below, 
the grey sea 
reflects the sky-hued tremor 
that lingers 
on the frail backs 
of seagulls. 
The shadowy masts 
line the horizon 
motionless 
in readiness for motion. 
For a new journey? 
For a new return? 
The mist delays 
the confirmation of the sun. 
Nothing 
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is ever repeated. 
Profit 
and loss 
leave their traces 
on the whitish moon 
that slowly vanishes 
in the dawn. 
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The seagulls come from far away, 
they greet 
the moored boats, 
they circle 
-a cluster of lilies
the rusted anchors. 
My sister, 
your shore is receding. 
The journey of discovery is beginning. 
A glimmer of light is traced 
on the half-open eyelid 
of sky and sea. 

MY sister 
a bright line 
is drawn around 
our closed door. 
Revival floods 
the stale air 
with sea noises. 
A May-beetle pesters 
the closed windowpanes. 
The sun pours 
onto the room's disorder 
and its inadmissible shudder 
possesses us. 
What hand of blessing 
drew its shadow 
on the cold walls? 
Here is the trophy of life 
above genuflections. 
Here is the flag of spring 
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above tombs. 
The shriveled sheets 
rise up 
-sails on ships. 
The bed moves. 
A breath. 
Absorbing dilation. 
I obey the command 
I open my arms and accept 
the irresistible. 
The lovely faces 
of women parade 
their bright procession 
on my flesh. 
Suspended, the morning swallows 
draw the hands of mist away 
from my forehead. 
I can weep no more. 
Song has conquered me. 
Song has given me victory. 

THE sun, the sun 
melting the frozen landscape 
in my eyes. 
The vigorous song raised up 
on the scaffolding of heaven 
builds with bare arms 
my home. 
The light ripples 
in the muscles of my voice. 
I hear the chain links 
falling and breaking. 
I hear the white horsemen 
passing outside singing 
war marches. 
The windows have opened wide 
above the morning sea. 
My doorstep brightens, 
like an open eye. 
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My sister, 
I can stay no more. 
My absence will bring you 
the immortal water. 
And I who could not 
save you from life 
will save you from death. 
There are the roads 
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brilliant and clear in the sunshine. 
Stand aside, my sister 
that I may pass by your bound hands. 
I have hung on my breast 
the talisman you sewed me 
one spring evening-do you remember?
when we were very young. 
In it is a little red earth 
to recall our last home, 
a dried rose-leaf 
from the garden of our house 
and a little dust from the wall 
that we scraped one night with our nails 
for the final long exile. 
Goodbye, my sister. 
Kiss for me the sparrows in our yard 
the innocent children 
the sad mothers 
who embroider by the lamp 
and the young who build 
unsuspecting and determined 
their place 
on the borders of life and death. 

NOW I give myself back to the world. 
Fair nature 
with a broad fan 
from the boughs of palm-trees 
refreshes my limbs 
and dissolves my tears. 
The recovered taste 
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for age-long health 
sings on my palate 
and smarts my gums 
like unripe fruits. 
I gaze at heaven 
throwing amicably onto the earth 
a handful of seed. 
My sister, 
beyond you and me, 
beyond our dim gaze 
beyond the dim line of earth 
there at the root of all 
listen to the wave of impulse 
which supreme, uncontrolled and inexplicable 
created us and governs us 
What can we say? 
I open the gates 
with terrified wonder 
in front of Creation 
and change the pain into ecstasy 
and the cry into prayer. 
The bright tresses of horizons 
wipe 
my bleeding feet 
and I climb light and happy 
towards the summit of the smile. 
Sun, sun, 
father, my protector, 
receive me now. 
No ring binds 
my wings to the earth. 
The light shines bright, higher 
than your love, my sister, 
higher than my love, 

The calm face 
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of eternity shatters the distorted mirrors 
of tears and yet we hear within us still 
a very storm of tears. 
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Night harbour 
lights drowned in the water 
faces without memory or coherence 
illumined by the passing lights of distant ships 
then sunk in the shadows of the journey 
slanting sails hung with dream lamps 
like the broken wings of angels who have erred 
soldiers with helmets 
between night and the charcoal fire 
wounded hands like the pardon that came too late. 

Captives bound to the anchors 
a chain round the horizon's neck 
and other chains on children's feet 
and on the hands of dawn that hold a daisy. 

And the masts persist 
in counting the stars 
with the help of quiet recollection 
-a bouquet of seagulls in the dawn calm. 

Colour leaves the face of day 
and the light cannot find a statue 
to enter, to be glorified and made calm. 

Shall we still protect then 
the sun's open wound 
that wells up with flower seeds 
on the same march 
on the same quest 
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in the fertile veins of spring 
when swallows resume their wheeling 
tracing an amorous nought 
on the unconquered firmament? 

What wound 
has not yet been granted us 
to make complete 
the divinity of the god? 

WE had our garden at the sea's edge. 
The sky slipped in through the windows 
while mother sitting 
on the low stool 
embroidered the spring fields 
with open doorways in white houses 
with dreams of stocks on ·the thached roof 
drawn against clear pale blue. 

You had not yet come. 
I would look to the west and see you 
-a rosy sheen in your hair 
-a shadowy smile deep in the sea. 

Mother held my hands. 
But I 
behind her tender shoulder 
behind her pale hair 
smoothed with an aroma of patience and nobility 
would look gravely at the sea. 

There in the blue curve of the mountains 
a seagull would call me 
in the depths of the evening. 

THE mirror shattered that sketched 
the dawn and the garden. 
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With the sad flutes of flowers 
we buried the first swallow 
the day before yesterday. 

Then the children sat alone 
at the evening window 
to see the dying sun. 

Behind the white yard-waH 
the road was waking 
and as the light faded golden far off 
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the great shadow of the mountains climbed 
with death' s silent footstep 
to our white hands 
to our hearts 
to our bowed foreheads. 

Mother, who is ringing 
the azure bell on the horizon? 

SILVER cloud beside the moon. 

Old seamen 
who no longer have boats 
who no longer have nets 
sit on the rock 
and smoking their pipes 
muse on journeys regrets and the shadow. 

But we know nothing 
about the ashes in the taste of the journey. 
We know the journey and the pale blue 
half-circle of horizon 
like the sea god's fierce eyebrow. 

We jump into the boats 
we loosen the ropes 
and we sing the sea 
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gazing at the silver cloud 
beside a spring moon. 

What jewelled town 
sleeps behind the mountains? 
What lights tremble beyond in the night 
calling to us ? 

THERE are small white graves 
of innocent seagulls 
far away on unknown deserted islands 
that knew only 
light from the benighted ocean. 
There we placed our first flowers. 
our first sob the first thought. 

We heard the song of the sea 
and we can sleep no more. 

Mother 
do not hold my hand. 

THE sea the sea 
in our minds our souls and our veins the sea. 

We saw ships bearing mythical countries 
here on the golden sand 
where evening wayfarers linger. 
We dressed our childhood loves 
in moist seaweed. 
We offered the gods of the shore 
bright shells and pebbles. 

Morning colours dissolved in the water 
sunset's fire on the shoulders of seagulls 
masts that point to infinity 
open doorways at nightfall 
and above our stoney sleep 
hovering resplendent undying 
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the song of the sea 
comes through the little windows 
sketching gardens and dreams radiant 
on the damp panes and sleeping foreheads. 

ANGUISHED and sleepless rhythm. 
Out on the barren rocks 
we homeless barefoot children 
behold Beauty there 
walking with naked feet in the sea 
hear her voice 
that quivers with serene echoes 
with the phosphorescence of the stars 
that plant golden stories 
in the green depths. 

Venerable heart 
unsuspecting child's heart 
that you never deny. 

We stretched out our hands 
to gather flowers from the stars 
to gather stars from our heartbeats 
that answered the sea crying to us 
to hold on to Beauty's robe 
travelling towards infinity 
by the road the huge summer moon 
sketched on the open sea. 

NAKED we wrestled on the sand at midday 
with the wet bodies of twelve-year-old children 
more often for the embrace than for the struggle 
more often for the struggle than the victory 
the victory alone. 

Salt hair 
sunburned thighs 
the sighing wave in the kiss 
the sea beyond the spasm. 
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Middays descended roaring in whirlwinds of fire 
to wind the fishermen's houses round with white flames 
to burn the hearts that didn't resist. 

Outside the windows the gentle strumming sea-breeze 
the luminous face of calm 
in summer's white memory 
with a dark blue shadowy beam 
aslant on its downy cheek. 

Golden breath of endless water 
nets basking on the rocks 
boats filled with fruits and flowers 
and there are our houses 
our houses written on the sea. 

BECKONING from the shore 
the red stones 
the small lilac flowers 
and the girls. 

Who is calling us 
from the terrace of our house? 

We built our house in the sea. 
There are pearls in the shells 
and great coral woods in the lonely depths. 

We made our flute 
with the bones cast up yesterday evening 
at our yard by the tempest singing. 

Listen to our song mother 
the new journey's song. 

You who lament death 
do not know us. 
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The sea does not lament. 
It sings. 

RELEASED from Sunday service. 
Whitewashed yard 
facing the sea the silent bell tower 
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that sounded All Souls' Day for sailors 
and now laughs in the sunshine. 

WE have father's pipe in our mouths 
beneath the school cap. 
On our breasts the southern cross embroidered 
and the ancient mermaid. 

Dark sailor vest 
closed to the neck 
when the girls see us 
we assume the rolling gait 
of world-travelled captains. 

There trembles in the glances of young girls 
the sound of a great morning forest 
a clear sure music. 

But while the tranquil houses 
greet us tenderly 
with musk plant drooping on the white wall 
there will come in again among us 
to conquer us once more 
the radiant light from the great ocean. 

You there captain 
eat your dry bread quickly 
and the black olive 
steeped in salt and sun 
on top of the sheer rock. 

Time to set sail. 
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AS we draw breath 
the zephyr's pale blue sail swells 
its luminous folds billowing 
as they vanish behind the serene breasts 
of the distant mountains. 

Our hearts that loved the sea 
have no boundaries. 

Health's unfaltering pennant 
driven into the rock 
greets the sky 
waving above men 
great cooling shadows 
from the morning sea 
with white sails and islands 
in mid-May's full bloom. 

THE silver moon reflecting 
creeps solitary behind the rocks. 

On childhood's pillow polished shells 
in sleep blue ocean voices 
the Sirens with their fishbone lyres. 

Ah Goddess of the distant island 
stalactites in your sea cavern 
even if they chant the sleep of pale serenity 
even if your bright breast vies with 
the dark blue circle of the starlit sea 
and there is a gold garland of bees 
around the fountain where the light faintly penetrates 
perfuming the shade of the enormous trees-
you know the cunning one will leave. 

Laertes with his hound 
will wait in vain on the rock. 
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As He came naked out of the sea 
golden from the dawn water 
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his pubes sketched in the sun's frame 
Nausicaa fled with the lovely terrified virgins 
behind the trees 
their bare feet fluttering in the air 
like a multitude of doves 
white light reflected on ·the green verdure . 

. . . Out on the terrace beside the sea 
our frugal evening table. 
Spring dipped the wheaten bread in wine 
and the moon secretly painted 
on Greek earthenware pitchers 
scenes from Troy. 

You knew we would go mother 
and you salted our supper with a tear 
bowed and sad beneath the stars 
and the girls sighed on the island window sills 
who were betrothed to Odysseus. 

BLOOD we spent and seed 
with kites and clouds 
above the clear waters 
with small wooden caiques 
in blue bays 
smelling sweetly of farewells 
with kisses beside the boats at the old breakwater 
behind the ruined summer windmill 
preparing the great journey to the unknown. 

And when we returned at evening 
with bleeding hands and fractured knees 
bearing the spoils of weariness: 
watery ikons that deny form 
rose-coloured evening chimes 
the spasm's remorse 
the emptiness of the contest-
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there beneath the shadow of the cemetery by the sea 
our childhood eyes perceived the silence 
we heard night's coming 
heard the flute of beauty 
that consoles the saddened brow 
and justifies our fate. 

Who shatters God's soul 
and our joy 
who divides the silence 
into thousands of names and stars 
that moving illumine our hands 
and trace circles of solitude 
on the same sea; 
that preserve the fire of creation 
but do not rest? 

SEA birds hovering 
by silent rock caves 
sketchings of angels 
embroidered with stars at the water's fretted edge 
near the resisting pebbles 
in the green shade of the breakwater 
beneath the wondering eyes 
of pensive boys. 

THE wound of departing day 
writing in blood horizons and remembrance 
drew the God's imperfection 
the gesture the dream the creation. 

Serene knowledge 
in children's wide eyes 
on the serious lips of adolescents 
who did not count the shipwrecked 
knowledge that glorifies 
the stars coming out 
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from the open wound of God 
to soothe 
the wound of man. 

We closed our eyes 
in our white ancestral bed. 

The lamp put out. 
Framed in the window 
the sea secretly glimmering. 
Behind hedges and trees 
we heard 
its loud voice calling us 
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filling our sleep with an azure landscape 
flowering with snow-white sails 
with gardens of seagulls that mused voiceless 
perched on the stone brink of the unknown 
above the dark magnetic chasm. 

From there God's cry named us. 
Tomorrow we will swim again 
tomorrow we will journey again 
tomorrow the dawn will ask our endurance. 
and we will answer to the sea. 

WE wrote the first line on the sand 
while the patient masts watched us sternly 
and the wave whispered everlasting homesickness. 

We stayed on the rock as if carved in flight 
and gazed at moons writing circles 
asking our secret 
for ships carrying white ghosts 
for the journey that doesn't end 
for the anchor that doesn't hold in the water. 
We touched our wound and time 
and we escaped. 
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The journey is always with us 
and the ceaseless roar of the sea. 

THE ships had come at dawn 
laden with wheat coal and wine 
for dreaming captains 
for fuel for the fire. 

You threw away the bread the wine and the coal 

and stayed naked in the sea 
without a doth to cover your ribs 
or love to hide your eyes. 

The hour was coloured like the secret pearl 
of dawn's deep meditation 
its distant voice filled with danger and promise. 
You looked at your body in the water 
and loved the water forgetting your body. 

Ah journey without cargo 
fire without coal 
hunger without bread 
thirst and rapture without wine. 

Now it is too late to go back. 

If the wave is warmer than love 
and the ship warmer than the port 
you yourself know it 
flight singing in your hair 
as you face the horizon with the sea horn 
sounding endless migration. 

The ships went away and left us 
without bread wine or coal 
in the very middle of the sea. 

ALL night we wept 
bent over a seagull's white bier. 
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Mother's lamp shone from our fireside 
a delicate branch of light 
in the Virgin's transparent palm. 

Heavy sleep at daybreak 
in the story of shells 
candles melted 
in the church by the sea. 

And it was the ship waiting 
with prow carved in the dawn light 
sword of the wind. 

Sleep this evening with heart bitter 
as fishermen's bread in the storm. 

Tomorrow we'll uproot the crosses 
in the cemetery by the sea 
and make children's boats 
and carve on tombstones 
little statues of beauty and the sea 
to fill the desolate house 
to entice life and ourselves 
despite the god of denial 
beneath the god who blesses. 

THE masts lost 
the smoke sunk 
behind the silent curve of water 
like the knee of a mother sleeping 
and the sleepless journey in our breasts 
sleepless as the wind and the sea 
in the winter evening. 

Soft hills travel in the mist 
and the sick sun drowses 
on the damp stones of evening. 
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Cranes on high 
triangle of regret. 

A small missal of solitude 
in the evening rain 
the iconostasis of Saint-Nicholas on the shore 
where Autumn stops 
to throw a coin of bitter sorrow and a yellow leaf 
while the roar of the tempest fades on the darkened sand 
under the tearful starlight of a silent September. 

Gather blue marbles 
from childhood days of toys and crying 
so that you may carve the ocean's statue 
staining your hands with blood on cloudy afternoons 
when the sea's pale reflection 
draws a circle of luminous remorse 
high in the vacant air. 

IN the small green house on the shore 
winter overtook us all alone. 

The balconies deserted 
and on the pallid shore 
the mist steps noiselessly. 

Decaying yellow leaves 
silent death of chrysales 
seaweed blocking roads and doors 
memory wooded with cypress trees. 

At the road's turning the shadow of silence. 

From the window we saw the last 
summer visitors leaving 
and the little caique its baskets empty. 
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Ships sleep in the port 
and the wind's grey flags 
rattle on the bare masts. 

Shortly will come 
the grieving rain 
to wash away the lyrical names 
the childhood drawings 
and the glimmer of the sea 
from summer boats. 

In a flash of lightning 
we will read fate 
in our open palms 
and will not have 
one word to feed solitude 
or two crumbs of bread 
to feed the few sparrows 
dying on the lonely road. 

The trees on the quayside 
bowed and forlorn 
-wooden husks of summer 
in the ransacked dusk. 
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WHERE did the orchestra of little girls go 
in the seaside garden 
there where sailors drank in the evening 
among the trees 
and dancing leapt in the air 
for the moon's gold coin reflected 
in the girl's hair behind 'the basil plants. 

At nights 
only the sea's huge green reflection 
wanders desolate on the steep rocks. 

Silent we pass through 
dark rooms 
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before dim mirrors 
that no longer know us 
and we hear the footsteps of silence 
·the wind and the sea 
on our drowsy senses. 

Something from the safety of the void
a locked door in the evening 
or a procession of cypress trees sketched 
in autumn starlight's silver vagueness. 

And when the lonely full moon 
rains patience and oblivion 
we open the window 
and pray. 

We thank you God 
for leaving us thus alone thus grieving 
so that we can gaze without awe at heaven 
and be serene and boundless like infinity 
forgotten and unknown like the unknown. 

NIGHT. I stand in the dark doorway 
the invisible mountain range in the distance 
and call the god's name 
in the snowstorm of stars 
in the transparent shadow where men 
sleep and die 
in the solitude that returns my voice 
in a thousand voices. 

WHERE did they all go leaving me here 
to gaze at my empty palms, 
to keep company with silence and rain? 

Sorrowful unto death 
I see the empty sky 
and welcome a large cloud 
and I am like a grieving lamb 
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abandoned and alone 
in the middle of a dark valley. 

Oh God, why have they all gone from me? 

Beneath my torn clothes 
I have the tender heart 
of birds and flowers. 
(How many nights did I cry in secret 
for a butterfly's wound). 

Let it all go. Let everything go. 
I will stay once more 
facing the broad sky 
facing the wide sea 
to sing 
without bitterness or complaint. 
Let everything go. 
As I remain alone 
so I come nearer to men 
and so I am nearer to God. 

I HEAR my voice 
abandoned in the wind 
and I warm my days. 

A childhood chorus 
follows the evening 
disrobing the silence 
reviving the spring. 

But mother I am still cold. 

EVENING has fallen already. 
The last autumn crickets 
chip at the shadows in hedges 
with small trusting voices. 
Search in your heart 
for the sun that has left. 
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And as twilight lengthens 
into our souls will drip 
the scent from a rose 
a drop of dew on the eyelids 
the last evening light 
on two naked hands crossed 
on a face marbled 
by the silver arc of the sea. 

THEY took the sea's song from us 
they bound our sea feet. 

Silent and wondering children 
with salted eyelashes 
with wide blue eyes 
fearful we pass through large towns 
beneath hospitals that smell of sleep and sweat 
beneath houses with red lamps 
beneath large buildings 
emitting blood night and plunder. 

Mother mother 
we denied 
your tears' tender wisdom 
where is your forgiving hand 
with its patient endurance 
where is your hand 
that we may hear the dawn and the sea 
and warm our solitude? 

Mother 
heaven has perished 
in the tears of the innocent. 

We who walked at nights 
in woods white as pearls 
we who carved in stone 
the dream's serene form 
do not know how to walk 
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on roads :that every day are stained 
with fair Jesus' blood. 
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Behind the walls they lie in wait for us. 
Flocks of wood pigeons 
are startled out of corners. 

Doors gape in the night. 
Swords flash. 
A decapitated moon. 

With human bones 
men prepare stairways 
to climb up. 

Lord, Lord 
and we here 
in the middle of great roads 
awkward and sad 
with empty satchel in our hands 
with a nightingale's cage on our back 
with remembrance of the wide sea on our brow 
with innocent and wondering hands that do not beg. 

Mother nothing is left to us. 
Where shall we shelter? 
Where shall we sleep? 

THERE where hands and houses empty 
the sea takes her prime place 
in night's black rooms. 
Dark panoplies 
plaster masks 
love's honied smile 
portraits of growing children 
no longer hang on the walls. 
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Rippling alone there 
proud cold inexhaustible and free 
the glimmering ocean. 

BROWN-SKINNED child with blue eyes 
thick hair combed by the sea 
child whose carefree step never questioned the earth 
proud child who refused Sunday church 
you made kites and boats with exercise books 
do you remember the old captain 
who forgot the harbour gazing at the stars 
singing the sea to win back his youth? 

And so at the hour 
night's last smile left us 
and we had no other ship to embark on 
and the quays were without lights or passengers 
we encountered our shadow ah child of the sea 
we encountered you with a spring moon in your hands 
walking alone on ·the shore among rocks 
where seals and crabs serenely dream. 

EYES sated with pictures of water 
and craving still for water 
stars parading in sleeping seagulls' memories 
sudden onslaught of dolphins panic of sea creatures 
and on the water's broken mirrors 
the galaxy's cyclic flight. 

Frightened silence leaves once more 
for the distant sleeping shore 
---khe fair daughter of drowned captains 
lives in the ruins of the ancient breakwater 
and every night when the moon is full 
drunken sailors pursue her. 

Lord of the sky the earth and the sea 
until when shall we watch and wait 
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until when shall we thirst 
until when shall we not die? 

TO reach where the light stopped 
shattering into wounds and roses 
that would stop the wheeling 
of weary swallows 
you should have toiled 
to the last stair of dusk 
your breathing shortened unto death. 

On broken evenings 
when lamps in houses wept 
when children prayed 
at the sick Virgin's bed 
in the snow where a large 
lonely moon was dying 
in the wind that crucified 
the amorous feathers of birds 
we gathered warmth and light 
to make blossom a hymn of spring. 
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Yet victory did not come, did not end. 

And so alone are we 
that death is in love with us 
and our shadow walks on the white shore 
like a peaceful ocean bird 
sated with radiance and calm 
spent by night and love. 

Yet the hour before dawn did not come. 

WHO will now bring us 
exiled ships returning 
laden with dawns and doves 
childhood smiles and tears? 
Who will bring back to us 
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the great company of stars 
that foundered in our shining eyes? 

Lord, Lord, 
bring me again 
prayer's heavenly gown 
bring me the heart 
that ignores the rain 
and blossoms with swallows 
bring me migrations and returns 
that I may be able to weep 
for a firefly's wound 
that I may be able to sin 
and repent 
when our island bell 
sounds above the sea 
Sunday's pure innocence 
our own lost innocence 
our lost health. 

In birds' gentle eyes 
a vision of plains will remain 
with their scarlet poppies 
and golden abundance of corn. 

In little windows by the shore 
loves and geraniums will flower again 
and a Christ child will come to take our hand 
and play until evening under the lilacs 
with storks sea-breezes and sun. 

And when night falls we will jump into white calques 
and with the nets of sorrowing Biblical fishermen 
we will catch the watery moon 
and lie quietly with her 
brightening our sleep with silent angels 
who have not yet learned to laugh and to cry 
but only to smile in the dream 
of unborn Creation. 
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ISLANDS with trees quiet in the prayerful evening 
the doves of peace are silent there 
there we are silent gathering the roses of day 
while the evening shadow falls on the white page 
where we trace out life beside the shore. 

We will not read what we have written. 
We will raise our eyes 
waiting for the cascading galaxy 
behind an almond tree of white cloud 
that lingers above the sea. 

The season comes again 
that knows neither time nor ·regret. 
Serene sound of assuaged water 
the light footsteps of fishermen on ·the sand 
the children are asleep in boats 
and angels bathe in their dreams. 

Smell of grass and aroma of stars 
Mountain ranges dissolve far off in the opal sky. 

Our weary hands 
sprinkled with fresh dew 
and our hair perfumed 
with the shadow of yesterday's grief. 

Mother the world is boundless. 

THE great harp of twilight 
left in the densely shaded wood. 
A rosy cloud takes fire 
in the sunset's conflagration. 

God hold this colour fast 
that we may know our mind 
that is defeated but does not submit. 
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We still need 
this distant sympathy 
that suffers for what is spoiled 
preserving the dream 
of incorruption. 

Evening passes by 
on the deserted shore 
the jar of ashes 
on her bare shoulder. 

On her thoughtful face a smile has dawned 
that nourishes our quest that nourishes our vigil 
impelling the glorious oracle 
of our fate. 

THIS evening the universe breathes the scent 
of the watchful god's seed. 
We water the roots 
in the eternal fountain 
that springs from the depths of night 
and fills the skulls of the dead with roses. 

Turn on the lights on distant wharfs 
embroider with stars the sleeping sea 
raise the plundered hands. 

Here silence assumes a voice. 
Here lives forever all that has gone. 
Here there is no flight and no decay. 

Evening song above the seas 
accompanied by the absence of things 
that bloom in the eternal circle 
of silence and of love. 

The sea gazes at her own face 
in the sea. 
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TAKE the subdued ideals 
take the knowledge that shrivelled our youthful senses. 

Take the unfruitful calm 
that remains wearied on the rock 
building her temple and her tomb 
with the wood from our ancient ships. 

Leave us only 
night's rapture 
when mothers await 
at the flowering door 
their strange untameable children 
who missed their evening meal 
who naked swim all day 
who look for seagulls' nests 
and all night utter in their sleep 
words we do not know 
a:bout ships and douds and Angels 
about certain mad Angels who live 
in reefs of coral crimson 
about certain fair Angels 
who are betrothed to the sea 
and forgetting God 
play frenzied trumpets 
made with the bones 
of shipwrecked poets. 

Leave us only 
night's rapture 
when children fish for stars 
in snow-white caiques 
when adolescents naked and beautiful 
look beauty in the eyes 
without distrust or fear. 

Give us back 
the paper boats 
that we may anchor 
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at the familiar port 
of our first home. 

For a moment 
we will kneel on the sand 
and we will pray 
before our unkneeling shadow 
while the sad Virgin of the sea 
will quietly open the church door 
and will come and kiss our hair 
damp with the fine dew of the stars 
the silence and the night. 

But we will refuse again 
love's kiss 
that soothes and binds. 

Unknown in the unknown 
beautiful and unsubdued 
we will travel forever 
in the silver forests of the moon 
in the lonely islands of the stars 
without knowing God 
without finding God 
like the pulsation of divinity 
that in creating destroys itself. 

NIGHT harbour 
lights drowned in the water 
faces without memory or coherence 
illumined in succession 
by the passing lights 
of distant ships 
and then sunk 
in the shadow of the eternal journey 
sails hung with dream lamps 
and slanting 
like the broken wings 
of angels who have erred 
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soldiers with helmets 
between night and the charcoal fire 
hands wounded 
like the pardon that came too late. 

A great fire on the peak 
burning the shadows' heart. 

Captives bound to the anchors 
in the red glare 
a chain 
tight on the horizon's neck 
and round the hands of dawn 
that hold a daisy. 

Colour leaves the face of day 
and the light cannot find a statue 
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to enter, to be glorified and made calm. 

Brothers and sisters 
how can I stay far from you? 

THE sea, the sea 
books do not answer the question 
the question does not heal the wound. 
From our wound the sea begins. 

Dreams of the journey 
at the last curve of tears. 

Who banishes the sun 
from children's hair 
from our great heart? 

Hoist the sails 
weigh the anchor. 
Forward and the old ports slip away 
forward and the dawn gleams 
with all the tears of our ancestors. 
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A chain does not befit the sea's ankles 
a chain does not befit our sea heart. 

Goodbye to loves and countries. 

Seabirds in the light and in the brine 
we dream of journeys, in full sail 
our ears unsealed to the Sirens' voices 
our eyes watchful. 
There is neither smoke nor Ithaca. 
No other horizon beyond the horizons. 

The eternal song of the sea answers the void 
and fills its emptiness with heart and with sun. 

AH, stormy nights 
fresh winds lashing 
foam on window panes 
smoking lamps in fishermen's houses 
the fears of sorrowing girls 
mending socks for the exiled 
vigilant beacons with the eyes of mothers 
and the sea unpitying and boundless 
like the mind of God 
possessed tender and untamed 
like the hearts of poets. 

Ghosts of shipwrecked captains 
their pipes still in their mouths 
riding on flashes of lightning 
sunken ships returning 
to night harbours 
lost crews 
standing outside closed doors 
wait 
seeking dumbly for their lives 
holding tropical pictures 
azure plains with enormous lilies 
and naked ebony women. 
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These bewail unseeing. 

But we 
who talked for hours with the sea 
we who have always on our lips 
the fresh strong new 
taste of the journey 
accept the eternal gifts of death. 

And when mothers 
curse the sea 
and old captains 
pace restlessly 
in closed rooms 
we 
open the doors 
run to the high rocks 
and raise our cry 
in the night 
leaving the storm behind 
forgetting bread and hearth 
cooling our fevered brow 
with the wide sea's rage. 

Sea, sea 
as with you 
so with us 
we will not succumb to ,the night 
and to sleep. 

We will not deign to cry out: 
we have won the victory for ever. 

JOY of tempest 
of calm 
of departure 
joy of the eternal journey 
let the lights on the shore blow out 
that we may enter the ocean's heart 
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the inexhaustible psalm of the night waves 
while God 
from the height of his vast solitude 
casts stones at our boldness 
with bright dreams. 

Ah endless pain ah world-wide joy 
universal fire 
that burns the night's black hair 
lights up the dawn above white sails 
above high masts 
where poets climb 
to hail the new face of God 
mirrored smiling in the water 
framed by two ecstatic seagulls. 

Sun, Sun 
that dyes the sea with blood 
naked I offer myself to your flame 
to light the eyes of men. 

My brothers and sisters 
listen to your voice, my voice 
listen to the song of the sun and the sea. 
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ROMIOSINI 

BY YANNIS RlTSOS 

translated by Philip Pastras and George Pilitsis 

I 

Those trees are not made for a lesser sky, 
,those rocks are not made for the heels of strangers, 
those faces are made only for the sun, 
those hearts are made only for justice. 

This place is as harsh as silence, 
clasps its fiery stones to its breast, 
clasps in light its orphaned olive trees and vineyards, 
clenches the teeth. There is no water-only light. 
The road is lost in light and the shadow of the wall is iron. 
Trees, rivers and voices have turned to marble in the whitewash 

of the sun. 
The root stumbles on the marble. The dusty lentisks. 
The mule and the rock. They gasp. No water . 
.All are thirsty. For years now. All chew a mouthful of sky to 

choke down their bitterness. 
Their eyes are red from the vigil 
a deep line wedged between their eyebrows 
like a cypress between two mountains at sunset. 

Their hand is glued to the gun 
l!he gun is an extension of their arm 
their arm is an extension of their soul
they have wrath upon their lips 
and grief, deep deep within their eyes, 
like a star in a salt pit. 

When they tighten their grip, the sun is certain for the world 
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when they smile, a small swallow flees from within their fierce 
beards 

when they sleep, twelve stars fall from ~heir empty pockets 
when they are killed, life marches up high with banners and with 

drums. 

For so many years all are hungry, all are thirsty, all are killed 
besieged by land and sea, 
scorching heat devoured their fields and the brine drenched their 

houses 
the wind knocked down ·their doors and the few lilac trees in the 

square 
death comes and goes through the holes in their overcoats 
their tongues are as acrid as cypress cones 
their dogs died wrapped in their shadows 
the ra:in beats down on their bones. 

Stone-still in their lookouts, they smoke cow dung and the night 
and keep watch over the frenzied sea where 
the broken mast of ·the moon has sunk. 

The bread gone, the bullets gone 
now they load their cannons only with their hearts. 

So many years besieged by land and sea 
all are starved, all are killed, and no one has died
·in their lookouts their eyes glow 
an enormous banner, an enormous fire flame~red 
and at every dawn thousands of doves soar out of their hands 
toward the four gates of the horizon. 

II 

Each time night falls with .the singed thyme at the bosom of the 
rock 

there's a drop of water that for ages now digs to the marrow of 
silence 
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there's a bell hung from the old plane tree and .it cries out the 
years. 

Sparks sleep lightly on .the cinders of desolation 
a:nd the roofs ponder the gilded down on the upper Ep of July 
-yellow down like the cornsilk smoked by the sorrow of sunset. 

The Holy Virgin lies down amid the myr.oles with her wide skirt 
stained by grapes. 

On the road a child cries and is answered from the plain by the 
ewe who has lost her Ettie ones. 

Shade at the spring. The water in the barrel is ice cold. 
The farrier's daughter with soaked feet. 
Bread and olives on the table, 
the rlantern of the evening star in the vine-trellis 
and high up there, turning on its spit, the galaxy gives off aromas 
of sizzling fat, garlic and pepper. 

Oh, what starbright of silk wiH still be needed 
for the pineneedles to embroider "This, too, will pass" into the 

singed wall of summer 
how much longer will the mother wring her heart over the 

slaughter of her seven brave lads 
before the light finds its way up the steep road of her soul? 

This bone that emerges from the earth 
measures yard by yard the earth and the strings of the lute 
and the lute and violin from evening to daybreak 
tell their sorrows to rthe mint and pi:netrees 
and the riggings on the ships vibrate like strings 
and the sailor drinks the bitter sea from the cup of Odysseus. 

Ah, who then will block the entrance and which sword will cut 
rthe courage 

and what key wi:ll lock the heart, .its window•shutters wide open 
as it watches the star-sown gardens of God? 

Great is the hour, like Saturday nights in May at the sailors' ·tavern 
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great ·is the night, like the pan on .the tinker's wall 
great is the ballad, like the bread at the sponge-fisher's supper. 
And there, the Cretan moon rushes downhill on the shingles 
tap, tap, with twenty rows of cleats on its boots 
and there they are, those who go up and down the stairs of 

Nafplion 
filling their pipes with coarse<Ut leaves of darkness, 
their moustaches, star-sprinkled thyme of Roumeli 
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and their teeth like pine-roots in the rock and salt of the Aegean. 
Into the chains they went and into ·the fire, they talked with the 

stones 
they treated Death to raki in ·their grandfather's skull; 
on •those same Threshing-Floors they met Digenis and sat down to 

dinner 
slicing their sorrow in two, just as they broke their barley-·loaves 

on their knees. 

Come, lady of ·the briny lashes, with smoke-gilded hand 
from the care of the poor, and from .the many years
love awaits you among the rushes 
in his cave the seagul•l hangs your blackened icon 
and the embittered sea urchin kisses your toenail. 
Within the black grape of the vineyard the must bubbles bright-red 
the berry bubbles in .the burnt holly 
in the earth, the root of the dead asks for water to bring forth a 

fir tree 
and a mother holds tight a knife beneath her wrinkles. 
Come, lady who broods over the golden eggs of ·the .thunder, 
when, on which sea-blue day will you remove your kerchief and 

take up arms again 
so that May's ha11 will strike your forehead 
so that the sun will burst like a pomegranate in your homespun 

apron 
so that alone you will divide him seed by seed among your twelve 

orphans 
so that the sea will glitter all around, like the blade of the sword 

and April's snow, 
so that the crab will emerge onto the pebbles to sun himself and 

cross his claws. 
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III 

Over here the sky doesn't sap the oil of our eyes even for a moment 
over here the sun shoulders half the weight of the rock we're 

always lifting on our backs. 
Roof tiles break without gasp under the knee of noon 
people walk ahead of their own shadows like the dolphins before 

the caiques of Skiathos 
later their shadow becomes an eagle that dyes his wings in the 

sunset 
and later still perches on their heads and thinks of the stars 
when they lie down on the sun porch amidst the black raisin. 

Over here every door has a name carved on it, a name 
some three thousand years old 

every rock has painted on it a saint with wild eyes and rope-like 
hair 

every man has a red mel'maid tatooed on his left arm, stitch by 
stitch 

every girl has a fistful of salted light under her skirt 
and the children have five or six small bitter crosses on their hearts 
like gulls' tracks on the afternoon sand. 

You don't have to remember. We know it. 
All trails lead to ,the Upper-Threshing-Floors. Up there the air's 

sharp. 

When the Minoan fresco of sunset frays in the distance 
and the fire in the haylofts of the shore dies out 
the old women climb up this far on the steps carved in the rock 
they sit on the Great Rock and spin the sea like thread with their 

eyes 
they sit and count the stars as if they were counting their heirloom 

silverware 
and down they climb late in the day to feed their grandchildren 

the gunpowder of Messolonghi. 

Yes, truly, the Chained One has such sad hands in shackles 
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but his eyebrow stirs above his bitter eye like a rock that's always 
about to come loose. 

From deep down the wave arises that heeds no entreaties 
from way up high, the air rolls down with resin in its vein and sage 

in its lung. 

Ah, it'll blow once to sweep the orange trees of memory 
ah, it'll blow twice so the iron rock will strike a spark like a 

percussion cap 
ah, it'll blow three times and drive rhe fir woods mad in Liakoura 
and strike a blow with its fist smashing tyranny to pieces 
and jerk the bear of night by her nose ring to dance .for us a 

tsamiko on the bulwarks 
and the moon will play the tambourine till the islands' balconies 

are filled 
with crowds of baH-awakened children and Souliot mothers. 

A messenger arrives every morning from the Great Ravine, 
on his face the sweaty sun shines 
under his arm he holds on firmly to Romiosyni 
as the worker holds on to his cap in church. 
The time has come, he says. Be ready. 
Each hour belongs to us. 

IV 

With the hungry man's disdain they marched straight ahead into 
the dawn, 

in their motionless eyes a star had congealed 
on their shoulders they carried the wounded summer. 

The army passed through here, banners next to the skin 
clenching obstinance in their teeth like an unripe wild pear 
with the sand of the moon in their boots 
and the coaldust of night stuck in their nostrils and ears. 

Tree by tree, rock by rock they passed through the world 
with thorns as pillows they passed through sleep. 
In their two parched hands they carried life like a river. 
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With each step they'd win another fathom of sky-to give it away. 
In their ·lookouts they'd turn stone-still like burnt trees 
and when they danced in the square 
ceilings shook in the houses and glassware rattled on .the shelves. 

A:h, w'hat song jolted the mountaintops-
between their knees they held the platter of the moon and they'd 

eat 
and they'd break the sigh in the depths of :their hearts 
as they would crush a louse between their two thick fingernails. 

Who'll bring you now the warm loaf of bread in the night so 
you can feed the dreams? 

Who'll keep the cicada company in .the shadow of the olive tree 
so the cicada won't fall silent 

now that the whitewash of noon paints the wall of the horizon all 
around 

erasing their great manly names? 

This earth was fragrant at dawn 
this earth that was both theirs and ours-their blood-what aromas 

·the earth gave off!-
and now how is it that our vineyards have locked their door to us 
how has the light thinned out on roofs and trees 
who can bear to say that half lie beneath .the earth, 
.the other half in chains? 

With so many leaves the sun bids you a good-day 
with so many banners the sky shines 
ood yet ·these men are in chains and those in the ground. 

Keep quiet-any moment now the bells will toll. 
This earth is theirs and ours. 
Beneath the earth, in their crossed hands 
they hold the bellrope waiting for the hour, they do not sleep, 

t'hey never die 
waiting to sound the resurrection. This earth 
is theirs and ours-no one can take it from us. 
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v 

In the afternoon they sat under the olive trees 
sifting the ashy ·light with their thick fingers 
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.they took off their cartridge belts and figured how much toil could 
fit into the path of night 

how much bitterness in the knots of the wild mallow 
how much courage into the eyes of the barefoot child who was 

holding the flag. 

The last swallow had lingered too long on the plain, 
was hovering in the air like a black band on the sleeve of autumn. 
Nothing else remained. Only the burnt-out houses smoldered still. 
Those lying under the rocks left us some time ago, 
their shirts torn and their oath written on the fallen door. 
No one cried. We had no time. But the silence quickly widened 
and the light down on the beach was neat and tidy like the 

household of the murdered woman. 

What'll happen to them now when the ra:in seeps into the ground 
with the rotting leaves of the plane tree 

what'll happen when the sun dries on the cloud's blanket like a 
crushed bedbug on the farmer's bed 

when the stork of snow stands embalmed on the chimney in the 
evening? 

The aged mothers cast salt in the fire, scatter earth over their hair 
they uproot the vineyards of Monemvasia lest even one black 

grape sweeten the enemy's mouth 
they put their grandfathers' bones along with the silverware into 

a sack 
and wander outside the walls of their homeland searching for a 

place to sink roots in the night. 

Now it'll be hard for us to find words less powerful, less stony 
than that of the cherry tree-

those hands that stayed in the fields or on the mountains or under 
the sea do not forget-

it'll be hard for us to forget their hands 
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hard for the hands that got callouses from the trigger to ask a 
daisy 

to say thank you on their knees, on a book, on the starlight's breast. 
It'll take time. And we must speak up. Until they find their bread 

and their justice. 
Two oars stuck in the sand at dawn in the storm. Where' s the boat? 
A plow thrust into the ground and the wind blows. The ground's 

burnt. Where' s the plowman? 
The olive tree, the vineyard and the house-ashes. 
Stingy night with her stars in a sock. 
Dry bay leaves and oregano in the wall cupboard. Untouched by 

the fire. 
A blackened kettle in the fireplace-only the water boiling in the 

locked-up house. They had no time to eat. 

On the burnt door-lea£ the veins of the forest-blood flows in the 
veins. 

And there's the familiar step. Who is it? 
The familiar step with the spikes, climbing. 
The crawling of the root in the rock. Someone's coming. 
The password, the countersign. A brother. Good evening. 
So then, the light will find its trees, and one day the tree will find 

its fruit. 
The flask of the dead man still has water and light. 
Good evening, my brother. You know it. Good evening. 
In her wooden hut old Lady Sunset sells spices and thread. 
No one's buying. They made for the high ground. 
Hard now to come down. 
Hard even to tell their height. 

On the threshing-floor where the brave young men ate one night, 
olive pits and the dried blood of the moon are left 
along with the folk meter of their guns. 
The next day the sparrows ate the crumbs from their bread ration, 
from matches that lit their cigarettes and the thorns of the stars, 

the children made toys. 

And the rock on which they sat under the olive trees in the 
afternoon, facing the sea, 
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will become quicklime in the kiln tomorrow, 
the day after tomorrow we'll whitewash our houses and the 

doorstep of St. Savior 
the day after that we'll plant the seed where they slept 
and a pomegranate bud will burst like a baby's first laugh at the 

breast of sunshine. 
And later still we'll sit on the rock to read all their hearts 
as if we were reading for the first time the history of the world. 

VI 

And so with the sun in the breast of the sea whitewashing the 
opposite slope of the day 

the bolt and torture of thirst are reckoned double and triple 
the old wound is reckoned from the beginning 
and the heart's scorched in the heat like Argive onions in front of 

the doors. 

More and more their hands look like the earth 
more and more their eyes resemble the sky. 

The clay oil jug is empty. Some sediment at the bottom. And the 
dead mouse. 

The mother's courage has drained away along with the clay jug 
and the cistern. 

The gums of desolation are acrid with gunpowder. 

Where will you find the oil now for Saint Barbara's lamp 
the mint for cencing the gilded icon of evening 
the bite of brea:d for beggar-night so she'll play you her starsong 

on the lyra. 
In the fort of the island heights, prickly pears and asphodels have 

turned to ghosts. 

The earth's been plowed by cannonfire and graves. 
Ruined Headquarters patched with sky. There's no room at all 
for any more dead. No room for grief to stand and braid her hair. 
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Through empty eye sockets the burnt houses see the marbled sea in 
the distance 

and the bullets are wedged into the walls 
like knives in the ribs of the Saint tied to the cypress. 

All day long, the dead sun themselves, lying on their backs. 
And only when evening falls the soldiers drag themselves on their 

bellies over blackened rocks, 
with their nostrils they search the air outside of death, 
chewing a piece of boot sole they search the moon's shoes, 
with their fists they strike the rock to let the waterdrop run 
but on the other side the wall's hollow 
they hear again the whirling artillery shell falling into the sea 
and once again they hear screaming of the wounded in front of 

the gate. 
Where can you go? Your brother's calling you. 

Night's built all around with shadows of foreign ships. 
The roads are blocked by fallen walls. 
Only toward the heights is the road still open. 
And they curse the boats and bite their tongues 
to feel their pain that's not yet turned to bone. 

On the parapets stand the slaughtered captains guarding the fort. 
Under their clothes their flesh decays. Hey, brother, aren't you 

tired? 
The bullet in your heart has budded, 
five hyacinths sprouted from the armpit of the dry rock, 
breath by breath the sweet scent tells the fairy tale~don' t you 

remember? 
Bite by bite, the wound tells you about life, 
the camomile sprouted from the dirt of your toenail 
tells you about the beauty of the world. 

You grasp the hand. It's your own, brine-damp. 
The sea's your own. When you uproot a hair from the head of 

silence 
the milk of the fig tree drips bitter. Wherever you are, the sky 

sees you. 
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The evening star rolls your soul like a cigarette in his fingers 
so you can smoke your soul as you lie on your back 
wetting your left hand in the clear, starry night 
and, glued to your right hand, your rifle, your betrothed 
remember that the sky has never forgotten you 
when you take his old letter from your inside pocket 
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and, unfolding the moon with your burnt fingers, read of courage 
and glory. 

Later you'll climb way up to your island lookout 
and using a star as a percussion cap pull off a shot in the air 
over walls and masts 
over mountains stooped like wounded soldiers 
just to scare the ghosts away and drive them into the shadow's 

cover-
you'll fire a shot straight at the breast of the heavens to hit the 

sky-blue target 
as though you'll find through her blouse the woman's nipple who 

tomorrow will breastfeed your child 
as though you'll find after years have passed the handle of the 

door of your ancestral house. 

VII 

The house, the road, the prickly pears, the chickens pecking at 
the sun's rinds in the yard. 

We know them, they know us. Down here among the brambles 
the tree-snake has shed her yellow skin. 
Down here's the ant's hut and the wasp's tower with its many 

battlements; 
in the same olive tree the sl1ell of last year's cicada, the voice 

of this year's cicada 
in the lentisks your shadow that follows you like a silent dog, 

long suffering, 
a faithful dog-afternoons he sits next to your earthen sleep and 

smells the oleanders, 
evenings he curls up at your feet and looks at a star. 

There's a stillness of pears that grow at the legs of summer 
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a drowsiness of water idling about at the roots of the carob tree
spring has three sleeping orphans on her apron 
an eagle half dead in her eyes 
and high up there, behind the pine forest 
the country chapel of Saint John of the Fast dries out 
like the sparrow's white dropping that the heat dries on a broad 

mulberry leaf. 
This shepherd wrapped in his sheepskin 
has a dry river in every hair of his body 
:has an oak forest in every hole of his flute 
and his staff has the same knots as the oar that first stroked the 

blue of the Hellespont. 
You don't have to remember. The plane tree's vein 
has your blood. And the island asphodel and the caper. 
At high noon the speechless well raises up 
a round voice of black glass and white wind 
round like old clay jars-the same ancient voice. 
Every night the moon turns the dead over on their backs 
searches their faces with frozen fingers to find her son 
by the cut of his jaw and his stone eyebrows; 
she searches their packets. She'll always find something. We 

always find something. 
A key, a letter, a watch stopped at seven. Again we wind the 

watch. Time marches on. 

When tomorrow their clothes rot away and they're left naked 
amidst the buttons of their uniform 

Eke pieces of sky left among the summer stars, 
then maybe we'll find their names and shout: I love. 
Then. But again, .those things seem perhaps a little far off, 
and yet a little too close, as when you grasp a hand in the darkness 

and say Good evening 
with the bitter kindness of the exile when he returns home 
and not even his own people recognize him because he has known 

dea·th 
and he has known the life before life and beyond death 
and he recognizes them. He is not bitter. Tomorrow, he says. 

And he's sure 
that the longest road is the shortest to God's heart. 
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And at the hour when the moon kisses him with some distress on 
the neck, 

flicking his cigarette ash through the balcony railing, he may cry 
because of his certainty 

he may cry because of the certainty of the trees and the stars and 
his brothers. 

Athens 1945-1947 



YANNIS RITSOS' ROMIOSINI: 
STYLE AS HISTORICAL MEMORY 

BY WILLIAM V. SPANOS 

As the vexed language question (yA.cucro'LKO s~·rrn..ta) sug
gests, the radical obsession of the modern Greek imagination is its 
agonized consciousness of a long catastrophic history, the violence 
of which has caused cultural breaks that have obscured the spiri
tual identity of the Greek people. It is no accident, therefore, that 
the essential thematic and formal concern of the literature of 
modern Greece, especially its poetry, has been the quest for 
historical continuity. Of course, C. P. Cavafy, Angelos Sikelianos, 
George Seferis, Odysseus Elytis, and Y annis Ritsos-to name but 
the best known-are remarkably different from one another in 
their sources, themes, and formal commitments; but their poetry 
has one important characteristic in common: in each case it con
stitutes in some degree an effort to discover an authentic modern 
poetic voice, a voice, that is, which is true to the long and tangled 
historical experience of Greece. 

In general, the criticism of modern Greek poetry that has 
addressed itself to the question of cultural fragmentation has 
done so on the analogy of European modernism, especially that of 
T. S. Eliot, which is expressed in his definition of the "historical 
sense" in "Tradition and the Individual Talent"-

The historical sense involves a perception, not only of 
the pastness of the past, but of its presence; the historical 
sense compels a man to write not merely with his own 
generation in his bones, but with a feeling that the 
whole of the literature of Europe from Homer and 
within it the whole of the literature of his own country 
has a simultaneous existence and composes a simultane
ous order.1 

lT. S. Eliot, Selected Essays, new eel. (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1950), 
p. 4. 

88 
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-and is given its methodological variant in his famous definition 
of the "mythical method" in his review essay of James Joyce's 
Ulysses: 

In using the myth [of The Odyssey], in manipulating 
a continuous parallel between contemporaneity and anti
quity, Mr. Joyce is pursuing a method which others 
must pursue after him . . . it is simply a way of con
trolling, of ordering, of giving shape and significance 
to the immense panorama of futility and anarchy which 
is contemporary history.2 

This highly self-conscious Western approach, which acknowl
edges modern culture as "a heap of broken images" and thus 
requires the imposition of a learned myth or myths from the 
past to "control" and give "shape" to it, i.e., to redeem the 
anarchic real world !by transforming it, as Yeats puts it, into an 
"artifice of eternity," is applicable in large measure to "Euro
peanized" poets like Cavafy and, as Edmund Keeley has demon
strated, George Seferis.3 This is because they come to the problem 
of historical identity with a pan-European point of view, i.e., 
with a mind in which "the whole of the literature of Europe 
from Homer" to the present exists as "a simultaneous order." 
But this deliberate approach or rather, this strategy, I submit, 
does not apply to Y annis Ritsos-and may be why his often 
great poetry is still virtually unknown in the West, especially in 
America. For unlike Cavafy and Seferis, Ritsos does not see the 
resolution of the problem of historical identity and of poetic 
voice in the imposition of "the Western tradition," of the learned 
order of mythology or, more broadly, of art, on fragmentation. 
He sees it, rather, in the exploration of the contemporary Greek 

2T. S. Eliot, "Ulysses, Order, and Myth," reprinted from The Dial (November 
1923) in William Van O'Connors, ed. Forms of Modern Fiction (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1948), p. 123. My emphasis. 

3See, for example, "T. S. Eliot and the Poetry of George Seferis," Comparative 
Literature, Vol. (Summer 1956), pp. 214-26. Keeley qualifies somewhat his empha
sis on Seferis' "Europeanness" in "Seferis and the Mythical Method," Comparative 
Literature Studies. For the most important discussion of C. P. Cavafy's European 
"historical sense," see George Seferis, "Cavafy and Eliot: A Comparison," On the 
Greek Style: Selected Essays in Poetry and Hellenism, tr. Rex Warner and Th. 
Frangopoulos (Boston: Little Brown, 1966), pp. 121-61. 
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racial memory. This, is what his great long poem Romiosini is 
all about. It is also, as I hope to suggest, what makes Ritsos 
significantly contemporary. 

II 

Despite the risk of oversimplification, it will be helpful for 
the sake of orientation to briefly and tentatively suggest what 
Ritsos means by the virtually untranslatable title of his poem. 
Very loosely speaking, then, modern Greek society falls into two 
broad cultural groupings: the more or less educated middle class, 
which wants to obliterate the memory of the four hundred years 
of brutalizing Turkish rule (ToupKoKpa·da) following the 
fall of Constantinople in 1453 in order to identify immediately 
with the ancient Greeks; and the peasant and working class, 
whose conscious memory extends back through the long Turkish 
occupation to Byzantium, the second Rome. The first tend to 
think of themselves as Hellenes. The second consider themselves 
unconsciously as (Pwpto(: Romans). Though Ritsos by no 
means rejects the ultimate continuity between modern and ancient 
Greeks, he sees the deliberate leap across "modern" Greek his
tory, especially the period of the Turkocratia, into the great classi
cal period (like the effort of the modern bourgeoisie to recreate 
a "classical" or rather "pure" Greek language, Ka8apE6oucra), 
not merely as futile artificial, but worse still, as a politically 
motivated act that violates the dynamic and living spirit of the 
Greek people for the sake of acceptance into the socio-political 
orbit of the Capitalistic West. Thus as a Greek, he sees himself 
as a Romios and, as a Greek poet, he confronts the problem of 
historical identity by embracing the living reality and the living 
language that expresses it. 

What is important to realize about Romiosini, in other words, 
is that the experience it refers to-the tragic interim period be
tween the German occupation and the Greek Civil War, which, 
from the poet's point of view, means the betrayal of the Resist
ance4-is seen through the eyes of an idealized Romios and ex-

4It is Ritsos' usual practice to append place and date(s) of composition to 
each poem. For Romiosini these are: Athens, 1945-1947. 
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pressed in the language and rhythms of Romaic perception, the 
language and rhythm, that is, of the still extant oral tradition that 
goes back through the heroic kleftic ballads of the War of Inde
pendence5 and the Turkocratia through the Byzantine Acritic 
poems6 to the Homeric songs. The poet, in other words, is a bard 
of the people, a singer of tales, as it were, though it is not a story 
he tells. 

It is precisely because he sees himself as Romaic bard that 
from the outset the poet portrays those he celebrates, both the 
living and the dead, as, above all, people who love the Greek soil 
so fiercely that, despite temporary defeat, they are utterly certain 
that it will not for long brook an alien conqueror-whether from 
beyond the boundaries of Greece or from within, whether physical 
or spiritual: 

To xw~a -roO·ro 1t0U ~OOKO~OAOUOE -ra xapa~ma 
'rO XW~a 'ltOU e'(-rave. f>LK6 'rOU<; Kal f>LK6 ~a<;-at~a 'rOU<;-1tW<; 

~upLl;;E -ro xw~a-
Kal -rwpa nw<; KAEL5c0oave. TI]v n6p-ra -rou<; -r' 0:~1tEALa ~a<; 
nw<; )..(yve.ljJe. -ro q>w<; oTl<; o-r£ye.<; Kal o-ra 5£v-rpa 
1tOL6<; va 'rO 1tEl1t~<; fOptOKOV'raL OL ~LOOL Ka'rOU O:n' 'rO X(;)~a 
K' 0:)-.)..oL ~Lool o-ra o(f>e.pa; 
ME -r6oa q>UAAa va ooO yv£q>EL 6 ~ALO<; KaAT)~Epa 
~E -r6oa q>Aa~noupa va Aa~nEL 6 oupavo<; 
Kal 'rOU'rOL ~E<; a-ra o(f>e.pa Kal KElVOL ~E<; O'rO X(;)~a. 
~wna, O'ltOU vavm ea OT)~avouv o{ Ka~nave.<;. 
Au-ro '[O xw~a e.tvm f>LK6 'rOU<; Kal 5LK6 ~a<;. 
Ka-rou O:n' 'rO XW~a, ~E<; o-ra o-raupc.:>~£va XEpLa TOU<; 
KpaT<Xve. -r~<; Ka~nava<; -ro oKoLvl-ne.p~£vouv TI]v &pa, Mv 

KOL~OUV'raL, 

1tEp~£vouv va OTJ~<Xvouv TI]v O:vao-raOT). ToO'to '[O x&~a 
ELVaL f>LK6 'rOU<; Kal f>LK6 ~a<;-f>E ~1tOpEl Kave.l<; va ~ex<; '[0 

nape.L. {IV) 

5The klefts were mountaineer bandit-warriors whose military activity against 
the Turks during the occupation and the War of Independence (1821-27) had 
much to do with the ultimate Greek victory. Their heroic exploits became legend
ary and their life-style, especially their q>LA.6'tL[lO (love of honor), became and 
still is a basic ideal of young Romaic manhood. 

6These include the popular epic poem Baa(AELO<; L'ltyEVt')<; 'A Kp(-rac; (c. 
lOth C. A.D.), of which five metrical and two prose versions (dating from the 
14th to the 18th centuries) exist, and the Acritic ballad cycle, the materials of 
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This earth that was fragrant at dawn, 
this earth that was theirs and ours
their blood-how fragrant the earth was! 

THE CHARIOTEER 

And how is it now that our vineyards have barred their gates, 
and the light on the rooftops and trees has thinned? 
Who can bear to utter it, that half of them are in the ground 
and the other half in chains? 

Think how the sunlight's million leaves are bidding you good day. 
and the sky gleams with a multitude of banners, 
yet some are lying in chains, and the others in the ground. 

Be still! The bells will toll at any moment. 
This earth is theirs and ours. 
In the ground, between their two crossed hands, 
they hold the bellrope, waiting for the hour; they do not sleep, 

they never die. 
They wait to sound the resurrection. This earth 
is theirs and ours: nobody can take it from us. 7 

The Romios' love of the Greek soil is not simply a matter 
of possession. It is also and primarily an impulse to worship it. 
It is, in other words, so elemental that the Romios and the land 
he lives on achieve an authentic !-Thou relationship. And, as in 
so many of the Errn..to'l~Ka 'Tp<Xyo6f>La (demotic songs), this 
love that transforms Greek space into a sacramental topos, deter
mines the poet's descriptive language. On the one hand, the land
scape assumes the precise texture of the Romios' living conscious
ness: 

which have their source in this heroic figure. See John Mavrogordato, ed. and tr. 
"Introduction," Digenes Akrites. Bilingual edition, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1956), pp. xi-baadv. 

7Jn this article I have used the authorized translation of P(i)!llOaUVT] by 
N. C. Germanacos published in Chelsea 30131 (June, 1972) pp. 64-79. The poem 
has also been translated under the pseudonym Eleftherios K. Parianos, in The 
Penguin Book of Socialist Verse, ed. Alan Bold (Harmondsworth, England: Pen
guin Books, 1970), pp. 312-29; and under the pseudonym 0. Laos, in Romiossini, 
with "Introduction" by Dan Georgakas (Paradise, Calif.; Dust Books, 1969). 
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!J.Ec; cr-rT)v KAYl!J.a-rapLO: 6 A.6xvoc; -roO d:Tiocr'lt£p(-rY'l 
Kal K£'l l!JY'IA.a, yup(~ov-rac; crTT) cro6~A.a -rou, £U(J)f>aa 6 

yaA.aE,(ac; 
Ka!J.EVO E,6yKL, crK6pf>o Kal 'ltl'ltEpL. (I I) 

the evening star strung inside the climbing vine 
and high up there, turning on its spit, the galaxy, 
fragrant with garlic and pepper and burnt fat. 

'!toO f>u6cr!J.OL mc:X vc:X A.L~av(cr£L -ro !J.aAa!J.aTEVLO KOVLO'!J.a -roO 
f>£LALV00 

'!toO !J.LO: !J.TIOUKLa ljJ(J)!J.l yLO: -rT) ~paf>LO:-~Ylnava vc:X croO na(E,£L 
TT)v &cr-rpo!J.avnvaf>a •Ylc; cr-rTJ A.6pa. (VI) 

Where is the mint to offer in your incense-burner to the golden 
icon of the afternoon? 

Where is a mouthful of bread for the beggar-maid evening 
to play on her lyra for you her Cretan couplets made of stars? 

On the other hand, the Romios himself and his consciousness 
assumes the precise texture of the living Greek landscape: 

!J.lcX ~a9£LcX xapaKLcX crq>Y'IV(J)!J.EVTJ d:VcX!J.EO'a O'TcX q>p6~Ha -roue; 
crc:Xv £va KU'ltap(crcrL &va!J.Ecra crf. f>uo ~ouvc:X -ro A.L6ycp!J.a. (I) 

a deep furrow is wedged between their brows 
like a cypress between two hills at sunset. 

Kal VcXTOL au-rol '!tot) d:V£~0KaL£~a(VOUV£ TTJ O'KcXAa TOO 
• Ava'TtA.LOO 

YE!J.l~Ov-rac; TT)v TIL'lta -roue; xov-rpoKO!J.!J.EVa q>6A.A.a &'!to 
O'KOTcXf>L, 

!J.E -ro !J.OUO'LcXKL -roue; 9u!J.apL poU!J.EAL<:0nKo 'ltacr'ltaALO'!J.EVO 
&cr-r£pL 

Kal !J.E -ro Mvn -roue; TI£UK6ppL~a a-roO Atya(ou -ro ~paxo 
Kal -ro cXA.a-rL. (I I) 

And there are the men mounting the steps of Nafplion, 
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filling their pipes with coarse-flaked leaves of darkness, 
their mustachios thick like starsplashed thyme in Roumeli, 
and their tooth sunk deep as pine-root in the rock and salt of the 

Aegean. 

But for Ritsos Romiosini is not only a matter of space; it is 
also a matter of time. The Greek landscape, in other words, is 
only the warp of the rich poetic fabric of the poem. There is also 
-and simultaneously-his consciousness of the terrible disloca
ations of Greek history. And here too the love that generates 
identity between man and landscape discovers the vital continuity 
in the broken and disparate contours of the Greek past, which is 
to say, of the Greek memory. 

Romiosini is a rather long poem, the subject matter of which 
is essentially epic in nature and scope. But, significantly, it does 
not "develop" linearly, according to a narrative or ideological 
syntax. Its temporal form, that is, is neither sequential, moving 
horizontally from a beginning through a middle to an end, nor 
dialectic, moving from a thesis to an antithesis to a synthesis. 
Rather, the poem focuses so intensely on a concrete contemporary 
historical situation that it opens up vertically into the farthest 
reaches of the Greek past. To put it more accurately, Ritsos' 
"demotic imagination" and the dynamic language that expresses 
it discover or, to suggest the revelation of what is already there; 
disclose a mnemonic time in which all the "times" of Greek 
history are continuously present, a time in which the temporal 
fragments, the debris of Greek history-the image of the Klefts 
of the Turkocratia and the Greek Revolution, the citizen border 
guards of the Byzantine themes, the Homeric warriors-emerge 
from the subconscious racial matrix to achieve identity and con
tinuity with the contemporary image-the <XV"ra:pTE<; (the guer
rilla mountaineers) of the Resistance. Ritsos' demotic imagina
tion, in other words, metamorphoses a series of dead pasts into a 
living presence, which, of course, must be perceived synchronic
ally. 

Thus, for example, the contemporary "sailor drinks the bitter 
sea from the wine-rup of Odysseus" (II) ; the guerillas meet "with 
Dighenis on those same threshing-floors" on the borders of 
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Byzantium, where he wrestled with Death (II) 8 ; the old women 
climb to their lookout posts on the Kastro "when the Minoan 
fresco of sunset frays in the distance" (III, 17); the poet calls 
on the revolutionary wind to "ruff the bear-night's collar in the 
square so that she dances us a tsamiko,/while the tambourine 
moon thuds till island balconies are throngedjwith raw-awakened 
children and Souliot mothers."9 (III) 

But this recovery of the past, it is of crucial importance to 
observe, is neither a W ordsworthian recollection in tranquillity 
nor a Proustian recherche du temps perdu, nor an Eliotic recovery 
of "the historical sense," in which the poet consciously searches 
for the continuity of the past with the present in order to tran
scend in an epiphany the destructive hammers of the disintegrated 
contemporary world. For Ritsos, unlike the Symbolists, never 
abandons the present situation and its expectations of a real 
future. The open present remains in the foreground from the 
beginning to the end which is still the beginning. The continuity 
of the Greek past is not as it is in Proust and in Eliot, consciously 
sought in the mind, is not mediated symbolically. On the contrary, 
it exists for Ritsos as immediate knowledge in his racial memory 
or, better, in the rhythm of his Romaic blood, and thus lives in 
the potential of his radically demotic, one is tempted to say, oral, 
language. And he insists on it: 

1:1{}) 1tEpa: ~ KcX8E 1t0p"t'a: EXEL 1tEAEKT)tJ.EVO EVO: OVO!J.O: KcX1tOU 
cX1tO "t'pEL<; XlAlcXOE<; "[000: XPOVlO: 

8Dighenis ( Acritas) is the legendary folk hero, probably "descended" from 
Hercules, who guarded the eastern frontiers of Byzantium, and the main figure of a 
5,000 line Byzantine epic poem in the demotic language (probably oral). In the 
Acritic ballads, he fought Death for three days on a marble threshing floor. Dig
henis won, but when he was offering thanks to God, Death changed himself into 
an eagle and took him by the hair and carried him into the underworld ( at'OV 
Ka'l:CU K60f!O). 

9The -rcraf.LtKO is a slow, heroic folk dance from Epirus, which gives the 
leader of the ring of dancers the opportunity to express lamentation or exultation 
in his bodily gestures. The Souliots are inhabitants of the plateau area of Souli 
in the mountains of northwestern Greece. During the War of Independence, they 
were renowned as warriors. The reference here is to the heroism of the Souliot 
mothers, who, to prevent losing their children to the Turkish ruler of Jannina, 
the notorious Ali Pasha, and being taken as concubines, threw themselves off the 
precipice of a mountain called Zalongo during a dance (which later came to be 
named after the mountain) . 
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K6:9E )\.l96:pt EXEL £::(J)ypa<pta!l£vov EVav ayto ll• O:ypta ll6:na 
Kat !laA.A.u): O'KOlVEVla 

K6:9E O:v-rpac; EXEl O''tO l:ep®( 'tOU XEPl xapay!lEVT] ®EAOVlcX 
'tiJ ®EA.ovtO: !llcX K6KKLVT] yopy6va 

K6:9E KO'TtEAa EXEl !llcX cpoux'ta aA.a'tlO'!lEVO <p&c; Ka'tOU a'Tt· 
'tTJ <poua'ta 'tl'l<; 

Kat 'ta 'Ttat5t0: £xouv 'TtEV'tE-E~l O"taupouA.6:Kta 'TtLKpa 'Tt6:vou 
O''tTJV Kap5t6: 'tOU<; 

aav 'tcX xvapta a'Tt• 'tO ®~!la 't&V yA.ap(J)V O''tTJV 0:!l!lOU5t0: 'tO 
0:'Tt6yeulla. 

!::J.E. XPEL6:£::E'tat vO: eullllee'lc;. To ~EpOU!lE· (I I I) 

Here each door is graven with a name some three thousand years 
old, 

each rock is frescoed with a saint with wrathful eyes and hair like 
rope, 

on each man's arm, stitch by stitch, there is tattooed a crimson 
mermaid, 

each girl boasts a handful of salted light beneath her skirts, 
and on children's hearts are stamped the five or six small crucifixes 

of their bitterness, 
like the tracks of seagulls in the sand-dunes in the afternoon. 
No need to recollect. We know. 

And again near the end of the poem: 

•E'tOU'tO<; 6 'tO'O'Tt6:voc; 'tUAlY!lEvoc; 'ti]v 'Ttpo®t6: 'tOU 
£xa aE. K6:9E 'tp(xa 'toO Kop!ltoO 'tou Eva a'tEyvo 'Tto't6:!lt 
£xa Eva 56:aoc; ®EA.avt5tE.c; aE. K6:9E 'tpu'Tta 't~c; q>A.oy£pac; 'tOU 
Kat 'to pa®5( 'tou £xa 'touc; '(5LOuc; p6£::ouc; !lE 'to KOU'Ttl 'TtOU 

'Ttp(J)'tOX'tU'TtllO'E 'to yaA.6:£::to 'toO ·EA.A.~a'Ttov'tou. 
!::J.E. XPEt6:£::e'taL vO: eullllee'lc;. 1i q>A.£®a 'tOU 'TtA6:'tavou 
EXEL 'tO atlla aou. Kat 'to O''TtEp5o6KA.t 'toO VT]O'toO K. ~ 

K6:'TtaPll· (VI I) 

This shepherd wrapped in his sheepskin 
has a dried-up river in each hair, 
forests of oak sprout from the tops of his flute, 
and his staff is roughened by the selfsame knots 
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that roughened the first oar dipped in the blue of the Hellespont. 
There is no need for you to recollect. The vein of the plane-tree 

shares your blood, 
together with the island asphodel and caper. 

III 

These are selected examples of synchronic imagery, and my 
identification of this imagery with the immediate knowledge of 
the Greek racial memory or the Romaic blood may suggest too 
great a reliance on the poet's assertion rather than his practice in 
the poem. The fact is, however, that this temporal simultaneity
this fusion of historical imagery into a presence in the heat of 
love-is the essential characteristic, the very texture, of Ritsos' 
demotic language, and the immediate, the existential, knowledge 
is its essential effect. Consider, for example, the great second part 
of Romiosini, where the stylistic phenomenon I am trying to 
describe exists at its richest and extends throughout the passage. 

Ritsos begins by establishing a subdued image of an ordinary 
Greek landscape, which, however, is so astonishingly accurate in 
its sensual references to thyme "sizzled ( 'tcroupouq>A.LO!J.EVO) 
in the rock's embrace," to a drop of water "that has eaten its 
way through the ages into the marrow of silence," to the down 
of July ("AA.cuv6:pYJ),10 "yellow as the plume on the corncob, 
smoked in the longing ( K<XTJ !J.O) of sunset," that paradoxically 
it assumes something like archetypal or, better, sacramental status.11 

lOThe usual word for July is • I o6A.toc;; characteristically, Ritsos uses the 
demotic word 'AA.c.:>VapT]c;, which literally means "the month during which thresh
ing is done," for the sake of tonal precision. 

11This kind of surrealistic fusion, which reminds one so much of the 
icons of Greek folk artists, is a constant in Ritsos' poetry. Compare, for example, 
this passage from Romiosini with the long poem 'H KupO: 1:&v 'A!l'ltEAt&v (The 
Mistress of the Vineyards), that follows Romiosini in Ritsos' Collected Poems, 
or with the following lines from "The Maiden," a poem from his latest volume, 
Corridor and Stairs, about a student arrested, tortured, and court-martialled in 
1969: 

When they threw her in the darkness, she had no voice to speak with. 
The other inmates did not hear her. Only the bird of Persephone 
brought her some pomegranate seeds in a handkerchief, and children 
drew her in their copy-books, under the lamp, 
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In the process-as if the hieratic feel of the starkly elemental 
setting had begotten it-there emerges the figure of the navayta 
(The All-Holy) "lying among the myrtle, her wide skirts stained 
with grape juice." This stunning image, in which the Virgin 
Mary and the peasant girl merge into one, then activates parallel 
images, first, of "the blacksmith's daughter (K6pYJ) with her 
soaking feet" in the context of bread and olives, wine and garlic, 
and, next, of the old peasant mother lamenting "her seven 
butchered sons" (TraAAYJKOpla)-a vestigial Niobe, perhaps-in 
the context of "the scorched sheepfold of the summer." This 
very real, yet archetypal female figure, in turn, releases a homely 
but powerful imagery of imminent birth: 

"Qpa: ~Ey6:A.YJ oO:v -rO: ~a:(;(;a:-r6(;pa:5a: -roO M6:YJ o-r~ va:u-rtK~ 
-ra:(;£pva: 

VUX'rCX ~Ey6:AYJ oav -ra:tjJl O'rOU yav(J)'r~fj 'rOV 'rOLXO 
~Ey6:A.o -ro -rpa:you5t oO:v t!J(J)~t a-roO mpouyya:pa: -ro 

5EL'ITVO. (II) 

The hour is big like Saturday night in May at the sailor's tavern, 
the night is big as an oven-dish hanging on the tinsmith's wall, 
the song is big like a loaf on the sponge-diver's table. 

that culminates in the poet's tremendous invocation to the Kupa 
that she bring the birth to fruition. In this plea, so rich in 
mnemonic reverberations, the preceding references-both to hu
man beings and to objects of nature-coalesce in the figure of 
Mother Greece, who, in rapid surrealistic leaps, assumes in her 
single Romaic person an astonishing variety of female identities 
from the fragmented and tangled Greek past: she becomes the 
Mermaid (fopy6va), the guardian spirit of the Romios' greatest 
hero from the past, Alexander the Great: 

"EA.a: KUpa ~E 't' dp~upa ~CX't6KA.a:5a: ~E !J>A(J)pOKCX'ltVlO~EVO 
x£pt 

a small Virgin on a chair at a local coffee house 
with fish and birds at her shoulders and knees. 

The translation is by N. C. Germanacos published in boundary 2: a journal of 
post-modern literature, Vol. 1 (Fall1972), p. 174. 
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0:1to ·~v EYVOLa 1:0U cp-rc.:>xou Kl em' -.:0: 'ltOAAcX 
-.:0: xp6vta. ( I I ) 

Come mistress with the salt-flaked eyelashes 
and the hand bronzed by the anxiety that haunts the poor 

then the Virgin (the Byzantine Panaghia), whose self-begotten 
icon has the power of healing and renewing: 

~Ec; a~ 01tT]Ala 1:0U 6 yA.apoc; aou KpE~CcEl 1:0 ~aupo K6VLO~a 
aou 

Kl 6 mKpa~Evoc; axlVloc; aou 0::a'lta~E1:at 1:0 v6Xt -rou 1t05tou 
aou. (I I) 

the seagull hangs your blackened icon in his cave, 
and the embittered sea-urchin honours your foot with kisses. 

then the Orphic mother earth goddess, who hatches Eros in the 
midst of chaos and Leda, who, as in Yeats, hatches the history of 
ancient Greece, and the warrior goddess Athena, and the lady 
Liberty ('EA.eu8Epta) of Solomos' "Hymn," and finally, Perse
phone (who has been prepared for by the casual reference to the 
blacksmith's daughter as K6pY]) and her mother, Demeter, who 
share between them the resurrection and the fertility of the earth: 

"EA.a KupO: 'ltOU -.:0: xpuaO: KAc.:>aaac; aoyO: 1:0U KEpauvou-
1t61:E ~leX ~Epa GaA.cxaatO: ea: ~YaAEl<; 1:0 1:0E~1tEpl KCXL ea: 

1tapetc; 1taA.t -.:' d:p~cx-rcx 
VeX OE x-ru'lti)aEL KCX1:CXK061:EAa ~aytaLLKO xcxA.a~l 
vel: a'ltaaEt p6'Cf>t 6 flA.LOc; a~v O::A.m~cxf>Evtcx aou TIOf>LO: 
VeX 1:0V ~otpaOEl<; ~6VY] OOU 01tUpl-01tUpl Ot'cX f>c0f>EKCX opcpcxva 

aou, 
VeX A.a~lJ.'El 6A.6yupcx 6 ytcxA.oc; c0c; A.a~'ltEl ~ K6lJ.lTJ 1:0U 01tCX9LOU 

Kat-.:· 'A1tptA.tou t'o Xt6vt 
Kal va~yEl Ot'cX XCXA(KlCX 6 Ka~oupac; ytcX VeX Ala01:EL KCXl VeX 

Ot"aupc0aEt -rlc; f>ayKavEc; -rou. (I I) 

Come mistress brooding on the golden eggs of thunder, 
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when will the seablue day arrive when you will toss your headscarf 
off and take up arms again, 

and the hail that falls in May will beat upon your brow, 
and the sun will break open like a pomegranate in the lap of your 

homespun dress, 
and grain by grain you will share him out to your dozen orphans, 
and the sea will shimmer all around like the blade of the sword 

and the snow in April, 
and the rock-crab crawl from hiding and cross his claws 
and bask under the sun? 

Furthermore, there is, I submit, an integral relationship 
between the imageries in the poem and its rhythm patterns. Ritsos, 
that is, discovers historical continuity not only in the temporally 
diverse images but in the temporally diverse rhythms of his 
Romaic language. And just as the synchronic imagery becomes 
something like mythic order, so the synchronic rhythms become 
something like a ceremonial or ritual voice. To verify this intui
tion would require a linguistic knowledge of the history of the 
Greek language which I do not have. But my point can be made 
and its validity suggested by the poet himself. For it is no acci
dent, I think, that when (in a tape recording of Romiosini which 
he made on Samos in 1970) he arrives at the magnificent Dighenis 
stanza-which precedes the invocation to Mother Greece in Sec
tion II-12. 

MIDi Kav O'TcX o(5Epa: KO:L O'TYJ q>wn6:, KOU~Evna:oav !-!E 'TcX 
AL96:pLa:, 

KEpaoO:VE pa:Kl 'TO 96:va:'TO O'TO KO:UKO:AO l'OU 'TtO:'Tt'TtOUA~ 'TOU<;, 
O'T, •At..c.0vLO: 'TcX '£5La: aV'T6:!1C00av 'TO ~LYEvYJ KO:L O't'pc.0911Kav 

O'TO 5El'ITVO 
K6~0V'TO:<; 'TOV KO:ll!lO O'TcX 5uo E'TOL 'TtOU K6~CXVE 01'0 y6VO:'TO 

'TO KpL9a:pEVLO 'TOU<; KO:p~EAL. (I I) 

They have been through fire and steel, they have conversed with 
stones; 

12Ritsos taped this recording for the translator, N. C. Germanacos, and David 
Tonge, the Near Eastern correspondent of The London Observer shortly after 
the military authorities sent him back into exile from Athens, where he was under
going medical tests. 
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they have treated Death to wine served in the skul1bones of their 
grandpas, 

and they have met with Dighenis on those same threshing-floors 
and sat themselves to feast there, 

slicing their sorrow in two, just as they broke their barley-loaves 
across their knees. 

-it is no accident that in this stanza, which enacts supremely the 
discovery of simultaneity in the historical imagery, the radically 
contemporary poet breaks or, more exactly, modulates into song 
under the pressures of its hieratic rhythms. It is not simply any 
song; it is a song in the heroic demotic mode, which in turn 
clearly recalls its primary roots in Byzantine liturgical chants.13 

And if there is any validity in Alfred Lord's discussion of the 
medieval Dighenis Acritas as oral epic, the mode perhaps also 

13I have discussed Ritsos' singing of these lines with my colleague Samuel 
Chianis, who has informed me that the mode is not strictly that of the Acritic 
ballads he has heard in remote mountain villages of the Peloponessus, nor that 
of the kleftic ballads as such. But Ritsos' use of a long line that usually breaks 
into two parts (which is basic to the fifteen syllable line of the demotic song) 
and, in performance, his persistent emphasis and extension of the penultimate 
syllable of each caesura! phrase (-ro Kpt9apEVLO -rou<; Kap<!\£-A.t); his coordina
tion of long (stressed) syllables with the long tones of the melody; and his use of 
-rcraK[cr[J.a-ra (repetitions of a portion of the line in a related but different melodic 
pattern ( K6~ov-ra<; Tov KalllJ.O cr-rO: l)u6): all these are fundamental character
istics of the heroic demotic mode. Further, Ritsos' melody is not fixed; it is, 
rather, an improvisation. That is, Ritsos treats the line exactly as the psalmodist 
in the Byzantine church treats his scriptural text: the text determines the variations 
of the melodic formula. According to Professor Chianis, the melodic formula 
Ritsos uses in the tape recording is close to the fourth (authentic) of the eight 
modes of Byzantine liturgical music. 

It is also worth noting, however tentatively, that all the metrical versions of 
the Dighenis epic are written in the so-called TIOAtTlKO<; O"TLXO<;, the fifteen
syllable meter of the demotic songs, and that, according to John Mavrogordato, 
"the metre, although it is now of course accentual, seems to be the same as the 
ancient (quantitative) iambic tetrameter catalectic which is to be found fairly often 
in the tragedians as well as in Aristophanes . . . even Homeric hexameters can 
sometimes be read as accentual fifteeners, though usually without caesura." Digenes 
Acrites, p. xxiii. Ritsos' variable free verse line is usually longer than fifteen sylla
bles (though a great many lines come close to this count). But as noted above, 
the caesura, which relates his line to the demotic line, including that of the 
Dighenfs epic, is more or less constant. When this is considered in the light of 
Ritsos' use of the Byzantine formulaic mode, his heavy emphasis on vowel length 
(especially in recitation), and his free verse (behind which lies the impulse to 
achieve quantity), it becomes possible to conclude that the poet's verse achieves the 
kind of ancient memories that Professor Mavrogordato hears in the Acritic fifteener. 
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recalls even deeper roots: in the very music of the Homeric 
Songs.14 Surely it is this primordial voice to which Ritsos is refer
ring at the end of the poem (immediately after his second asser
tion that "there is no need for you to recollect. The vein of the 
plane-tree shares your blood,/ together with the asphodel . . . ) 
when he says: 

To cXI:llAl')TO 1UJYcX~h avE(;6:~El 0'1:0 KO:TO:I:lEafJilEPO 
l:llCX a-rpoyyuA.~ t)>C0~ cX'lto llo:Opo yuo:A.l Kl a'lto aa'ltpo CXvEI:lO 
a-rpoyyuA.~ aO:v -rex 'ltO:Ala m86:pto:-~ 'l5to: 'lto:vapxo:tl'} 

q>c.0vi]. (VI I) 

From deep the speechless well sends up a rounded voice of black 
glass and white wind. 

A voice round like ancient wine-jars-the same primeval voice. 

I have assumed this de-structive analytic approach to the 
poem in order to slow down the perceptual process, to make it 
easier to perceive the simultaneity of the historical images or, 
as the American poet Charles Olson might say, the simultaneity 
of the images and the heart beat or breath.15 In the process I have, 
of course, reduced the experience of the passage to explication 
or, more accurately, I have negated the astonishing and character
istic immediacy of Ritsos' poetry. To correct this impression, there
fore, I want to quote from a letter from Ritsos' translator, N. C. 
Germanacos, in answer to my question about the specific identity 
of the mistress "brooding on the golden eggs of thunder" in the 
apostrophe. For what he says is precisely the point about Ritsos' 
Romaic imagination: 

I phoned Yannis in Samos and he told me what I ex
pected him to tell me in answer to your question: an 
image or allusion is not exhausted by one interpretation. 
The Greek myths have 'two, four, ten, twenty versions 
and variations made up over three thousand years. When 

14The Singer of Tales, (New York: Atheneum, 1965). Compare the chapters 
on "Homer," "The Odyssey," and "The Iliad" with the section on "Digenes Acritas" 
in the chapter entitled "Some Notes on Medieval Epic," pp. 207-21. 

15"Projective Verse," Selected Writings, ed. by Robert Creeley, (New York: 
New Directions, 1966), pp. 17-20. 
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he refers to Kupa, he means both Demeter, the Virgin, 
any peasant woman, or Athenian lady. He means both 
ncxvay(a and the Dionysiac opposite in •H Kupa 'tWV 
• A~TIEA.t&v (The Mistress of the Vineyards). They 
are one and the same . . . Perhaps it's because I feel the 
poem instinctively rather than mentally that its images 
have this wholeness which defies analysis ... the poem 
hits my marrow first and stays there .... [What} I'm 
saying is that Ritsos speaks to me as Homer did to the 
ancients, as the 5rn..t.onKa 'tpayoufaa spoke to the 
peasants and Klefts two hundred years ago. Ritsos ... 
and the demotic songs and the Byzantine hymns are not 
poems, artifacts, even; they are part of the very life 
blood which keeps us breathing. When I hear the invoca
tion "EA.a Kupa, I know without knowing that Ritsos 
is referring to Demeter, Mary, Artemis, Aphrodite, the 
mother of the boys sentenced in the trial a month ago, 
and my own wife.16 

To put it in the temporal terms I have been using, what is of 
primary importance in the dynamic imaginative flow of Ritsos' 
lines is that the evocation of historical continuity or, rather, of 
historical integrity is not achieved at the expense of the present. 
Through the agency of his richly mnemonic vulgate medium, 
Ritsos discovers, on the one hand, the identity between the con
temporary blacksmith's KOPTJ and the mourning mother and, on 
the other, between Mother Earth, the mermaid, the Virgin, 
Demeter, Persephone, etc. But his subject is always and insistently 
the contemporary Greek partisans. Thus the references from the 
Greek past do not exist, as they do for Eliot, Yeats and Joyce 
(all of whom have had an enormous impact on modern Greek 
poetry) to draw "the immense panorama of futility and anarchy 
which is contemporary history" into a parallel relationship for 
the sake of "controlling, of ordering, of giving shape and signifi
cance" to it. They do not exist, in other words, for the sake of 
a transcendent aesthetic or spiritual realm of the imagination, 
a Byzantium, a Polis of art, which is superior to the sordid and 

16August 26, 1971. 'H Kupa -r&v 'Ail'ltEAl&v is the title of a long poem 
that Ritsos wrote at about the same time as Romiosini. 
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disintegrating present. They exist rather to define and to celebrate 
the very real contemporary imagination of the Romios, who 
knows that "this earth is theirs [the dead} and ours: nobody 
can take it from us." This is why, as in the case of the glancing 
reference to Persephone, for whom "the sun will break open like 
a pomegranate in the lap of [her} homespun dress," Ritsos, as 
bard of the community, presents even the historical, the legendary, 
the mythic images of the past from the perspective of the Romios' 
biological or ritual (rather than mental) sense of time and history. 

What I am suggesting is that this political perspective is 
remarkably-and paradoxically-close to a primitive sense of time 
that anticipates the imminent moment when the New Year, the 
Golden Age, the spring time of life, the sacramental world, will 
be recovered. Indeed, Ritsos' function in this poem is, in this 
respect, much like that of the builder or creator in primitive so
cieties described by Mircea Eliade whose art, whether the construc
tion of a temple or house or the making of a song or the per
formance of a dance or the enactment of a ritual, denies the 
profane or fallen space and time and reactualizes in the present 
the primordial cosmic order in illo tempore, the mythic period: 

Through repetition of the cosmogenic art, concrete 
time ... is projected into mythical time, in illo tempore 
when the foundations of the world occurred. Thus the 
reality and the enduringness of a construction [or a 
creation} are assured not only by the transformation of 
profane space into a transcendent space (the center) 
but also by the transformation of concrete time into 
mythical time. Any ritual whatever . . . unfolds not 
only in a consecrated space (i.e., one different in essence 
from profane space) but also in a "sacred time," "once 
upon a time" (in illo tempore, ab origini), that is, 
when the ritual was performed for the first time by a 
god, an ancestor, or a hero.17 

l7Cosmos and Histo,.y: The Myth of the Eternal Return, tr. Willard R. Trask 
(New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1959), pp. 20-21. It is also worthy of note 
that, like Alfred Lord, Eliade too invokes the contemporary Yugoslavian popular 
epic songs to suggest the continuity of the oral folk tradition with the ancient or 
mythic or primitive past. I am aware of Eliade's observation that "the work of 
two of the most significant writers of our day-T. S. Eliot and James Joyce-is 
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The image of this primordial world that Ritsos discovers, 
a world in which all time and all space, all events and all objects, 
exist in sanctified (but not sentimentalized) harmony-in ex
change, as it were- thus becomes a vivid and moving measure of 
the threat posed by the invading "they" of the poem. It also 
suggests why in the last, the seventh, section (which, as the 
analogy of the weekly cycle, is symbolically the equivalent of the 
Golden Age, in illo tempore) Ritsos can speak words of love in 
a context that calls for bitterness and hate: 

"O•av (J.E9a:6pto A.uwcrouvE •a poOxa: •ouc; Ka:l (J.E(vouvE 
YU(J.VOL cXVCx(J.EO'O: 0'1"Cx 0'1"pO:nC.U1"lKCx KOU(J.TilCx 't"OU<; 

E't"O'l TIOU !J.EVOUV 1"Cx KO!J.(J.Cx'rlO: •• oupa:voO cXvCx(J.EO'O: cXTIO 1"Cx 
Ka:A.oKmpt6:nKa: O:cr•pa: 

1"01"E (J.TIOpEl va <6po0(J.E •• OVO(J.Cx 'roue; KO:l (J.TIOpEl va 1"0 
q>c.uv6:E,ou(J.E: O:ya:TI&. (VI I) 

When tomorrow their clothing rots away, 
and leaves them naked, lying amidst their tunic buttons, 
just as the bits of sky remain between the summer stars 
and the streams between the shrubs of laurel, 
and the path between the lemon trees in spring, 
then perhaps we'll see their name, and then perhaps we'll shout 

it out: I love. 

and assured hope in a context which calls for despair: 

Ka:l U)v &pa: Tiou TO q>Eyy6:ptTov q>tA.6:a crTo A.a:t(J.O (J.E KCxTiota: 
0'1"EVOXWP to:, 

'rlVCx~OVLO:<; UJ O'TCxX'tTJ 1"00 1"0'ty6:pou 1"0U cXTI' 1"Cx KCxYKEAO: 1"00 
(J.TIO:AKOVtOO, (J.TIOpEl va KACxl\JEl cXTIO UJ crtyoupt6: 1"0U 

(J.TIOpEl va KACxl\JEl cXTIO 1"TJ crtyoupta 1"WV Mnpc.uv KO:L 1"WV 
O:cr•pc.uv Ka:l TWV O:~eA.q>&v TOU. (VI I) 

saturated with nostalgia for the myth of eternal repetition and, in the last analysis, 
for the abolition of time." p. 153. The defining term here is "nostalgia." And it 
is what differentiates the "Western" poets (and the Greeks whom they have in
fluenced) from the Marxist Ritsos. For unlike their backward look, Ritsos antici
pates the abolition of time, sees its achievement in and through history. 
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And now the hour has come when the moon kisses him on the 
cheek with some sorrow; 

and at long last, flicking his cigarette-ash through the balcony 
railing, 

he can weep in his assurance, 
he can weep in the assurance of the trees, the stars, and of his 

brothers. (VII) 

v 

Perhaps I can sharpen the focus on what I have called Ritsos' 
Romaic imagination by invoking the name of another modern 
Greek artist whose work both reveals an obsession with Greek 
time and expresses, almost paradigmatically, the idea of Romio
sini that I am trying to suggest: Theophilos Hajimihail of Myti
lene (c. 1873-1934). It was, of course, George Seferis who "dis
covered" or, at any rate, sanctioned this remarkable-! am tempted 
to say "great" -folk artist in behalf of the popular Greek tradi
tion, who insisted, in other words, that, though "Theophilos . . . 
worked in the dark," he "found [his J way searching along the 
dark passages of what is . . . a very cultivated collective soul
the soul of our people."18 But it is, in fact, Yannis Ritsos, among 
modern Greek poets who most resembles this ardent Romios. 

In a Theophilos fresco or painting, it will be recalled, the 
central figure, no matter what the historical moment it memorial
izes or celebrates-whether the Trojan War, or the quest for the 
Golden Fleece, or the campaign of Alexander, or the Fall of 
Constantinople, or the Greek War of Independence-is invariably 
that figure and simultaneously Achilles, Jason, Alexander, Con
stantine Paleologos, Kolokotronis and Theophilos himself (i.e., 
a contemporary Romios) .19 It is, in other words, precisely the 

18George Seferis, "Theophilos," On the Greek Style: Selected Essays in Poetry 
and Hellenism, tr. by Rex Warner and Th. Frangopoulos (Boston: Little Brown, 
1966), p. 7. This essay was first delivered as a speech at the opening of the first 
exhibition of Theophilos' painting (British Institute, Athens, May 2, 1947). 

19See Yannis Tsarouchis, ed. Theophilos (Athens: The Commercial Bank of 
Greece, 1966), passim. (This volume contains reproductions, both in color and in 
black and white, of a great number of the painter's work and includes an introduc
tion by the editor.) "There are many photographs immortalizing Theophilos in a 
fustanella with a drawn sword, as Alexander of Macedonia. In earlier photographs, 
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synchronicity of historical imagery, the presentness or rather the 
presence of the past that constitutes the essential formal character 
of Theophilos' painting and that, as Seferis notes, "gave us [the 
modern Greek artists] a new eye ... cleansed our seeing," by 
which I take him to mean, recovered the eye's candor or, in Yeat's 
phrase, its "radical innocence"20 and thus the ability to perceive 
the primal, the ceremonial, order of nature. Seferis finds his 
primary evidence in Theophilos' use of colors in painting the 
Greek landscape. But, I submit, this spatial aspect of his art (as 
Seferis himself seems to suggest in his reference to the cultivated 
soul of the Greek people) is integral, if not ever dependent on 
the temporal: 

. . . he has this enormously rare thing, this thing that 
before him was impossible to achieve with a Greek 
landscape: a moment of color and of air, held there in all 
its inner life and the radiation of its movement; this 
poetic rhythm (what other words can I use?) which 
makes the impossible connection, binding together what 
is scattered, restoring what is corruptible; this human 
breath that was there in the sturdy tree, in the hidden 
flower or in the dancing movement of a dress-all this 
we have missed so much, because so much we have 
longed to see it. And this was the grace given to us by 
Theophilos. And this is not folklore.21 

Just so, as we have seen, Ritsos' poem presents Greek time, 
no matter how externally shattered, as an eternal now, to suggest 
that it is a living presence in the contemporary "people's" con
sciousness. So also he gives us a new eye with which to see Greek 
time and Greek space. Unlike Theophilos, of course, this cleansing 
is politically motivated, is grounded in the deliberate effort to 

in his youth, he appears as a Hellenistic statue, as Zeus, Asclepius or Laocoon. In 
his later photographs he appears an an elderly sacred monster, whom you should 
know, in order to be able to decipher the seriousness that exists under the ridicu
lous, the ugly or even the unseemly," pp. 19-20. See also Ronald Crichton, 
"Theophilos," Orpheus: A Symposium of the Art, Vol. 2 (London: John Lehmann, 
1949), pp. 150-157. 

20"A Prayer for My Daughter," The Collected Poems of W. B. Yeats. 
21"Theophilos." On the Greek Style, p. 6. 
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discredit the image of Greece being imposed by what he would 
call the arrogant and corrupt Western positivistic bourgeois ethos. 
But the "prior" or, rather, the new world that the cleansing re
veals is fundamentally the integral world in which all time is 
present and thus all time and space redeemed-or redeemable. 
It is, I suggest, his passionate acknowledgement of, belief in, 
and commitment to this presence in the contemporary people's 
consciousness that distinguishes the Ritsos of Romiosini from 
Cava:fy, Palamas, Sikelianos, Seferis, and other modern Greek 
poets who have grappled with the problem of their history. 

I do not want to suggest in comparing Ritsos with Theo
philos that he is ultimately a "primitive" or even an ethnic poet. 
Clearly, his poetry reveals an astonishingly wide spectrum of 
formal, stylistic, and thematic modes-modes that suggest influ
ences ranging horizontally from Andre Breton to T. S. Eliot, 
Franz Kafka, and Vladimir Mayakovski, and vertically from 
Palamas to Markriyannis and Solomos, the Acritic materials, the 
ancient Greek dramatists, and Homer. And these bear witness 
to a literary sophistication as cultivated, perhaps, as any modern 
"European" writer. What I do want to point out is that, despite 
his sophistication, Ritsos is different in this crucial way from the 
modern Western poets (the Symbolists) and most of the Greek 
poets they have influenced: whereas they consider themselves as 
"international" or "transhistorical" poets, Ritsos is a Romios first, 
a poet who lives and is committed to a particular space and time. 
(Though there are very significant differences, he is in this 
respect, closer to "postmodern" American poets like William 
Carlos Williams, Charles Olson, and even Robert Bly, who insist 
against the internationalist impulse of the Symbolists on being 
local.) As a result, Ritsos' sensibility is more authentically close 
to that of the people- more in "The Greek grain," as it were
and his language thus more acutely attuned to the ground rhythm 
of their lives and the memories that are stored in that rhythm's 
measure. Once this is perceived, we are also prepared to see the 
essential and distinguishing paradox of Ritsos' poetry: that it is 
precisely this intensely local or ethnic focus which opens the 
significance of the poem out to encompass all humanity. Nor is 
Ritsos unaware of this paradox: 
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Mf.cra. o-r' &Ac0vt O'ltOU OEL'ltviicra.v [llcX vuxna 1:cX '!tO.AAT]KCxpta. 
t..tf.vouve -rO: A.toKo6Kouma. Ka.l-ro a.1t..ta. -ro C:ep6 -roO cpeyya.pLOO 
Kl 0 0EKO.'ltEV1:a.OUAAa.~oc; cX'lt' 1:' 0:p[..La.1:Cx 1:0U<;. 
T~v O:A.A.T] [..Lf.pa. -rO: cr'ltoupy(na. cp6:ya.vE -rO: tptxouA.a. TI]c; 

Koupa.t..t6:va.c; -roue;, 
-rO: 'lta.tOLa q>n6:C:a.vE 'lta.txvtota. [..LE -rO: cr'lt(p-ra. -roue; 'ltOU <Xv6:tpa.v 

-rO: -rmy6:pa. -roue; Ka.l -r' <XyK6:9ta. -r&v O:cr-rpcuv. 

K' ~ 'ltE-rpa. o'ltou Ka.9flcra.v K6:-rou cX'lt' -rlc; eA.tE.c; 1:6 cX'ltO[..LEO~[..LEpo 
avn Kpu a~ 96:A.a.crcra. 

a.upto 90: ytvet &cr~f.cr-rT]c; o-ro Ka.t..ttvt 
[..LE9a.6pt0 9' cXO~E01:c000U[..LE 1:cX O'ltl1:la. [..LO.<; Ka.l 1:0 'ltEsOUAL 

-rf\c; 'Ayta-LCU1:~pa.c; 
cXV1:L[..LE9a.6pto 90: cpu-rf.tpOU[..LE 1:6 cr'lt6po EKEL 'ltOU 

cX'ltOKOL[..L~9T] Ka.v 
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On the threshing floor, where on a night the warriors dined, 
the olive~pits and moon's dried blood remain 
together with the epic metre of their guns. 
Next day the sparrows finished off the bread crumbs they had left, 
the children fashioned toys out of the matches 
they had lit their cigarettes with, and the thornspikes of the stars. 

And the stone they sat on under the olive trees in the early after
noon, looking out to sea, 

tomorrow will turn to quicklime in the kiln, 
the day after we shall whitewash our homes with it and the steps 

of Saint Saviour, 
and the day after that we shall plant the seed where they slept, 
and a pomegranate-bud will burst like the child's 
first peal of laughter on the sunlight's breast. 
And finally we shall gather round there to read their heart, 
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and we shall be reading through the history of man from its 
beginnings.22 (V) 

It is, in other words, Ritsos' Romiosini-his intense pride in and 
love for his contemporary fellow sufferers, their land and their 
history-which, like the Romiosini of the people he celebrates, 
discovers in the matrix of his imagination, i.e., his racial memory, 
a surreal unity in diversity, harmony in antagonism, wholeness 
in fragmentation and, in the process, transforms the confining 
boundaries of a mean, degraded, and constraining space into a 
heroic Greek Ocnplf>a, which itself is a microcosm of a heroic 
world. Indeed, what emerges from this ardent act of love, which 
is the poem, is a unified image of epic proportions of an ele
mental people who have refused to give up their identity to 
violence, tyranny, and the assaults of a very long time because 
of their abiding loyalty to the Greek soil, rock, sea, and sky
and the freedom that alone assures this relationship. As such it 
also becomes a celebration of the abiding and heroic spirit of all 
men who refuse to be alienated from the earth. 

This is why I prefer to call Romiosini an existential rather 
than a Marxist or even a socialist poem, even though it was written 
to commemorate the leftwing partisans who made the Greek 
Resistance one of the most heroic acts of World War II and to 
lament their betrayal by the forces of the political right. Rooted 
as it is in the soil of existence, the poem celebrates people, not a 
cause. It thus transcends the politics of ideology to become an 
utterance that addresses man not as a function in a system, but in 
Jean-Paul Sartre's word, as man-in-the-world. This is also why, 
as the American poet David Ignatow has said, nRomiosini surely 
must be one of the great political poems of the century."23 

22Germanacos' translation of "ot &KcmEvrcxa6A.A.cxf3ot <X1t• -r• lip(lCXTcX 
-roue;" (literally, "the fifteeners of their weapons") as "the epic metre of their 
guns" misses the Romaic poet's absolute identification of the demotic song, the 
Greek soil, and the Romioi who fight and die to protect it-and thus the paradox 
that it is the demotic, as Alfred Lord implies in The Singer of Tales, which is 
,the truly epic. 

23Letter from David Ignatow to Milton Kessler. (November 21, 1970) 



BY WAY OF INTRODUCTION 
TO THE TESTIMONIES* 

BY Y ANNIS R!TSOS 

translated by Rick M. Newton 

It is the poet's task, I think, to speak not about poetry but, 
rather, through poetry, even though he would be the most appro
priate and responsible candidate for supplying us with the thread 
of Ariadne which could lead us into the deep secret of how 
poetry operates. Responsible, yes, but he must speak in his own 
manner and language-and the language of poetry is one of 
synthesis, while that of criticism is one of analysis: it is totally 
different, that is, from the language of poetry. When, therefore, 
we ask the poet to speak to us about his work and not merely 
through his work, we might as well ask him to change function. 
Besides, as I have often said before, "Poetry, qua poetry, always 
tells us much more and in a much better way than whatever we 
can say about it." 

How, then, and why should I write about the "Testimonies" 
when you can communicate directly with them? And even if I 
did want to withdraw my reservations about the analytical method 
of criticism, which sometimes drains the poem irreparably, and 
decide to employ it, I would often need dozens of pages to point 
out the elements which lie within eight or ten lines of these short 
poems-a clearly impossible task and a useless one besides, since 
the esthetic experience is practically non-transferable: from the 
outset, it demands its own special perception from each reader, 
through countless life-experiences, knowledge, practices and, 
above all, particular inclinations. 

By necessity, then, the only recourse left us is to resort to 
simplifications and generalizations, which are not the least bit 

*Author's note: This "introduction" was written upon a request from the 
Prague Broadcasting Station for a radio program dedicated to the "Testimonies." 
It is presented here with slight corrections and a brief addition to the original text. 
Athens, January 1963. 
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helpful for a true approach to art. Or we can resort to a brief 
historical account of the writing of the poems. This even I can 
do to comply with your kind request. 

The writing of my "Testimonies" began around the time I 
began writing, i.e., when I was eight years old. By this, I mean 
that the groundwork for them was being laid from that time and, 
indeed, long before then. But their most concrete form began 
taking shape in 1938, in a series of short poems bearing the 
revealing title, "Notes on the Margins of Time." They continued 
later in my "Parentheses" and in a subsequent large series, 
"Exercises," until they crystallized and assumed their final form 
and bore the general title, "Testimonies." Other series of poems 
with various titles also appeared during this period. 

I cannot exactly say how or why I-who by inclination and 
preference have worked primarily on long, synthetic poems-have 
engaged myself for so many years with special persistence and 
love on the "Testimonies" -and I still work continuously on 
them, alongside whatever else I'm working on-giving them espe
cially a separate and distinct importance, nor can I say why I 
continue to write these laconic, often epigrammatical, poems. 
Perhaps it is because I am a Laconian by descent (and this is no 
mere play on words) ; perhaps it is from an inclination to prove 
to myself and others that I can express myself in a dense, succinct 
word; perhaps it is out of a disposition to rest after the sleepless 
hypertension of long creative periods; perhaps it is out of a need 
for daily practice in perfecting and priming my technique to the 
point that I can directly and unerringly utilize the ever-renewed 
experiences of life in art; perhaps it is from an attempt to condense 
my expression, in reaction to the danger of expansiveness and 
rhetorism which often lurks behind the long poems; perhaps it is 
out of the need to offer a lightning-quick response to vital press
ing problems of our age; perhaps, even, it is from a desire to 
break off and nail down a single moment which might permit 
a microscopic, in-depth examination of itself and reveal all the 
elements of time which would perhaps have vanished in an un
restricted latitude-a comprehension of the indivisible, in other 
words, through division, a comprehension of perpetual motion 
through immobilization. 

The poems, at any rate, however much they may at times 
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resemble paradoxes (and intentionally so), are actual testimonies 
of an experience which is as general as it is specific. General, 
inasmuch as it concerns the question of man's origin and destiny, 
his place in the world even as he faces death, and human relation
ships in the context of historical and social time and place; 
specific, inasmuch as it concerns art and its technique, as if there 
were an identical, but also special, place for social and ontological 
research and expression. 

We will frequently encounter not merely an attitude of 
recognition and abstract pardon in the name of a deep perception 
and awareness of the vague, intricate, incomprehensible, inexplica
ble and irresponsible element of life; nor merely an attitude of 
a self-satisfied revelation of a depth which may well contain its 
own justification inside its obscure roots (or which even needs no 
justification whatsoever), but also an attitude of social and ethical 
comparison, criticism and self-criticism, and an attitude of partial 
and total responsibility toward the present historical moment, the 
history of all mankind and especially, of course, of Greece. 

The poems do not hesitate to transcend neutral observation 
and awareness, the comfortable charm of silence and vagueness, 
as well as the magic circle (or spiral) of their representation 
through "self-propelled associations." Nor do they hesitate to 
tend toward a definition, a precision of speech, a conversation and 
even, at times, toward a verification of causes, an elucidation and 
even a concrete suggestion, stimulus, admonition, solution, con
clusion, or piece of advice. Of course, not always, but often-to 
the degree that the clarity of art can permit the effusiveness of 
confession or the pedantry of teaching and to the degree that the 
natural, practiced and acquired modesty of poetry gives the poet 
the right to assume the position and air of confessor, confessant, 
moralist or even teacher. 

As for the tone of the "Testimonies," it is (instinctively and 
intentionally) inescapably impersonal, almost indifferent, not 
in the least sentimental, not in the least rhetorical, concealing any 
tragic element beneath a neutral expression which I don't exactly 
know if I should call modesty or arrogance, politeness or audacity, 
compassion or disdain (since compassion, like disdain, is almost 
always cowardice), daring or a fear of misunderstanding and a 
method of understanding, absolute and modest sincerity or an 
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absolute mask of astonishing apathy and irreproachable stereo
typing, behind which the human countenance inside rends itself 
in the face of both life and death, never renouncing its struggle to 
exist, discover itself, express itself, perpetuate itself, cooperate 
and justify itself (even if only through word as action) in the 
world. 

I don't know. Perhaps it is all these things occurring alter
nately or even simultaneously, along with the assistance of the 
simple, tangible, incomprehensible and soothing objects (those 
little generators of useful human energy, those little everyday 
myths), which involuntarily participate and share the leading roles 
in a drama that does not concern them. They are called upon to 
play the role of "nothing is happening" precisely when everything 
is happening, and the spectators would be terrified by everything 
that was going on, and they would leave without seeing them, 
without learning of them, leaving the poet unvindicated in utter 
isolation, while they themselves would plunge into a worse isola
tion, one for which there is no possible glimmer of solution. 

Thus, the innocent objects are summoned as if they were 
unbiased, tolerant, disinterested mediators-and that is why they 
are real mediators (however much their presence remains am
biguously effective in the end, their hidden message, at any rate, 
is one of acquiescence and pardon) . In the face of the objects, 
even we have no prejudices, self-interests or oppositions, nor do 
we hold even antagonism or respect toward them (as we do 
toward ideas and feelings) . That is why we are able to respect 
them, acknowledge them, and trust them. 

This, then, is where even art, from great experiences, con
descends to the level of cunning and contrivance (an essential 
component of its technique), which is ultimately nothing more 
than a "distant smile," goodness, understanding, and a persistent 
human need for and attempt at participation, mutual friendship, 
and brotherhood. 

I would like to take this opportunity to note (although I am 
sure you have noticed it) how frequently in the "Testimonies" 
(as well as in this essay besides) I use and even overuse the word 
"perhaps" and the conjunction "or." I am also certain that, 
whether we like it or not, you already know that this does not 
happen by accident: it is absolutely deliberate and almost com-
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pulsory. I do not hereby mean to assert that personal exigency 
corresponds in any way to esthetic objectivity (if there is such a 
thing) and justification. Nor am I grasping for excuses: there is 
no need for them and they are of no interest. Personal objectivity 
suffices, and this, I think, is the only objectivity there is. I am 
merely explaining, as far as it is in my power, certain gestures 
of verse which are not totally irrelevant to the poem (and, 
consequently, not totally pointless) , knowing nevertheless that 
they remain inexplicable. (Is that which remains ultimately inex
plicable, even for the creator himself, exactly that which belongs 
to poetry and motivates the reader toward creation, i.e., toward 
his own discovery or, at least, research?) 

The frequent use of "perhaps," then, in my writings, espe
cially during these last years, is no subterfuge or mere craftiness. 
It is also my own doubt, questioning, and need for an answer. 
It is a sort of drilling tool offered for our joint (inasmuch as is 
possible) investigation, even when this "perhaps" springs from a 
personal certainty and disdain or from an invective which is con
sciously disguised as ignorance, naivete, modesty, or generosity. 

The frequent use, likewise, of the conjunction "or" is not 
simply an underlining of the multidimensionality of life and art 
nor merely an exhortation to select from different versions. More 
importantly, it displays recognizable viewpoints which are com
monly admitted and it omits fundamental (and consistently mis
construed or totally ignored) awareness. And it is precisely this 
silent omission, I think, that renders such consciousness especially 
perceptible, present, and almost visible up to its first and last 
dimension of the invisible, the indefinite, and the infinite: and 
this applies, without fail, to those who have somewhat prepared 
themselves and even more so to those who are fully prepared. 

With all I have said, I am afraid that I may have made the 
already obscure, as they say, "Testimonies" even more obscure
obscure, certainly, as a result of excessive clarity, precision and 
sincerity. 

The final taste left in our mouths by the "Testimonies" may 
perhaps be the silent gratitude toward human life, action, thought, 
and art, despite all tribulations and despite death-perhaps indeed 
on account of them. And perhaps this too may be a new, consoling 
inversion or transformation of things (I would like to say: 
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transposition or distortion), as always happens in every revelation, 
i.e., in every creation which, for all its occasional glorious euphoria 
and its momentary, enchanting enjoyment (such as an immediate 
sensation of eternity and joint responsibility for the cosmos) does 
not completely mask a certain feeling of futility and wasted 
effort, however much it may desire (and it does not) to neutralize 
it or at least reverse it, transforming its negative attributes into 
positive ones, transforming the most absolute denial into a uni
versal, indeterminate affirmation. And this, I believe, is what the 
"Testimonies" bear witness to, beyond any mood or grimace of 
sarcasm and self-sarcasm. And, finally, perhaps in every time 
and place, this will be the testimony of every person who feels 
poetry and ministers in it.* 

Prague 
October 15, 1962 

*The translator extends his thanks to Professor Alexander Gogos of Kent State 
University, on exchange from the Aristotelian University of Salonica, for reading a 
draft of this translation and offering many valuable suggestions for its improvement. 



From TESTIMONIES A 

translated by Rick M. Newton 

PROCESS 

Day by day he'd disarm. First he took off his clothes, 
later his underclothes, later his skin, 
later his flesh and bones, until finally 
there remained that simple, warm, clean essence, 
which he alone, unseen and without hands, would shape 
into small jugs, poems and people. 
And he himself was probably one among them. 

PERSPECTIVE 

Our houses are built atop other houses, in a row, marble, 
and those atop others. Their foundations 
are held atop the heads of erect statues, without hands. 
So, however squat our huts in ,the plain, beneath the olive trees 

to shelter them, 
small, smoke-blackened, with only a pitcher beside the door, 
you imagine you dwell on high, the air glistening round about 

you, 
or at <times imagine you are outside the houses, that you have 
no house, and you make your way stark naked, 
alone beneath a sky frightfully blue or white, 
and occasionally a statue lightly touches your shoulder with its 

hand. 
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INALIENABLE 

They came. They looked at the ruins, at the building lots around, 
measured something with their glance, tasted 
the air and light with their tongue. They liked it. 
Surely, something they wanted to take from us. We 
buttoned up our shirts, hot though it was, 
and looked at our shoes. Then, one of us 
pointed over there. The others turned. 
At 1that moment he bent down while no one was looking, 
took a handful of soil, hid it his pocket 
and walked away with indifference. When the strangers returned, 
they saw a deep hole at their feet, 
went ~to another spot, looked at their watches, and left. 
Inside that hole: a sword, a pitcher, a white bone. 

WATER AND EARTH 

He leaned over the well-a circle of darkness, 
glistening cool darkness. And there, in the center, 
his face all luminous, besieged. Then 
he cast the bucket and drew water. He was ,thirsty. 
He drank. No one was in the water. Could it be that 
in his thirst he had drunk his face? Now 
he'd need at least a mask 
to resemble him (otherwise, how could he circulate 
among human beings?) He took water and earth, 
kneaded the day with care, but couldn't remember 
what his face looked like any more. He looked at his hands;
mud hanging bright red from his fingers. 
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AFTERNOON 

The chickens still pecking on the road. The old captain's wife 
sitting in the doorway holding her grandchild on her open lap. 
A child carrying a basket. The houses 
chaotic facing the sunset, with their old ~trunks, 
their iron beds, tables, framed pictures. A gramophone 
playing raspingly in a closed room. The sheets 
enfolding their history in broad rectangles. The sea inaudible. 
A large, invisible hand lifting the chairs 
two spans above the ground. How do people live without poetry? 

ALMOST A CONJURER 

From a distance he dims the lamp, moves the chairs around 
without touching them. He's getting tired. He removes his hat 

and fans himself. 
Then, with a drawing motion, he pulls out three playing cards 
from behind his ear. He dissolves a green, analgesic star 
in a glass of water, stirring it with a silver teaspoon. 
He drinks the water and the spoon. He becomes transparent. 
Inside his chest appears a goldfish swimming. 
Then he lies down exhausted on the sofa and shuts his eyes. 
"Inside my head is a bird," he says. "I can't get it out." 
The shadows of two large wings fill the room. 
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THE ARCHITECT 

A group of girls in flowered dresses 
laugh in the corner of the demolished house. The builders 
hang their trousers and shirts on a nail in the new construction, 
take the mortarboard, the trowel and ascend 
the big, bare scaffold as if ascending into heaven. The architect 
calculates, remembers, compares, supervises, 
looks a bi,t downcast, as if his plan has remained half-finished, 
as if the great building will never be completed. He takes a nail 
and hammers it himself into the board. The nail bent. 
The workers laughed. So did he. He removed his shirt 
feeling that in this communal laugh of theirs were integrated 
his hands, his plan, their building. 

BUILDERS 

Have you seen those who are builders by instinct 
and those others by profession 
and the third sort who build to avenge death 
and those who do so consciouly with determination? 

They all stop now and then, 
wipe their plaster-covered hands on their pants, 
wipe their sweat and cry. 
Their eyes they do not wipe. 

And yet, the mortar sets better this way. 
And 1this goes beyond their intention. 
That's why, at night, all builders dream 
of that unknown, that uncertain "beyond" 
and every morning build better the "here." 
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THE END OF A SPEECH 

At the last minute, finishing his speech amidst the applause, 
he added an ambiguous and calm expression: "The man 
you have applauded was not I, and my words 
were not my own, - they were little mirrors opposite you 
rendering fragments of your faces or your 'expectation, 
and opposite my very words I too was standing 
like a distant Hght, reflecting in the mirrors, casting 
the bright rays in your eyes to keep you from seeing me. 

Our true words 
lie deep in silence (and there's no need for them anyway) . 

Our true actions 
always exclude the witnesses or kill them if they can 
or buy them off at high exchange rates. Ours 
,is only that which denies proof. And all the applause 
is an ulterior or unconscious false testimony." At tha:t 

moment, 
the lights suddenly went out and everyone began pushing 

toward the emergency exits, 
and thus no one could see the expression on their own faces 

or on his. 
Only perhaps, there may have been flickering, free and 

ineluctable, a dark silence 
in the mirrors hanging in ,the empty auditorium. 
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BENEATH OBLIVION* 

The only tangible object he le£t behind was his jacket. 
They hung it there, in the big closet. It was forgotten, 
shoved to the back by our own clothes, summer clothes, winter 

clothes, 
every year new ones for our new necessities. Until, 
one day, it caught our eye,- perhaps it was its curious color, 
perhaps its old-fashioned style. On the buttons 
remained three circular uniform sites: 
the execution wall with four holes, surrounded by our remorse. 

PERHAPS HE KNEW 

After his successive illnesses, !there lingered this impairment: 
he'd nod his head up and down, and with a smile murmur 
"yes, yes, yes, yes," in a slightly funny- it's :true-
hut also sympathetic manner. "Yes, yes," nodding 
his head all the while like a dark, brittLe branch 
with a singular green leaf, - and the wind ever stirring it 
in a bare, ~genteel landscape of unwarranted gratitude. 

*Translator's note: The Greek title of this poem, "K!X-rm &-rt' 'riJ A~Eh]," 
is ambiguous. Besides "Beneath Oblivion," it also means "Beneath Lethe" and 
thus calls to mind the ancient river of forgetfulness in the underworld. Plato's 
Republic (621a) describes the souls of the dead drinking from this river, thus 
forgetting their prior existence and preparing for their reincarnation on earth. 
In this procedure, it is the soul of the deceased which must forget before it 
can be reborn. In this poem, however, it is the living who forget the dead man. 
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SAME COOLNESS? 

So many days, so many nights, so many years, - he was tired. 
Why all this toil? Beyond midnight, every summer, 
he'd hear groups of young people passing outside his windows 
laughing, singing, joking. And he? 

As he lit the lamp again to study 
he saw a snail climbing slowly up the inkwell. 
But outside too, - he remembered - beside the well, the flower 

beds, 
on summer evenings, in aU the watered gardens, 
beside the flowers strolls a swarm of snails. 

ALONE WITH HIS WORK 

All night he galloped alone, wild, pitilessly spurring 
the ribs of his horse. They were waiting for him, he thought, 

they must be, 
rt:hey had great need of him. When he arrived at daybreak, 
no one was waiting for him, no one was there. He looked all 

around. 
Desolate houses, locked. They were asleep. 
He heard his horse panting next to him 
wit:h foaming mouth, wounded sides, and back flayed. 
He embraced the horse's neck and began crying. 
The horse's eyes, large, dark, moribund, 
were two castles of his own, far off, in some spot where rain 

was falling. 



From TESTIMONIES B 

translated by Martin McKinsey 

THE PROPHETESS 

Her hair in perpetual disarray, as if mourning 
over some ~invisible corpse, or over 
her own corpse. "The gift of prophecy," 
she says, "is an evil gift." And the dark 
net in the bath hanging before her eyes 
Jike her own hair-not only a net 
of death but, worse, a net of entrapment, 
a web of envy or futility. And now again 
those lovely, fragile hours of spring 
are approaching-a child dips his feet 
into that deep tub, plays with the soap .... 
With the points of her nails she makes 
two slits in her fallen hair, as if playing 
a lyre; then gazes out through the openings, 
guesses rightly and, rightly, she smiles. 

ANCIENT NIGHT 

It got dark early up there. A transparent night, 
illimitable as day. The dusky olive-grove, 
the sun-scorched weeds among blocks of marble, the bare 
theatre hanging from the side of the hill. A great shield 
thrown face down in the dirt. If it rained, it would fill 
with water; the sparrow would come there to drink, 
along with the deer, the lion, the bull, Chrysothemis, 
the three dogs of the forest-guard, and .the moon. 
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GREEK PROFILE 

A dark sea, breathing invisibly i:n the night. 
The empty fishing boats hauled up on the shore-the secret 
deep in their wet hulls still unspoken. Somebody lit 
a match, then a cigarette. That profile 
of a twenty-year-old on the boat-we've known it 
for three thousand years now (the hair falling just so) . 
Behind the dark sails streaked a shooting star, revealing 
the cascading hair of a mermaid carved in wood. 

MYSTERIOUS LIGHT 

The sun went down hours ago. But then where 
does this sulfurous light come from, burying 
the pla:in at the foot of these sheer mountains 
as if in mist? The pink nail paring of the moon 
plunges into the west. You can make out, faintly, 
the four hundred and three windows of the ancient tanneries, 
even the hides of sa:erificed animals, spread out 
on the barbwire-and down at the far end that 
golden fleece, gleaming beside the ,iron knocker. 
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ORESTES' COW 

BY PETER 'BIEN 

The major theme of Yannis Ritsos' dramatic monologue 
Orestes is the confHot between action and con.templation.1 The 
poem leads its mythological protagonist along a contemplative 
path at the end of which he is willing to act even though he 
has understood the deepest complexities of Hfe. In a sense, then, 
Ritsos revises Hamlet. There, 

... conscience does make cowards of us all, 
and thus the native hue of resolution 
is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thougllt (11Li.83-85). 

For, Orestes, on the contrary, resolution is not inhibited by 
thought but strengthened. He is momentarily paralyzed by his 
meditations, it is true; in the end, however, he slays Clytemnestra 
and does so not ill spite of his deeper understanding but because 
of it. 

The "plot" of the poem is simple enough. Orestes and Pylades 
arrive at Mycenae at night and halt at the Lion Gate, where 
they hear Electra lamenting incessantly inside the palace. In the 
monologue that follows, Orestes struggles against the external 
fate that has made him :the unwilling instrument of Electra's 
revenge, concluding in the exact middle of the poem that he wiH 
go away again and lead his own life. But then Electra's cries 
cease. The physical silence of the night reinforces Orestes' 
previous meditations about silence so that he is slowly able to 
comprehend the abhorred act of revenge within a larger context 
that makes his fate acceptable to him. As dawn arrives he 
enters the palace and slays both Clytemnestra and Aegisthus, 
whose screams are immediately swallowed by the various sounds 

lThis is an expanded version of an essay that first appeared in the Greek 
periodical 'Avr[, July 19, 1975, pp. 36-37. Ritsos' poem was written between 
1962 and 1966 and was published in 1966 by Kedros, Athens. 
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and silences of ordinary life. Lastly, a large cow places herself 
at the center of the Lion Gate and gazes at the sky. 

Although the poem's plot may be simple, its ideas and 
images are complicated. I link ideas to images because the 
ideas are conveyed chiefly through imagery. There are some 
didactic statements, to be sure-for example Orestes' affirma
tion to Pylades that he wiH do the deed not for revenge, hate, 
or punishment ( 497-498) but 

tcr(o)c; yta Kernoto «va(», 'ltou cpE.yyEl a6ptmo Kl 
&5taebA.rJ1:0 'ITEp<X am) crE.va. Kl O:n:o lJ.EV<X (501) 2 

perhaps for some sort of "yes" that shines vague and 
incorruptible beyond you and me.3 

Yet statements such as these are still very cryptic. Instead, our 
own deeper understanding, like Orestes', is achieved through a 
profusion of striking images that, although they may seem 
disparate embellishments at first, are neither disparate nor 
embellishments, for all of them cooperate eventually to weave 
the pattern of thought that, much more than the surface plot, 
is the poem's central subject. 

If :the images are the key to the ideas in Orestes, the cow 
that seals the poem's end so strangely is the key to the images. 
But we cannot analyze the cow in isolation because the meaning 
·that is ultimately conveyed through this major image is con
structed slowly by vintue of the minor images that precede it. 
What Ritsos attempts to articulate through all of them is a 
paradoxical union of opposites. Hence it is not surprising that 
the omnipresent rhetorical figure in the poem is the oxymoron: 
!J.lcX KlVl"jOY'] cXKlVl"j.'!Y'] (291), a6ptcr'!O, Kl 6:>cr'!6C1o optOlJ.EVO 
(377), !J.lCx Cboueb~ Kpauy~ (378), '!O O:n:apY]y6pY]'!O [ ... ]/ 
[ ... ] '!6cro mXpY]yOpY]'!l:KO (435-436) ("a motion without 

2In counting lines I have begun at the first line of verse, after the prose 
prologue. 

3Wherever possible, I have employed the English translation by Martin 
McKinsey and Edmund Keeley in The American Poetry Review, July/ August 
1981, Special Supplement, pp. 21·28. But I have also been helped by the version 
published by Philip Pastras and George Pilitsis in the Journal of the Hellenic 
Diaspora 12/1 (Spring 1985), pp. 52·81. In both cases, I have made adjustments 
when necessary in order to produce a more literal rendering. 
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motion," "vague, yet fixed," "a speechless cry," "inconsolable,/ ... 
so consoling") . This is not clever word-play for its own sake but 
rather a linguistic reenforcement of thematic material seen as 
well in paradoxical locutions such as 1:~V afnaAA.aE,(a [ . .. } 
'!J.EOa 01:~ OU!J.<J>u:>v(a ( 414; "the intransigence ... [found} in 
agreement"). These figures and locutions should alert us to 
the nature of the images; indeed we find them to be obsessively 
duaEstic and paradoxical. When we examine them further, how
ever, we discover that they subdivide into two categories. In 
the first, the dualism is limiting andjor destructive. This is 
evoked most brilliantly by the simile of the dapper and bell that 
describes Electra's alienation from her own lamenting voice: 

K' ELV<Xl T] tEna KpE!J.<XO!J.EVT] !J.EO'<X 01:~ cpcuvij TT]c; 
aa yA.cuacr(En KCX!J.Trc:Xvac;, Kal X1:U'ITlE1:<Xl Kal X1:U'IT<XEl 

'I:~V KCX!J.TrcXva (19-20) 

and she herself hangs there inside her voice 
like the tongue of a bell, and she is struck and she strikes the 

bell. 

Her voice is that of just revenge, or so she thinks. But Orestes, 
initiated gradually into the deeper meaning of .things, realizes 
that she is EV1:ElXlO!J.EVY] 01:~ 01:EV~ EnK<XlOOUVT] 1:T]c; ( 404; 
"walled up in her narrow justice") . These figures convey the 
paradox that the normal motives for vengeful action-namely 
unreflective "duty," "punishment," and "justice" -imprison or 
limit the self. Thus young Electra is already old ( 189). Her belt 
is "like a vein without blood around her belly" (194). 

Orestes refuses to be trapped ·in the same way. Seeking some 
avoLY!J.<X Trpoc; 1:a £E,cujKal Trpoc; 1:a 11E.aa (358-359, "open
ing outwardjand also inward"), he achieves this by means of a 
second category of dualistic vision in which the individual self 
that wishes to act (the clapper) no longer collides with some 
obdurate, finite circumscription (the bell) but is absorbed in
stead in some vague and regenerative infinitude. Once he under
stands that all human struggle-even ·the murder of Clytemnestra 
and Aegisthus-"elevates life" ( 494), he can willingly perform 
the deed. 

The images in this second category, culminating in the cow, 
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yoke together opposites such as tumult and serenity, motion and 
motionlessness, the determined and the indeterminate, death and 
rebirth. Here are some examples: The serene night, broken by 
Electra's cries, ~is like a dark river that TIOpe6c:rm KaTa T~ 
.fraA.acrcraj( ... } ~E TUXata OKlpT~~aTa (LOU)<; KcXTIOlO<;/ 
VCx PLXVH 'ITETpec; 01'0 'ITOTcX~l (32, 35-36; "flows toward the 
seaj[ ... } with unforeseen leaps (maybe someone'sjthrowing 
stones into the river"); a farmer walking at the edge of a field 
holds beneath his arm the shadow cast by a cloud-a shadow 
that traces a distant landscape of infinitude (86-92); mice fall 
into wells and drown, yet the same wells reflect the constella
tions as they move slowly across the sky (370-371). In all these 
cases, something small, definite, and often destructive is con
nected with something large, vague, and harmless: stars, clouds, 
the river, shadows-is connected in sum with 6 ETiavEpX6~evoc; 
pu.frp.oc; T~ c; ~(a)~ c; ( 3 55; "life's reccurring rhythm"). It is in 
this context of the tranquil and eternal rhythm, the silence 
within the ordered arrangement of seeds and stars (83-85), that 
we first encounter the enduring, patient cow (98) whose large 
eyes help the earth familiarize itself with infinity (94). 

When we meet the cow again we realize that it, too, more 
starkly than any of the preceding figures, incarnates conflicting 
opposites. For it is no longer associated idyllically, as before, 
with leaves, blue sky, warm soil, and sturdy farmers (95-99). 
Just unyoked from the plow, it is 

A.a~U)~EVY] 
crTa'ITA.eupa Kal crT~ PcXxTJ· pa~&Lcr~EVTJ OTo ~ETU)TIO, 
LOU)c; yv(a)pl~OVTac; T~V a:pVT]OT] Kal 't~V U'ITO'Tay~. 
T~V af>LaAAa~(a Kal 't~V E.x9p6TT]Ta ~Ecra 01'~ 

cru~q>U)v(a (411-414). 

wounded 
on its ribs and back, caned across the forehead, 
perhaps kowing refusal and submission, 
the intransigence and hatred found in agreement. 

Thus it partakes in both the creative rhythms of eternity and 
the destructive suffering of earthly life. This paradox is ex-
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plored in the following lines as the cow laps up water from 
a stream. 

yA.dq>ovrcx:<; ~E. '!~ ~<X'!CU~EVT] yA.~crcra TTl<;, '!~V 
aA.A.Tl EKdVT] 

opocrEp~ yA.~crcra '!OU VEpEVlOU EL5~A.ou '!Tl<;, cra 
vayAEL<j>E 

'!~ O'LC.YitTlA~, ~EyaATl, cr'!poyyuA.~ 1tATlY~ '!OU 
K6cr~ou ... (418-419, 422) 

licking with its bloodied tongue that other 
cooling tongue of its liquid image, as though licking 

the silent, large, round wound of the world ... 

We remember that other stream, the dark river flowing toward 
the sea disturbed by stones that someone perhaps threw in. Now 
the stones have escalated into blood-which of course connects 
with the bloody sword ( 479) that Orestes will use to assassinate 
Clytemnestra and Aegisthus. But an entirely new factor has been 
added. In the previous dualities the contrast was between things 
pure and impure. Now the recurring rhythm of life is no longer 
pure; on the contrary, it is a universal wound. Paradox is piled 
upon paradox: what first was paradoxical because it yoked 
seeming opposites together is now doubly paradoxical because 
the opposites have clearly become the same. Yet even the impure 
river of ever-flowing life still retains its healing qualities. In 
the succeeding lines we read that the blood from the cow's lips 
gradually disappears within this great wound as though passing 

EAEU9Epcu~EVO, av6>5uvo, 
at ~Lav 0:6pa't"Y) q>AE~a ToO K6cr~ou .•. ( 430-431) 

released, without pain, 
through some invisible vein of the world ... 

This regenerative vein is deliberately contrasted to that other 
feeble, bloodless vein around Electra's belly (194), and well it 
might be. Whereas Electra in her imprisoning blindness (225) 
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remains an enemy to paradox, i.e. to everything "unreasonable" 
(216), the cow in its wisdom seems to have learned-seems able 
to accept with tranquility-

Trc0c; 1:0 a{~a lJ.ac; 5£ XcXvE.'tal, 'ltc0c; 'tl'TCO'ta 5£ 
xave.1:m, 

"tl'TCO'ta, 'tl'TCO'ta 5£ XcXvE.'taL lJ.EOa a· au'to 1:0 lJ.Eya 
'tL'Ito'ta ( 433-434) 

that our blood is not lost, that nothing is lost, 
absolutely nothing is lost in this great nothing. 

This wisdom is now shared by Orestes; it is the fruit of his 
long meditation in front of ·the Lion Gate. He realizes that he 
carries such a cow in his shadow ( 438-439; we are meant to 
remember the earlier farmer with the cloud's shadow beneath 
his arm) ; he realizes as well that the soft, immaterial shadows 
of the cow's two horns may turn into a pair of sharpened wings 
enabling him to pass through the closed door ( 443-445; we are 
meant to remember Electra, by contrast, banging against her 
obdurate bell) . 

To summarize, we may say that Orestes has discovered: 
(a) a serene, universal context for turbulent, specific actions; 
(b) a context that includes the negation that is a prerequisite 

for life and that in effect universalizes the paradoxical and 
unreasonable; 

(c) a much fuller understanding of the process formulated 
incompletely near the beginning of the poem when the cow is 
first introduced and we are told, "E'tOL OLKE.LC:WE.'taL ~ y~c; 
lJ.E 1:0 CX'TCE.Lpo (94; "This is how earth becomes intimate with 
infinity"). 

Specifically, he has discovered that we first participate in 
universal truth (the "great nothing") by allowing ourselves, 
through contemplation, to be taught the paradox that all usurpers 
are innocent (256). Why are they innocent? Because OA.oL llac;j 
<1<j>E.1:Epl<11:Ec; a£ KcX'tl (256-257; "all of us [are}jusurpers in 
some respect"). Next, we participate in universal truth by act
ing in accord with it. This is our fate. Orestes may seem to act 
in the name of Electra's insufficient justifications-punishment, 
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justice, revenge, and hate-but these are only a useful mask 
that he will wear in order to cover his true self: his ashes ( 472). 
Being himself a participant in death, he freely chooses 't'~ yvc0crYl 
Kal 't'~V 1tpaC:Yl 't'OU -fravmou 'ITOU 't'~ scu~ avd~ascl ( 494; 
"the knowledge and the act of death that elevates life"). 

The final paradox, therefore, is that destructive actions by 
an individual, because such actions participate in a universality 
that includes destructiveness, are somehow affirmative. Orestes 
cannot act for the inadequate reasons proposed by Electra; yet 
perhaps he can act for this unreasonable "yes" that shines vague 
and incorruptible beyond every individual, or "perhaps for a 
certain useless victory over our first and last fear" ( 500) . 

This is how Ritsos solves the conflict between contempla
tion and action. On the one hand he refuses to accept unreflective 
action while on the other he refuses to allow the deep knowl
edge of moral complexity, a knowledge granted by contempla
tion, to paralyze his hero. Unlike Hamlet, Orestes overcomes 
his hesitation. His resolve strengthened rather than weakened 
by tragic wisdom, he does the deed, whereupon the cries of 
Clytemnestrta and Aegisthus are immediately absorbed into the 
recurring rhythm of life, a rhythm that now includes the sounds 
not only of songbirds but of destructive hunters. How appropriate, 
therefore, that at the epilogue's very end the poem's major image 
of resolved paradox, the cow, should place itself in the middle 
of the Lion Gate and gaze with pitch black eyes into the 
morning light.4 

4At one point Orestes suggests that the cow is the "symbol of some ancient 
religion" ( 45 2) . This is not pursued further in the poem, but one is encouraged 
to speculate on which cult is meant. My own guess would be the cult of Hera, 
which was pre-Mycenaean, i.e., ancient from Orestes' point of view, and was 
practiced in the Argolid and elsewhere in the Peloponnese-Hera says in Iliad 
4.51 that the three cities she loves best are Argos, Sparta, and Mycenae. Her 
most usual epithet is ox-eyed, ~OQ'ltl<;, and a cow was her most frequent sacrifice. 
Although worshipped primarily as a marriage goddess and a protectress of 
feminine fertility, in certain places she was warlike. This evidence would seem 
to make Orestes' cow an appropriately paradoxical symbol for the ancient religion 
of paradoxical Hera. 



FOR A LITTLE SUMMER: 
Y ANNIS RITSOS' CHRYSOTHEMIS 
AND A LETTER FOR US* 

BY MITSOS ALEXANDROPOULOS 

translated by C. Capri-Karka 

Perhaps one should be warned that what I am writing here 
are a few rhoughts, like, let's say, the minutes of a discussion, 
one of the many discussions we all hold about everything. We 
were in Estonia last summer, in a little village. The discussion 
was on Chrysothemis, among an incredibly small circle: for 
days and days in this foreign village I had nobody to exchange 
a word with. It was raining. Rains of unbelievable duration. 
And, in general, those were different kinds of rain-silent, 
monotonous, colorless, their water neither black nor white, not 
even what you would call water: they were like cotton fuzz. We 
were immobilized in a strange time without dawns and sunsets, 
myself and my little daughter-she with her own discussions with 
her doHs, a few pine cones she managed to collect in the woods, 
a few pebbles from the lake. Myself by the other waH, in the 
exclusive company of Chrysothemis. 

This poem is the confession of a life which is very dif
ferent from almost all other lives. What Chrysothemis is, we 
the rest, as a rule, are not, while she-without being something
includes all of the others. This is not a riddle. In this story there 
is a secret. He who is aware of it comes at the end of a very 
long life to entrust it to others. The whole poem is a monologue, 
an interview of Chrysothemis with a young woman journalist 
who visited her in the old castle. In spite of the fact that a lot 
of what is said is strange, communication can be complete. The 
thing to do is to get inside the castle where things, animals, 
flowers, birds, humans speak a language of their own. For many, 
many years they have been living in an atmosphere which is 

*from Yannis llitsos: Studies on His Work 
(Athens: Diogenis, 197 5) 
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Communication itself. The journalist comes knocking at this 
ancient door and she immediately "feels" in her palm "the 
warmth of the metal." 

To the poems that constitute the Fourth Dimension, Ritsos 
arrived after having written many, many others. There one can 
find the first forms of several of his later creations. He arrived 
experienced from every point of view, with a knowledge drawn 
from various sources, but more from life than from the books
this is one of his distinguishing characteristics. The last thing 
that comes to your mind when reading his poems, in spite of 
the intellectual content, is the reading of books as a source of 
knowledge and questioning. This is closely related to the par
ticularity of his thought and with the ways he expresses it. 
Ritsos does not seem to "meditate" nor to "contemplate" so 
much; those stances do not characterize him because-most often
they concern opinions about things that are a little remote, and 
there is no active personal involvement, or it is old~fashioned 
(or something like that). I am saying this without any intention 
of evaluation. Ritsos' thought with regard to things is in a 
more immediate and dynamic relationship than that assumed by 
all of the above. Stimulus and response seem not to leave any 
gaps in his own sounds, his tone, which creates primarily with 
its dynamism whatever it creates for our new poetry, our lit
erature-perhaps a new dimension. Ritsos thinks with a:bsolutely 
contemporary speed and also with a contemporary density. Those 
seem to be his two main traits. He has to work this way-he 
couldn't possibly do it any other way. Now, also, in the new 
phase ·he has reached, he has not abandoned these close con
tacts with what he is experiencing here and now. All of his 
strong points, even those that one might not accept, have their 
source in this contact. Ritsos has every reason to say about him
self what Dostoevsky says in the coclusion of one of his novels, 
The Adolescent, where he points out-exaggerating a little, but 
what he says brings us close to the truth-the particular char
acter of his work, which is closely associated with the most con
temporary phenomena, exactly those which surround him and 
which, though unshaped yet themselves, may leave something of 
what they are missing to his own panting tone, his characters, 
and, in general, to the pages of his books, where you can discern 
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something still unformed, perhaps not yet born, or born im
perfect~maybe even something chaotic; but, Dostoevsky con
tinues, this strong nostalgia for the everyday event may lead 
you to mistakes, since many things do not exist yet there and 
you are forced to guess them, foresee them, etc. In such cases 
you cannot but miss the perfection in forms, in thoughts, in the 
beautiful carving, the beautiful structure that characterizes other 
works, especially those dealing with things past that have be
come history, where characters, thoughts, and even chaos can 
be presented in the best possible way. This is more or less 
Dostoevsky's way of thinking. Ritsos, too, says in one of his 
poems: 

Our only 
titles three words: Makronisos, Yaros and Leros. And 

if one 'day 
our verses appear to you inept, just remember that 

they were written 
under the noses of the guards and their bayonets always 

in our ribs. 

This, Ritsos can indeed say. His work is written in this 
manner. Even if once in a while he would get out of Leros on 
a furlough, the "other Leros" did not seem to leave him alone 
even for a moment-timeliness, we might call it, with which he 
was forged as no one else. For me, there is no doubt that in his 
books there exists a complete chronicle, probably the most com
plete (and I say proba:bly because I have not read all of them) 
of two or three of our historical generations, and that for all 
this period Ritsos is the most complete (the most essential) , up 
to now, novelist. His poem "Hercules and Ourselves" ends like 
this: "Thucidides, the dry one, will tell you more than the 
artistic Xenophon." And Dostoevsky ends his thoughts in The 
Adolescent in this manner: 

But when these moments have passed and tomorrow 
comes, then tomorrow's artist wiH find the beautiful 
forms to dress up those old vague situations and the 
chaos. 
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Then you will see what value these Diaries of 
yours will take on, what treasures they will produce
as long as they are truthfully written; and it doesn't 
matter if they also include this disorder and perhaps a 
few things that could have been left out. At any rate, 
'a few of the most important things will be saved and 
from those one will be able to guess what an adolescent's 
soul was hiding then-during those very difficult times. 
This is not at all insignificant: It is from adolescents 
~that the new generations are forged. 

It is of interest, then, to see how a poet like Ritsos reacts 
within a space where everything seems to be finished, the events 
have faded---they didn't even take place-and an inertia has 
permeated everything to the extent that everything has sunk 
into obscurity. "Obscurity ~is the mask of depth," as stated in a 
line of the poem-one of those sentences which, if not properly 
interpreted, remains incomprehensible and endangers the whole 
work. Obscurity is the mask of depth, its face. It is its style and 
even its ethos. The word "Depth," this meaning is encountered 
very often in the poem and it is this that the mytho~ogical decor
very simple anyway-<is trying to suggest, the primarily historical 
depth. 

One might think, at this point, that Ritsos himself has a 
deep history of his own; he has lived through many situations 
and, for some of them, you don't know how they can be recon
ciled with the physiognomy of man. Beauty and serenity are his 
own face, the face of a life that I can accept as really brave 
(with the assured authority that quiet bravery has) , and for more 
than forty years now he has been revealing every day an rin
exhaustjrble depth. And this poem now, is, like all others, quite 
personaL Today we understand better (and more people than 
before do so) that Ritsos is-why not put it this way ?-a 
wise man: "sagacious mind of the twentieth century" is the ex
pression of someone else who knows Ritsos' work firsthand, 
knows it well, has a firm gdp on it ('in a special way in which 
rintellecrual Russians learn and judge) , and this aspect of his 
work, his bitter and salty knowledge of a multitude of things, 
big and small, will assume an increasingly important position 
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among the things that interest us about the essence of Ritsos. 
It is exactly from this point of view that Chrysothemis is a 
crucial work of this latest period--<that of 1967 and 1970-when 
the turmoils of all kinds, though having lost nothing in inten
sity, find their way into his poetry (his short poems are ex
emplary) in a distilled form, keeping only their sobriety, in other 
words, their knowledge. In the grea:t works of art-this is an 
observation of Belinski-art, style retreat discreetly, they do not 
stand in front and they are not what attracts our attention, they 
are self-w1derstood. When the word is perfect it does not have 
to be heard, the things remain by themselves and communicate, 
just as in Chrysothemis in the case of the gardener with the 
birds, in a language that is devoid of everything that is not 
communication. It is an invisible language, another mask of 
Depth. 

All this, however, requires one to know how "to see the 
obvious"; it requires ~he Other Vision to which this poem is 
dedicated. But this requirement is at the same time the goal of 
the poem, and it is primarily this goal that makes the poem 
puzzling. Finally, this too proves to be very simple, and we will 
find it close to us. It is the Vision of the "unseLfish children," 
the ones who "do not want to grow up." 

The worship of the child, the Ghild that has not yet been 
in the least affected by the world in which, by bad fortune, it 
,found itself, is encountered quite often in literature-with many 
extensions of the subject. It is always a favorite theme of the 
moralists and enlighteners; the return to the Child, synonymous 
with the return to Nature, is one of their most important argu
ments, and it becomes even more important in art because of its 
emotional dynamism. Rousseau has based everything on it, and 
Tolstoy has posed this problem in his excellent Child's Trilogy: 
he wants to show the process of this most horrible degradation 
which is, however, the life of all of us, its content; to show that 
we are constantly moving away from that which we should be 
reaching if we are to have a purpose in our life, etc. Among all 
others-'in order to keep closer to Chrysothemis-a special attrac
tion to this subject, sometimes to the point of excess, we ob
serve in the Russians of ~he early twentieth century, especially the 
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modern ones (but Gorky's trilogy too is associated with it, 
though wi•th his own, different reaction) , where the figure of 
the Child, ultra-pure, has been a common device-everybody used 
•it-because it fit quite well with their esthetics and their phil
osophical pursuits. Their main thought is that the Child comes 
·into the world with its little hands stretched toward the place 
.from which it was taken. This world is foreign to the child and 
it remains foreign to its n3!ture, its unselfishness, its kindness, 
to all of its spiritual beauty which it cannot enjoy here because 
it does not exist, it only ex<ists There, and the Child keeps seeing 
all tha.t-Wiith its Other Vision-and asking for them. It also 
realizes that day by day its vision is weakening, visions are 
fading away and the indescribable happiness is lost. Here it 
cannot desire anything else-as long as the grim world of the 
grown-ups has not won .it over-but its quick return there, where 
it will rejoin its Mother and Itself. (This brings to mind 
Palamas' lines: "Until one day /you met with Death/ and embraced 
him tigh'tjthinking it was your father.") Thus it feels nostalgia 
for nothing but its quick death. Therefore, in this subject there 
is always a strong dose of thanatophilia (death wish). Also un
derstood is the dose spiri'tual likeness between the Child's and 
the Poet's vision (they both see about the same things equally 
unselfishly and spontaneously; the Poet is no'thing but a big 
Olild). All this is not missing from Ritsos' poem: 

Late in the afternoon, winter or summer, in the garden 
or here at the window, under 

the influence of the evening star, I would lift my left 
hand 

to touch my lips, slowly, carefully, absentmindedly, all 
around, 

as if to help form an unknown word, or as if 
to send somewhere a postponed kiss. 

In those years, 
many times, as I was walking around in the garden 

•i:t happened 
that the moon would come without a sound behind 

my back and suddenly 
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cover with her two palms my eyes, asking "who am I?" 
"I don't know, I don't know, I don't know," I would 

answer so she would ask me again [ ... ] 

139 

One night, 
My mother caught me by surprise: "Whom are you 

talking wtth ?" 
"I was chasing the cat so she would not eat the gold 

fish," I answered. "Silly," 
mother said: "you don't want to grow up" [ ... ] 

At that moment a bat flew in through the window 
carrying with it a few stars, a piece of velvety night, 
two leaves of mulberry tree (yes, mulberry), the faint 

bleating 
of a little lamb by the river, at the hour when the 

shepherd's star 
'glitters in the water, so lonely, so moved 
that the sparrows sigh in their sleep, turning to 
the other side, and the lambs promise their god 
to become even better. Suddenly the grown-ups became 

silent. 
Maybe they heard the blea'ting. Ma)"be they feared 
the remote, the beautiful, the unknown. 

There is no need for more references. Chrysothemis offers 
11tself to great gleaning under those old :thoughts. And one can 
read it in this key and go over it very quickly like a king.* 
It is perhaps for this reason tha:t Ritsos takes special care to put 
certain phrases in his poems that cannot but stop you: 

Sleep 1is sometimes difficult 
if you don'1t have something beautiful to juxtapose 

to the lurking darkness ( ... J 
Everything has gone away. Only this infinite stillness 

remained. I wonder: 
Was it me?--..how many faces-all strange, all mine, 

:beloved-

*In other words, not paying enough attention, as implied by the next sentence 
(translator's note) . 
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my own face. And this exquisite feeling, at certain 
moments 

~that nathing has been lost, nothing gets lost-Do you 
hear? 

These questions that he throws, now and then, at one's 
face ("do you hear?'' "what does it mean?'' "Isn't 1t what hap
pens always?" "don't we too ... ?") are, in his own language, 
almost like Cavafy's "Now what's gning to happen to us with
out ... " and "you'll have understood by then," points which 
must make the king suspect something; especially in Ritsos
perhaps because he has seen himself, with his own eyes, many 
kings-,the stops become more sensational, so much so that the 
chariot would stop even by itself (like V adaam' s donkey) , in 
other words, even rf the king didn't hear or didn't want to. 

I cried that day for my whole life, for the proud horses, 
for the chased dogs, for the birds, the ants, 
for old Stama.tis' donkey that grazed quietly in ,the plain, 
in a dry, yellow field-I could see it from the window
"my little donkey, my Httle donkey" I was crying inside me 
and when saying "my little donkey," 
I meant the world. 

And immediately after that: 

then I started crying louder, 
pethaps so that my sister who never shed a tear would 

hear me. 

And this brings again to mind Cavafy---<the most beautiful 
words ever uttered about the most noble, always tearful (but 
magnanimously and bravely tearful) destiny of the artist, "those 
:noble creatures" who will never be able to convince themselves, 
no matter what they say, and to remain alone in a serenity, in a 
vision of their own. 

I ·continue by quoting one more passage from Chrysothemis: 

Thus the years went by (how did they ?-I didn't 
reaLize) and myself, 
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always in the margin of events-1is it really me who 
has lived, without living, 

so many lives and also my own Hfe? 

141 

With all this, one moves to some extent toward the point 
where Chrysothemis too can appear in her other dimension-in 
a "conspicuous relation" to all of us. 

I menbioned above Tolstoy and Rousseau with respect to 
the childhood ha·rmony that constitutes for both of them the 
origin of their works and their philosophy (in the case of 
Tolstoy ~t is not just his trilogy; this observation finds many 
applications in all of his work, artistic and theoretical) . Yet, 
Tolstoy, a<t one point of his memoirs, clarified a basic difference 
between himself and the teachings of Rousseau as follows: he 
says (I am giving my version of his thought) that he owes a lot 
to Rousseau, but their difference is that Rousseau rejects civiliza
tion, whHe "I reject pseudochristian civiliza:tion," because civiliza
tion means development, something necessary, tha:t takes place 
without asking us, because it is life itself, etc. ... In a similar way 
one could define the characteristics of Chrysothemis. 

Ritsos' Chrysothemis is a woman who has lived many years 
and many lives. These experiences reside in her in that im
material form in which things occupy no space; they have no 
need for it, they are not attached to a certain point in time, 
they are independent even from time, just as the popular experi
ence that flutters among us heavy and light and "th:is lightness 
and ,this weight" are not a:lways easy to approach. 

The years went by. I became too rlight, too heavy. 
I enjoy this lightness and this weight. 

She is a woman with golden lips. In other times they would 
give to her monologue different names-let us say a AELttc.:>v6:
pLo, or a Kulj>EA"l, the old texts that have helped immensely 
peoples to grow intellectually, to become humanized, educated, 
(in the sense, to some extent, that the Child is not lost from 
within ourselves). With aU this, I am not simply tryting to 
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sharpen my thinking; I believe that Chrysothemis is, it can be, 
such a book as weH, a Aell!(J)VcXplO of our own experience 
(how valuable, for instance, is its beginning: "You know, as 
time goes by, everything, no matter how bitter or terrible, ap
pears to us as necessary, useful and even beautiful"); and an 
educated monk would devote himself, successfully, to a patient 
gleaning. At any rate, for a certain segment of contemporary 
thought, this would not be unnecessary. Chrysothemis emerges 
from this world of ours and she has love and understanding for 
everything, she addresses everyrthing with a forgiveness on her 
lips ("she was a:ll a leniency and a big forgiveness" is an old 
lline of Ritsos) , and satisfied from all she has seen and lived, 
she doesn',t tire talking about all that comes in her vision; not at 
a:ll significant for the world of the grown-ups, up there are the 
high sta:irs that they have constructed "with rusty hooks all the 
way up into the night." She is attracted to the simple and in
visrble (such insignif·icant things make up, sometimes, our face 
and the world): 

.... a star dissolved in the wa,ter like a drop 
of lemon 

in the tea-it turned the cO'lor of darkness 
a little lighter 

-and the moon with which she talks, the "guiless coolness 
of the garden," the bat that left along with the river, a napkin 
:that turns into a second wing on the other hand of mother, the 
old things in the house, the birds that also "do not want to 
grow up, are guarded, are afraid, change colors, hide in the 
foliage": 

Yet their song 
a!h, they cannot stand to hide it to the end; and then 
all arrows and slingshots are aimed at their voices 

----they reveal themselves ... 

The unrelenting birds and the unrelenting cicadas. The 
following amaz<ing image must be underlined in this poem: 
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Other :times I sit and listen .to the cicadas 
these midget crazy drummers around the battlements 
in the blinding noon-their voices 
leave no empty spaces; they fill in the gaps in the 

rampar:ts ... 
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Chrysothemis should best ibe read keeping in mind these 
gaps and with our thought a;t the darkness that is lurking. "I 
have a:lways been the Hght," she says herself, and in ·the world 
of the grown-ups it is true that what is missing is the light, the 
other vision, il:he other experience. 

The experience of art, its perception of us and i·ts knowl
edge of our life-this is what the reading of this poem forces us 
to reconsider, and, actua:lly, from a point of view that is not 
high up in the rea-lm of theory. "Every sentence I write, I have 
the impression that it is my last one" -it is one of Seferis' 
thoughts, and this is exactly what permeates Chrysothemis' con
fession, those are her last words, and at moments like this, one's 
mind does not go to theories: everything is summed up in a 
few words-sometimes just two words, such as "more light." 
Here is how she sees this vis1t of the journalist to her tower: 

Ah, yes, I was expecting thwt somebime someone 
would come to take 

this fabric as well as the secret of its weaving.~I would 
place i.t myself 

on his knees, just as I do now with these words to you, 
as if this were the only thing that counted. 

Well, we will sit down and consider along with everything 
else the following: how is ~t possible for someone to live and 
not to live; how did this daughter of Agamemnon and the evil 
Clytemnestra, the hypotonic sister of an Orestes and an Electra, 
who remained at the margin of events, no:t shedding any blood 
and "not l•iving" even her own life-how did she live so many 
persons and so many lives (including her own life) ? We are 
·faced with this riddle. There can be no doubt that she did live 
all thait, we see it in what she says-'the question is how. This 
is very strange, like the cloud that sits down there and "looks 
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elsewhere," like the little velvety ibutterfly with the orange 
spots that goes by and at once carnies off the whole weight of 
things; then there are the colors that become sounds, the sounds 
that turn into shapes, into a sense of touch, of taste; .there is 
also the mirror, the old one with the golden frame there in 
the room of the mansion where no one would enter, except 
Chrysothemis, the old storeroom where they used to throw 
everything useless and worn out, 

-lamps, armchairs, candlesticks, little tables, 
portraits of ancestors and of demoted generals, poets, 

·philosophers, 
crystal vases with strange shapes, tripods, bronze braz,iers 

-and many other things that are enumerated in five more long 
lines. "This was my sheLter," Chrysothemis reveals. There a 
mirmr was hanging high up and was taking in all those things; 
it was livting the Life of each of these individuals; it absorbed 
all the light 

-it was ·the eye 
of the blind Daedalean room. 

This eye 
reigned serene, everlasting over the uselessness and 

desolation, 
it ·even made it immortal. 

J;t is not necessary to make comments on Ritsos. With a 
daring all his own, he himself carries thought to a point beyond 
which it is deadly dangerous for anyone else to go. What he 
says is to a Large extent sufficient; someone else, however, may 
discern something that seems to him quite remarkable, correlate 
'it with other things he knows (Seferis for instance says: "you 
must love life like someone who has kept inside of him, at all 
ages, the child he has been"; Tolstoy, too, when he set out to 
climb .the Alps, took with him a child), and clarify the point of 
view, which in Ritsos-to return to this subjeot-~is very up-to-date 
and, a:t any rate, more of tomorrow than of yesterday. 
Chrysothemis, too, from within her shelter has her eyes turned 
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to us. One will find in <there many of the most recent events in 
our lives, such as those that follow a catastrophe, funerals, 
devastations, departures and desolation, when there is a "great 
pause" -so much so that "one would think that any time now we 
will be thinking of something at last." 

You didn't know who was coming and who was leaving
whait was going on. Some were running, 

others were hiding, others writing something on their 
knees, others committing suicide, 

others were executed at dawn, in front of the naked 
wall of the brick factory, 

others were collaborating with the two buttons of their 
vests still unbuttoned . 

.Abandoned cows were wandering about thoughtfully in 
the market place 

looking at the clocks, the mirrors, the shop windows, 
as if they were about to buy a new fur. An old scale 
was lying, face up, in the big warehouse. They res,tored 

'it hastily 
and started weighing aga~in sacs, barrels, cases, baskets, 
tin cans, demijohns ... 

All this, so old, so new in Ritsos' version, is taking us on 
a journey up to a ridge where all that is known vanishes 
within the original, as if time, coming in from everywhere, is 
forming around us a moment of our own, where we can stand 
holding on to the unique virginity-that which belongs only to 
us-of these untir:ing repetitions: 

.A:t night, past midnight, a passerby's footsteps 
were heard in the street under my windows; 
perhaps no one ever walked this way under the moon, 
perhaps no one ever heard such footsteps as I did. 
He was the first man to come to 1the world. 
He was 1the 'last man 'to leave 'the world. 

With all this, I am ~thinking of Ritsos-even only through 
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Chrysothemis, through her own motives-as a craftsman with his 
own worJ<.ing (workshop) philosophy; with a language ex
clusively of his own. I am thinking exactly of the mystery of 
this "other language" which "he crea-ted himself in order to say 
what he wanted to say." And, not just because I am dealing with 
only thirty-two pages out of the many, many Ritsos has written, 
but for other reasons as well, I am no't engaging in literary 
research-this task is for others. I am th'inking of Ritsos and 
also of the beaubiful words of Seferis about the poets, who, 
even if they had only one word at their disposal, the same for 
all of them, each one would find his own way to make with 
ll:this word a poem different from those of the others. I am think
ing of his language, his own way of speaking, his special skills 
in this area-heyond .the meanings (if this is possible, as much 
as possible) ·which move many of us with their ideology, 
politics, etc. 

Ritsos has lived th·rough two poetic eras and he is-1 be
Lieve-a very typical case of an artist who, no matter where he 
finds himself, in whatever medium of expression, would shine 
with his individuality widening somewhat the old possibilities, 
~f he is t:o stay within them for some reason, br·inging in them 
an unknown wind, or, if in a new movement, to set himself 
apart with his dual revolution. And here, now, this special 
something in Ritsos' language is connected-in my view-first 
with his panticular relation to today's rhythms, wi1th his material, 
unworked by anyone before him with the sparks sent off by his 
hands and his pencils, smashing the srone, se,tl'ing it a:part from 
the rest, with this excitement of his that he awakens also in 
ourselves, making us read him, asking from us not to sit down 
somewhere and sink deep-this nice, useful idea will be better 
told by others. This and more, equally nice and useful, are 
fuund, of course, .in Ritsos, too, which means that we don't see 
him object to them, but he is not their man. He, himself, is in a 
more comprehensive motion and in a more impetuous advance. 
He is more in an upsurge. He has a lot ro say at the same time. 
His word is addressed to several of our centers, and the reading 
of his poems reqlllires a mobilization (a state of alert) which 
encompasses wider surfaces, stimulates more of our senses than 
usually ha:ppens when we communicate with other poets-at 
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·least with those poets about whom we can say that one is more 
of a painter, another more of a musician, etc.; in other words, 
where we can be a little more clear in our understanding of 
what one works best with and what one succeeds best in. Here 
again I am not attempting an evaluation. I simply want to touch 
upon this point in order to clarify my thoughts about the Word 
and the Phrase in Ritsos, whiGh is multicomponent, just as his 
material, too complex to lend itself to an evaluation; many colors 
mexist, many sounds, associations, gropings, naked things of 
a:ll sorts, and each one of them, each word-~this common word 
we all know (as far as I know, Ritsos does not make up words 
of his own) takes on, Hke one color ne::lct to another, something 
'rrom every.thing else; it interacts w1th them and assumes a new 
meaning, in addition to the one it already has, a new dimension; 
it undergoes a metempsychosis, so to speak: 

A white beyond descr.iption had covered the roofs, 
the trees, the memory, 

like piety, like absolution-like the veil I was telling 
you about-

and behind it one could discern all the black-<intact, 
painless, calm. 

-'his voice and the aroma 
of warm bread and sesame seeds gave shape again to 

the trees, the doors, 
the hands and the faces ( ... ) 

And then 1the eucalypt 'leaves 
touched, for a brief moment, the silence. The shadows 

on the ground 
became golden blue, dark, oblong. In a little while 
everything would fade again. Yet this infinitessimal 

silence 
remained, like a dark spot in the luminus air ... 

All this must have its reasons. Ritsos himself is tormented 
by many things. In spite of all this, however, he has expectaJ:!ions 
·inside him and he is striving toward them in many ways. Disin
ltegration is not sufficient for him, it does not sahlsfy him; besides, 
it comes by itself. Ritsos, I believe, w.i:ll remain harmonious-in 
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spite of the running, the panting, the grinding of teeth, or rather 
with all that, from within aU thaJt. This is what colors his 
sound, his own word, the tone of his voice-the individuality 
of his own experience. It is a different kind of harmony, made 
of shattered pebbles and a:ll the rest of his materials which he 
breaks up like almonds and blends w~th whatever he happens 
IJ:o have in his hands at the moment. He gestures in many ways 
(when the words are not too many, as it happens with the small 
poems of his latest period, then the poems are too many) , and 
very oftten we, who could be saltisfied with less, lose him among 
'the words~we say we lose him, others will say he is los't; yell: 
it is better to try not to lose Ritsos. With Ritsos one travels to 
many places simultaneously with the help of his words. And you 
must get used to these travels and love them in order to recon
cile yourself with his word-or vke versa. With a careful look 
around, all these swarms of words tha't are clustered here and 
there and may appear, from a distance, as unjustified and as a 
defect will talk to us about their necessity-and they can 
convince us. 

I distinguish, at this point, two issues with respect to the 
subject "Word" in Ritsos. 

I. Except for "Gragandra," I don't know that he has made 
up any other words. He prefers to rebaptize those that already 
eX'ist. This seems to be a speciwl section in his workshop. You 
will be able to appreciarte this better than an eX'pert, or a:t any 
raJte, more su:bstantia:Hy than he would, if you happen to have 
.faced the problem yourself, to have searched persistently for 
something at an unsuspecting time, that is, before the poet, in
dependently of him; as if, for instance, you have stood in front 
of something with puzzlement, with the kind of puzzlement 
,that can be created by art more than anything else, as it pins 
you down in front of one of its manifestations that you feel 
hut do not understand as precisely as you would like, in front 
of one of the countless Mona Lisas of which the world of art 
is full-when, in other words, two prerequisites are fulfilled: 
when you reaHze, deeply within yourself and persistenltly, that 
there is something in it but you are not able, at that moment, to 
define exwctly what .iJt is; you wa111t to, you are trying to, but at 
that moment you cannot. You must have both of these kinds 
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of active awareness raised within you; they are the two wires 
which, when brought together, wiH produce the spark, the two 
halves of the seed of our thought that will produce the actual 
~bought. It doesn't ma,tter if you finally don't find 1t, the seed 
will remain inside you and you may return to this subject more 
productively upon some other occasion; or another sun, outside 
of you, or another encounter may provide the Hght and warmth, 
rand your desire may suddenly grow wings and materialize. I 
think that there is no happier encounter than this-with a poet, 
another artist, wifh anyone or any~hing. And here, now, in 
Chrysothemis, it is within such a flash of apocalyptic encounter 
thatt we make the acquaintance of these "thorough" wicker 
chairs in the garden-if we had earlier happened to stand, wi~h 
an effort of our own, in fronJt of ~he paintings of the silent 
chairs of Van Gogh, desolate and wise, when experience and 
knowledge reaches an 3'bso'lute fo11m, which is the wrinkle, the 
silence-and also the ahsenrce, the invisibHity-just four pieces 
of wood, ~he straw-maJt, an old pipe ... Ritsos, too, could per
haps limit himself to this single word of his. But it is not enough 
Jor him that he found it, he immediately intermingles it with 
others, he wrinkles the verse, he sets up his own straw-mat: 

thorough, positive, dependable, with four legs. 

This is his technique. Almost always, the new meaning he 
is trying to attribute to the o·ld word becomes the dbject of new 
preoccupation; he wraps it tightly in order to give it the shape 
he wants. He will drarify one word even with five or six lines. 
"Euphoric dea,th," we read at one point; and this is followed by: 

-and I say "euphoric" 
perhaps transfering to it my own mood of the moment 
of •this evening's glorious twilight-what colors, my God
or taking myself its pLace (my comfortable, real place) 
as if this were our secret mirror, reflecting indisputa~ble 
our entire face, clear, stable, beautiful, 
almost immortal-hut why "almost" ?-really immortaL 

"Really immortal" -this is what is found in the euphoria of 
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death, what comes to counterbalance it and even to overcome it. 
There are two main ways-often combined-in which Ritsos 

tries to clarify and to establish the new meanings t!hat the words 
take on or are asked to take on in his poetic sentence: first, this 
method of development, the bringing toge~her very closely of 
things that are often very disparate, the one existing in the 
oblique light of the other; and, second, his many stories. He is 
very much of a narrator, and his stories, very numerous, approach 
the climate of the noveUa, as this genre has been used in 
philosophy and in other kinds of texts, often in the form of a 
parable, to clarify symbols or to present in a concise and under
standable form certain meanings or conclusions. Chrysothemis, 
too, is full of such stories. Each one of them hangs on one word; 
this word could be the title of ~he short story. To be exact, it 
is its new meaning, the poetic, philosophically colored extens~on 
of this common word (1the Mirror, the One-Eyed DoH, the 
Lottery Ticket, the Spot, etc.) which permeates the story all the 
way and keeps it within its very own meaning-and, by extension, 
within the poem, within the poetry. Because Ritsos is a poet, 
and we are not talking at all about prose w1th its own devices
and its own poetry-and if he descends and examines closely, 
one by one, many details, he is always ready, when he is through 
with the story, to fly up again to his own space, his own 
dense image: 

I have known the lovely vanity, the calm, mther joyfu'l 
vanity 

I laid down in it, or on it, as on a haystack in the 
summer, watching 

the evening sky, the forests, the blue mountains, smelling 
avidly 

the warm dew, the thyme, the hay, the distant river, 
the aroma of harvested wheat-not at all in the sense 
of bread, water, usefulness-on:ly in the sense 
of a general harvest, soo~hing, while from hiH to hill, 
from vineyard 1to vineyard, the farmers' and the shepherds' 

dogs were barking 
at an all-white full moon resembling a madonna with 

her hands crossed, without a child. 
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It is necessary to note-whether the clarification is done by 
the one method or the other-that the movement of the wol'd 
in Ritsos, one of the most solid features of his language, may 
make us dizzy, but .Ut undoubtedly follows a course parallel to 
the essential demands of the contemporary climate of expression. 
We do not simply observe tlhe features of a writing manner
beyond that, we notice the fruitful relationship that exists between 
persona:! tendencies and universal needs in today' s poetic lan
guage in exacdy those crucial poin!ts where .it meets the other, 
ithe everyday language-with life beyond poetry. This is one of 
the most important reasons that Ritsos' poetry already attracts 
lthe attention of more and more people today-'and certainly 
even more tomorrow. Because we are dealing here with the 
virtue of wdbing which shows not simply a powerfu'l figure 
(Kazantzakis), but a reformer (Cavafy, Seferis)-it is in this 
second category that Ritsos belongs, in his own way. 

II. In his language, the view is often expressed that when 
something is constantly scmtinized, a moment wiH come 1!hat 
wm be the most acute of aH. Clearly discernible at this point 
is tlhe re'laltion of this thing to whatever is very near it, where 
itself is going, and within which it is ready to be extinguished. 
Those are the farthest points that the words reach, assimilating 
the entire course. Nowadays these moments, which existed be
fore, are-in his latest poems-much more frequent, and ~1Jhey 

seem to provide the "other quality." The who'le latest period 
is characterized by an increased densi:ty of such small pyramids. 
Ritsos builds them up, one a£ter another, to ~their pointed tops, 
'like a tireless bird trying to find a perch to fly from. Thus he 
is knocking on all doors that he can. Very often, those in
exhaustible subjects of today are some older words of his, some 
adjectives, verbs, nouns, that start their own new chapters on 
this overgrown and complex tree. 

Stone castles are built wibh stones, iron castles with iron. 
When the castle is built, each stone will be as hard as the whole 
castle. In a similar manner, Ritsos' word contains the strength 
of his work, its qua'lity, and it also reveals the manner in which 
lthis mechanism functions. The intensity which reaches up to the 
extreme points begins from there, "from the claw"*-that's why 

*A Greek expression: "You can tell a lion from its claw." 
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Ritsos insists on hammering it, trying to carve on .i:t the entire 
alphabet. This results in the high tension, both .his and ours. 
Thus he arrives at his ambivalent words or phrases, such as 
"eX'isting non-existence," "noisy silence," "dark light," "satiating 
frugality," etc., his ambivalent gestures, such as when his char
acters are "hanging from the void," find "everything in nothing
ness," "the meaning in the absence of any meaning," become 
lighter in their excessive weight, discover independence in com
iJlete surrender, freedom in silence, etc. One should note here, 
however, that in all tthese efforts, so intense, there is no anxiety 
at all, no psychological panting (sweating for expression is 
something else), in other words, no despair; and also there are 
no screams of any kind-the screams drown inside wisdom. This 
will be fuHy appreciated in Ritsos. Chrysothemis says: 

my mouth was growing 
in wonder, for a big cry, and my teeth 
were parting, spreading up to leave a passage open 
for this cry. I held it o££. It faded inside me. 
This was the silence. And I was et:herial-1 could fly. 

These verses can be edifying for our notion of Ritsos' gift 
•in ttb.is respect: he does not scream himself, but neither does he 
incite us to scream with a ges•ture, with the loud, deafening 
rword, with the wbsurd, etc., that he is revealing to us. It is self
understood-as if an agreement had preceded-tlhat aU this is 
known, tha.tt we all know these things more or less; thus the 
discussion continues and the tone is low, warm, and this is 
worth a lot-it counterbalances the length. Recently, Ritsos has 
been engaged in an effort that could cost him a lot if we did 
not know certain facts about him (which, for instance, convince 
us that what may tire us, the many repetitions, to mention one 
example, monotonous, tiresome, does not belong to him but to 
us, it is a property of ours, of our life-and he uses it as his 
subject), and if we did not realize that whatever is said does 
not make the world anew, and neither tears it down; this realiza
tion is like "a secret friendship with everyone and everything," 
Cllirysothemis says; she also uses some other ex'Pressions, beauti
ful, warm, in other words, dignified, for us too, and at the same 
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time very timely, such as "Excuse me," "I am ashamed," "I 
tired you, I am tired too," "Excuse me, excuse me," thus descend
ing to a normal level, to a height accessible to us, in other words, 
bringing the difficult, often b1tter and harsh things she says 
down to the level of a discussion. When one succeeds in doing 
that-particu'larly in our times-1he has succeeded greatly; perhaps 
something even better has been achieved and Chrysothemis 
comes dose, very close to it, or she is exactly that. 

I will end with these days in Estonia again, that drove me 
into aU this---<because here you find yourself in an environment 
where voices like this of Chrysotihemis are greatly needed, or 
we become more susceptible to them. 

We come here every summer. We leave from one "there" 
and go to the other "there" -twenty-five years now this is what 
is involved in all our movements. The who'le family comes up 
to this small northern country, hoping, if the weather happens 
to be good, to live, in a little summer, something of "The South 
of Life." 

There is a garden here and a lake. A hill with a ruined 
castle. A few houses and peacefu'l people, quiet, with light blue 
thoughts in their eyes over which they are constantly leaning. 
These places are still blessed with lakes, cranes, forests, fields, 
and, above all, this green that you can spend hours counting in 
its infinite variations; in it any other color-a sma'l'l star with 
white wings, a poppy, a bunch of jasmine-is something unex
pected, giving a different meaning to aU things around here 
which become more isolated and indi¥idualistic. Also, the roses 
in the gardens-it is a mystery how they gather from their 
meager sun so many colors and are really fragrant. The roses 
and the jasmine (there are also lilacs we sometimes get there 
in time to see and sometimes not). Jasmine grows as big as a 
tree, like nowhere else-i't is really luxuriant. The same with 
their girls. They also blossom fast, within one spring, and you 
'don't know what to think leaving them as you do in August 
and finding the following summer in their place these full
bodied blond women. "The Princesses," Antonis was saying. 
There is no doubt about it: we are exactly at the place where, 
in those days, people would come f.rom our parts of the world 
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to get their goddesses. But they are also calm and they go around, 
for a while in the summer, unprotected like statues, and as 
they grow older they become more calm. 11hen, one summer 
later they are no longer princesses. Some princes have already 
appeared and the crown has been usurped; they wither quickly. 
But the others are already on their way. 

These a:re, then, the hottest spots around here. Arl of the 
rest unfold in a complete lack of heat. 

We go There every year. And somehow, one way or an
other, we set up in a totally horizontal position an dbservation 
post of our own. Chrysothemis has said: when you get inside, 
things are not as they appear from the outs·ide-there is some
'thing in there, too, that does not resemble the rest, even this 
green within the other green, a butterfly-there are butterflies 
there-a squirrel in the forest, a crane-then those sunshines in 
tJhe green, in the sbill water, in a nature integrated, a'll around, 
the most gentle sunshines one can possibly find. Walking around, 
you discover a lot, but only with a child running in front of 
you, teaching you the world anew. Because there is also the 
other side. Certain days come along like a dark Byzantium and 
its thousand years. You don't know where the wind or the rain 
is coming from; there are some unknown angers lingering in 
the woods since the times of the Normans. The douds descend 
low, walk through the woods, enter inside the houses and inside 
us, a turbid, numbing rain falls continuously-and there isn't 
even a thunder so that you can enjoy lightning, a deep human 
fear. It rains day and night in this slow and invincible manner 
that paralyzes every prospect; the rain hovers in the air any way 
it wants, it comes sideways, comes up from the ground, emerges 
in our hair, in our eyes~we do ge't such summers or such days 
within a summer. 

Well, you can then understand much better what an arrival 
means, a knock on the door, a reading like this one tha't we had 
the foresight to take with us this year, too, 

11 Chrysothemis, Chrysothemis, 
a letter for you" 

OTERAA, June 1974. 
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ΑΝΑΒΑΦΤΙΣΗ 

Λόγια φτωχό: ~αφτίζονται στην πίκρα και στο κλά"ίμα, 
~γάζουν φτερό: και πέτονται-πουλιό: και κελα"ίδδ:νε, 

Και κειος δ λόγος δ κρυφος-τfiς λευτεριδ:ς δ λόγος, 
&ντις φτερό: ~γάζει σπαθιό: και σκίζει τοuς &γέρες. 

ΚΟΥΒΕΝΤΑ Μ' ΕΝΑ ΛΟΥΛΟΥΔΙ 

- Κυκλάμινο, κυκλάμινο, στοϋ ~ράχου τη σκισμάδα, 
ποϋ ~ρfiκες χρώματα κι &νθείς, ποϋ μίσχο καl σαλεύεις; 

-Μέσα στο ~ράχο σύναζα το γαίμα στάλα-στάλα, 
μαντίλι ρόδινο επλεξα κ· f]λιο μαζεύω τώρα. 

ΚΑΡΤΕΡΕΜΑ 

'Έτσι μέ το καρτέρεμα μεγάλωσαν οί νύχτες 
που το τραγούδι ρίζωσε και ψήλωσε σό: δέντρο. 

Κι αότοl μές ά:π· τό: σίδερα κι αότοl μακριό: στό: ξένα 
κάνουν πικρό νό: ~γάλουν το «(Χχ» και ~γαίνει φύλλο λεύκας. 
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RE-BAPTISM 

Poor words that are baptized again in bitterness and wailing 
they bring forth wings and start to fly, birds that begin to warble. 

And this one word, the most unique, the secret word of freedom 
instead of wings brings forth the swords and tears the winds 

asunder. 

CONVERSATION WITH A FLOWER 

Cyclamen, little cyclamen inside the rock's deep crevice 
where did you find colors to bloom, from where the stem to 

wave on? 

Inside the crevice, drop by drop, the blood I kept collecting, 
I wove a rosy handkerchief and now the sun I gather. 

WAITING 

The nights have grown so very long with all this endless waiting 
that our song has taken root and grown as tall as a tree. 

And those in iron fetters bound and those away in exile 
try to bring out a bitter sigh-a poplar leaf comes out. 
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ΛΑΟΣ 

Μικρός λαός και πολεμά δίχως σπαθιά: και ~όλια 
γιά: δλου τοu κόσμου τό ψωμί, τό φως και τό τραγούδι. 

Κάτω αιτ· τή γλώσσα του κρατεί τοuς ~όγγους και τά: ζήτω 
κι liν κάνει πώς τά: τραγουδεϊ ραγίζουν τά: λιθάρια. 

ΜΝΗΜΟΣΥΝΟ 

Στή μιά: γωνιά: στέκει δ παπποΟς, στήν άλλη δέκα έγγόνια 
και στό τραπέζι έννιά: κεριά: μπηγμένα στό καρ~έλι. 

Μάνες τρα<;cΧνε τά: μαλλιά: και τά: παιδιά: σωπαίνουν 
κι αιt• τό φεγγίτη ή Λευτεριά: τηρ<Χ κι άναστενάζει. 

ΑΎΙ'Ή 

Λιόχαρη, μεγαλόχαρη τfjς άνοιξης αύγούλα, 
και ποΟ 'χει μάτια νά: σε ίδεϊ, νά: σε καλωσορίσει; 

Δυό κάρ~ουνα στό θυμιατό και δυό κουκκιά: λι~άνι 
κ• i!νας σταυρός άπό καπνιά: στ· άνώφλι τfjς πατρίδας. 
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THE GREEK PEOPLE 

So few, the Greeks keep fighting on, without swords or bullets 
for all the people of the world, their bread, their song, their light. 

Under their tongue they always keep the howling and the cheering 
and if they start to sing of them, their song will crack the boulders. 

MEMORIAL SERVICE 

Grandfather on this corner stands, ten grandchildren in the other 
and on the table a loaf of bread, with nine candles on it. 

Mothers are tearing out their hair, children are keeping quiet 
and from the window Liberty is watching and is sighing. 

DAWN 

Great-in-grace and drenched with sun, springtime's gentle dawn, 
but who has eyes to look at you, and who is there to greet you. 

In the insence burner just two coals and of incense a few grains 
and a black cross, drawn with soot, on our homeland's lintel. 
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ΔΕ ΦΤΑΝΕΙ 

Σεμνός και λιγομίλητος κοιτa: στό χ&μα χάμω 
τόν ίσκιο τοίί μικροίί 1τουλιοίί και λογαριάζει τό: ϋψη. 

Αύτό νό: 1τεί ;-και τί φελ<Χ:; Μηδέ ή κατάρα φτάνει . 
• , Αχ, στη γκορτσιό: κρεμάμενο, θλιμμένο καριοφίλι. 

ΠΡΑΣΙΝΗ ΜΕΡΑ 

Πράσινη μέρα λιό(;ολη, καλη 1τλαyιό: σ1ταρμένη 
κουδοόνια και (;ελάσματα, μυρτιές και 1tα1tαροίίνες, 

"Η κόρη 1tλέκει τό: 1τροικιό: κι δ νιός 1τλέκει καλάθια 
και τό: τραγιό: γιαλό-γιαλό (;οσκcχνε τ· άσ1tρο άλάτι. 

ΣΥΛΛΕ ΙΤΟΥΡΓΟ 

Κάτου 6:1τ" τlς λείίκες συντροφιό: 1τουλιό: και κα1τετάνιοι 
συλλείτουργο ό:ρχινίσανε με τόν καινοόργιο Μάη, 

τα φόλλα φέγγουνε κεριό: στ· άλώνι της 1tατρίδας 
κ· Ε:νας &ητός 6:1τό ψηλό: δια(;άζει τό Βαγγέλιο. 
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NOT ENOUGH 

Modest and speaking but few words he watches on the ground 
the shadow of a little bird and of the heights he's thinking. 

Should he say this? What is the use? Cursing alone won't do it. 
Ah! Idle on the wild-pear tree his sad shotgun is hanging. 

GREEN DAY 

Green day, gleaming in the sun, fine slope of a hill sown 
with bells and bleetings of the sheep, with myrtles and with 

poppies. 

The girl is weaving dowry things, the young man's weaving 
baskets 

and herds of goats along the shore are pasturing on the white 
salt. 

LITURGY TOGETHER 

Under the poplar trees a group of birds and rebel captains 
together start a liturgy with the new-made May. 

The threshing floor of motherland is lit by leaves, like candles 
and a great eagle from above is reading from the Gospels. 
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ΤΟ ΝΕΡΟ 

Tou ~ράχου λιγοστό νερό, άτr" τη σιω,τη άγιασμέvο, 
άτr" το καρτέρι τοu τrουλιοu, τη σκια της τrικροδάφvης, 

Κρυφα το τr(νει ή κλεφτουρια και το λαιμό σηκώνει 
σι:Χν το στrουργ(τι και ~λογa: τη φτωχομάνα ·ελλάδα. 

ΤΟ ΚΥΚΛΑΜΙΝΟ 

Μικρο τrουλl τριαvταφυλλ(, δεμένο με κλωστ(τσα, 
με τα σyουρα φτεράκια του στον t]λιο τrεταρ(ζει, 

Κι αν το τηράξεις μια φορα Θα σοu χαμογελάσει 
κι αν το τηράξεις δυο και τρε'ίς e· άρχ(σεις το τραyοόδι. 

ΛΙΓΝΑ ΚΟΡΙ1'ΣΙΑ 

Λιγνα κορ(τσια στο γιαλό μαζεόουνε τ· άλάτι 
σκυφτα τtολό, τrικρα τrολu-το τrέλαο δεν το ~λέτrουν. 

κ· ενα τrαv(, λευκό τtd:ν(, τοuς γνέφει στο γαλάζιο 
κι άτt" το τrou δεν το άyνάντεψαν μαυρ(ζει άτt" τον καημό του. 
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THE WATER 

A little water from the rock, by silence sanctified 
and by the vigil of the bird, the shade of oleander 

the Kleftes drink it secretly and raise their necks up high, 
just like the sparrows, blessing Greece, motherland of the poor. 

THE CYCLAMEN 

A tiny, rosy-colored bird, with a thin thread is tied 
and with its little, curly wings, under the sun it flitters. 

And if you look at it just once, it will begin to smile 
and if two times you look or three, you'll break into a song. 

SLENDER GIRLS 

Slender young girls along the shore are gathering up the salt 
so very bitter, very bent-they don't look at the ocean. 
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Out there, a sail, a white white sail, beckons them from the blue 
and as they do not look at it, it's turning black from sorrow. 
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τ· ΑΣΠΡΟ ΞΩΚΚΛΉΣΙ 

τ άσπρο ξωκκλήσι στην 'Πλαγιά, κατάγναντα στον t]λιο, 
1tυρο~ολεί με το 1tαλιό, στενό 'Παράθυρό του, 

Καl την καμ1tάνα του άψηλά, στον 'Πλάτανο δεμένη, 
τήνε κουρντίζει όλονυχτlς για τοϋ ., Αη-Λαοϋ τη σκόλη. 

ΕΠΙΠΜΒΙΟ 

Το 1tαλληκάρι 1tΟu1tεσε μ' όρθη την κεφαλή του 
δΕν το σκε1tάζει ή γης όγρή, σκουλήκι δέν τ· άγγίζει-

Φτερο στη ράχη του ό σταυρός κι ολο χυμάει τ· άψήλου 
καl σμίγει τοuς τρανοuς άητοuς και τοuς χρυσοuς άyγέλους. 

ΕΔΩ ΤΟ ΦΩΣ 

Σε τοϋτα δω τα μάρμαρα κακια σκουρια δΕν 1tιάνει 
μηδέ άλυσίδα στοϋ Ρωμιοϋ και στοϋ άyεριοΟ το 1tόδι. 

Έδώ το φως, έδώ ό γιαλός,-χρυσές, γαλάζιες γλώσσες, 

στα ~ράχια έλάφια 'Ιtελεκαν, τα σίδερα μασcχνε. 
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THE WHITE CHAPEL 

The white chapel, on the slope, right opposite the sun 
is firing gunshots through its old and narrow window. 

And its church-bell, tied up high, atop the tallest plane-tree 
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is being wound up all night long to ring Saint Peoples feast day. 

EPITAPH 

The brave young man in battle felled, keeping his head upright 
will not be covered by damp earth, the worms will never touch 

him. 

The cross is on his back like wings and he keeps surging high 
with mighty eagles he joins there and with the golden angels. 

HERE IS THE LIGHT 

These gleaming white marble blocks no ugly rust will stain 
nor can a Greek or the wild wind be chained around the ankle. 

Here is the light, here is the sea-golden and light blue flashes, 
high on the rocks the deer roam free, breaking the iron fetters. 
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ΤΟ ΧΤΙΣΙΜΟ 

Το σπίτι αύτο πως θό: χτιστεί, τίς πόρτες ποιός θό: t;άλει 
ποό ·ναι τό: χέρια λιγοστό: κι &σήκωτες οί πέτρες; 

Σώπα· τa χέρια στη δουλειό: τρανεόουν κι αύyαταίνουν 
καί μήν ξεχνaς πού δλονυχτlς t;οηθaν κ· οί &ποθαμένοι. 

Ο ΤΑΜΕΝΟΣ 

·εδω σωπαίνουν τό: πουλιά, σωπαίνουν οί καμπάνες, 
σωπαίνει κι δ πικρός Ρωμιός μαζl μέ τούς νεκροός του 

Και πό: στην πέτρα της σιωmjς τό: νόχια του &κονίζει 
μονάχος κι 6:t;οήθητος, της λευτεριaς ταμένος. 

1Ή ΡΩΜΙ ΟΣΥΝΗ ΜΗΝ 1ΉΝ ΚΛΑΙΣ 

Τή Ρωμιοσόνη μήν την κλαίς,-έκεί πού πάει νό: σκόψει 
μέ το σουyιa στο κόκκαλο, μέ το λουρί στο σt;έρκο, 

Νάτη, πετιέται &ποξαρχiiς κι &ντρειεόει καί θεριεόει 
και καμακώνει το θεριό μέ το καμάκι τοu i]λιου. 
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BUILDING UP 

How is this house to be built, who'll put the doors in place, 
since working hands are here so few, the stones so very heavy? 
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Be silent, for the hands at work will grow in strength and numbers 
and don't forget that all night long the dead are also helping. 

PLEDGED 

Silent here are all the birds, the bells are also silent 
and silent is the bitter Greek and all his dead around him. 

And on this silence, like on a stone, his fingernails he sharpens, 
alone, without any help, to freedom pledged forever. 

FOR ROMIOSINI DO NOT WEEP 

For Romiosini* do not weep: when on the verge of yielding, 
a leather strap around its neck, a knife close to the bone, 

there, it leaps up, starting from scratch, and grows in strength 
and vigor 

and it harpoons the savage beast, with sun as its harpoon. 

*This untranslatable word here means all Greeks collectively, the Greek nation as 
a whole. See also p. 11. 



THE ANNIHILATION OF MELOS 

BY Y ANNIS Rrrsos 
translated, with an Introduction, by Rick M. Newton 

Dedicated to Kostas Varnalis 

TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTION 

Between 1967 and 1969 Yannis Ritsos found himself a fre
quent, if reluctant, traveler of the Aegean: immediately after the 
military coup of the Greek colonels in April 1967 he was arrested 
in Athens and sent to prison camp on the island of Yiaros. He was 
later transferred to another camp on Leros, where he fell ill. After 
a month's hospitalization in Athens in 1968 he was sent to Samos, 
where he was placed under house arrest in the home of his wife. 
In the autumn of 1969 he expressed his personal suffering-and 
the suffering of countless other victims of the Junta-in a poem, 
"The Annihilation of Melos." 

Inspired perhaps by the sight of ships from Athens trans
porting political prisoners throughout the Aegean, the poet's mind 
ran to the historical sacking of Melos by the Athenians in the 
Peloponnesian War. According to Thucydides ( 5.84-116) , the 
Athenians sent an embassy to the politically neutral island of 
Melos in 416 B.C. and engaged in a dialogue with the inhabitants, 
attempting to persuade them to become tribute-paying members 
of the Athenian empire and, strangely, thereby maintain the free
dom to enjoy their own property. The islanders, the Athenians 
insisted, were foolish to think that they could resist mighty 
Athens, foolish to believe that the gods would protect them 
simply because they, the Melians, were standing for what was 
right against what was wrong. The prudent course, claimed the 
imperialists with unabashed arrogance, lay in abandoning the 
false sense of "honor which brings men to ruin" (5.111.3) and 
in surrendering to the stronger party. The Melians responded 
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with a defiant "No": "We are not prepared to give up in a short 
moment the liberty which our city has enjoyed from its foundation 
for 700 years. We put our trust in the fortune that the gods will 
send and which has saved us up to now" (5.112.2). Ritsos now 
constructs a modern "Melian Dialogue." This time, however, the 
interlocutors are three old women whose sons and husbands were 
slain in the raid and who themselves are now slaves in a foreign 
land. 

Though inspired by historical events, "The Annihilation of 
Melos," like many of Ritsos' poems, is not overtly political. Rather 
than speak specifically of the imprisonment and random uproot
ings he suffered at the hands of those in power, he writes about 
two universal themes which are inseparable: existence and inte
gration. As the women in the poem slowly awaken, they wonder 
if they and their island ever existed. Have they been dead and 
are now experiencing a resurrection: but do the dead remember 
and speak? Or have they been asleep for years and are now 
recalling the empty dream of life? In the course of the dialogue 
they conclude that they do indeed exist, that they did exist, and 
that Melos was no dream but a real place. Looking out to sea, 
they notice other small islands cropping up, flashing like jewels 
and then melting to ashes. They comment on the sight, "We our
selves had seen them and knew they existed, and we knew that 
the world was great, greater than we could see, and we were not 
alone." 

It is the simple fact that they are not alone that makes the 
women believe in their existence. Discussing what life was like 
before the invasion, they recall the severe droughts and the back
breaking labor of gathering olives, harvesting grapes, and making 
wine. But this life of hard work has its rewards. The women re
member the deep sense of satisfaction and security that came over 
them after paying the weekly grocery bill and still finding enough 
oil in the jar to last another week. They recall their secret pride 
in finishing the laundry and smelling the clothes which were 
fragrant with sun, soap, and the scent of a job well-done. Espe
cially prominent in their memories are the household chores and 
the sense of order and belonging which results from performing 
them: at times everything in the house would reconcile and 
become one, "the broom, the moon, the dog, the canary-
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all one." They enjoy an equal sense of belonging in their 
neighborhoods: walking past the gardens, they recognize the 
distinct smells of each herb and flower. This integration with the 
world around them renders something more profound than a 
moment's pleasure: it makes them confident of their very exist
ence. Just as Plato expounds the theory of recollection ( av6:
lJ.Vl"JO'L<;)) in arguing for the immortality of the soul, so do the 
women of Melos rely on recognition of the familiar to assure 
themselves that they did and do exist. Existence and integration 
are one and the same. 

But the invader uproots his victim, removing the integrated 
inhabitant from the familiar world. As a result, the victim's very 
existence is in jeopardy. Now in a foreign land, the Melian women 
do not recognize the smells from the gardens; even the sea has 
no smell. Their hand does not recognize the broom handle or the 
doorknob: everything is foreign. Consequently, they have no need 
of a mirror. For they will neither see nor recognize themselves. 
Only the ugly face of death will stare back. On Melos they did 
not use mirrors either, but there it was a simple matter of vanity. 
Eating the same grains which they fed their chickens, the women 
were never inclined to draw a comb through their hair: "We 
didn't mind-do pigeons or chickens look in the mirror?" Life as 
slaves is strikingly similar to life on Melos: there is hard work 
in either case. But on Melos they were home, and the sense of 
belonging saved them from falling into the well of oblivion. 

As the poem progresses, however, the Melian women under
go a transformation. After lamenting the severe climate and 
years of drought on the island, they gradually soften and recall 
the sweetness of the life they knew. By the end of the poem they 
become fertile again. In their seventies and eighties they feel 
themselves· heavy with child and happily bid good morning to 
passers-hy. Thus the poem ends with a note of hope and a vision 
of a better future. 

Ritsos first published this poem in the winter of 1971. It 
holds the important position of "lead article" in the volume New 
Texts (NEa: KE(llEva) by Kedros Press, Athens. The 263-page 
volume is a collection of essays, poems, and short dramas written 
by political prisoners and other opponents of the 1967-74 Junta. 
The volume is a sequel to the original Eighteen Texts (aEKCX-
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OK'r~ KEL~Eva:), published in the summer of 1970 by the "intel
lectual" victims of the dictatorship who had refused to submit 
their writings to the censors. These silenced writers challenged 
the government's policy by illegally publishing uncensored manu
scripts in Eighteen Texts. In New Texts more speak up, much 
like the long-silent women of Melos who cannot at first believe 
that they are hearing their own voices. We may well respond to 
the defiant resilience and vitality of Ritsos and the women of 
Melos-whoever they are-with the same words which the Athen
ians addressed to the stubborn Melians in 416: "You seem to us 
quite unique in your ability to consider the future as something 
more certain than what is before your eyes, and to see uncertain
ties as realities, simply because you would like them to be so." 
The Athenians were speaking sarcastically, of course, but would 
we?* 

Rick M. Newton 
Kent State University 

*The Thucydides passages are cited from the translation of Rex Warner, 
Thucydides: History of the Peloponnesian War (Penguin Books 1954). For the 
English translation of .O.e.KaoK-rcil Ke.(!le.va, see Willis Barnstone, ed., Eighteen 
Texts: Writings by Contemporary Greek Authors (Harvard 1972). Two essays 
from New Texts are available in English: Georgios-Alexandros Mangakis, "My 
Greece," Charioteer 19 (1977) 65-81 (translated by Rachel Hadas) and Pavlos A. 
Zannas, "Bottle in the Sea," Rackham literary Studies 5 (1974) 1-7 (translated 
by Rick M. Newton). 

I wish to extend special thanks to Mrs. Smaragda Yemenedzi of the University 
of Salonica, Professor Sanford Marovitz of Kent State University, and his wife 
Eleonora, for carefully reading a draft of this translation and making valuable 
corrections and improvements. I am grateful also to Mrs. Jean Raphael Demos of 
College Year in Athens, Inc. for sending me the volume of New Texts when it 
was first published. 
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[Three old women, slight, desolate, slaves in a foreign land, seized from their 
own land, sitting outside on the terrace, near midnight, spring, huddled next to 
one another on the wall, with their black clothes, their black kerchiefs, they look 
like children of the night, ghosts. They do not look at the sea. Nor at the stars. 
Gradually they begin to speak, slowly, as if they have also forgotten the words, 
as if they just now remembered them again, and they hold them beneath their 
tongues, tasting them along with their saliva, and they don't know if these are 
words or something else. Now and again they falter, stop, as when, chewing 
something you know is soft-a bit of bread in your mouth-your tooth suddenly 
hits something unexpectedly hard-a piece of gravel, a sliver from a broomstick, 
a splinter; you spit the morsel into the palm of one hand and feel it with a finger 
of the other;-it's nothing-only bread; you replace the morsel in your mouth; 
you swallow it;-it was tasty. The women may do such. It does not show. It is 
night. Every so often they bring the palm of their hand to their mouth. Perhaps 
to cover a hole in another part, an invisible one-the one for the soul, as they 
say-, perhaps to keep from being heard by the masters sleeping in the house. 
Surely these must be old women of Melos-the ones old Uncle Thucydides was 
telling us about a day or two ago when, in the third year, Philocrates, son of 
Demeas, came from Athens with several ships and razed the island, burning houses 
and churches, putting all the men to the knife-elders, young men, and infants, 
and carrying off the women as slaves-old women and newly-married ones, mothers, 
little girls. Yes, these are women of Melos, on another island now, slaves, desolate. 
On the foreign terrace they converse in a low voice-gradually speaking more 
rapidly, more clearly-always quietly]: 

FIRST WOMAN: A chill seems to have set in. The summer is late. 
The church clock is chiming. 

SECOND WOMAN: It chimed twelve. Midnight. Hush-they will 
hear us inside. 

ALL THREE: Let's sit right here, huddled together, so we can 
feel the fresh air. 

THIRD WOMAN: lsn' t it strange 
that the clock chimes and we count from the beginning-two, 

three, five, nine, 

FIRST WOMAN: that it chimes and we listen-strange. And are 
we the ones speaking? 

ALL THREE: are we the ones moving our lips, we who have been 
dead for years, we women of Melos? 

172 
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SECOND WOMAN: we are opening our mouths-and is sound 
coming out ?-and are we hearing it? 

ALL THREE: Did Melos exist, did we too exist, and do we have 
hands 

and are we moving our hands and remembering ?-do the 
dead remember? 

FIRST WOMAN: and do they converse and blink their eyelids? 
ALL THREE: Do you think we have been asleep 

for years and years, and we saw these things in our sleep, 
and sleep is taking them back? 

Our island was small (it was a place-not memories and 
dreams) , it was an island 

as small as a finger-ring;-there were many things we didn't 
have, many things we didn't know; 

SECOND WOMAN: unlucky years came too-now rains and wind
storms, 

FIRST WOMAN: now the scorching heat of the sun and great 
droughts-not even a grain of wheat nor a bird on the 
wing, 

SECOND WOMAN: the place a furnace, the air red-hot iron-the 
sea would blind you with its glare. 

THIRD WOMAN: the white of the whitewashed corral wall was 
a knife-it sheared your hair; a church bell 

melted all of a sudden and a river of iron spilled on the steps. 

ALL THREE: The olives would shrivel up, fall hard on the ground 
like the eyes of someone ill, 

SECOND WOMAN: like the eyes of someone drowsy, like the eyes 
of a blind man-we would pick them off the ground, 

ALL THREE: bending, bending again-doing our penances 
before an empty icon; we would shove them into our sack 
as if stealing them from the teeth of death; and overhead 

the tax-collectors 
THIRD WOMAN: and overhead the illnesses, and the jug broken, 

and the broom without bristles 
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like the slender stork that fled by night and left its droppings 
in the chimney. 

ALL THREE: We said nothing-the words were difficult-the place 
confining; 

the silence would increase. In silence we seemed more secure; 
FIRST WOMAN: the stone in the wall of the house seemed more 

secure too, and the chair next to the window. 

ALL THREE: At times our lords were bad, at times worse-always 
worse; 

but even so we were never completely out of bread-we mea
sured our morsels, 

we measured the air we would secretly breathe over the child's 
bed-

FIRST WOMAN: In measuring we would forget ourselves;-mend
ing the large wool socks 

stitch by stitch, 5, 7, 23, 26, 32, 45,-we would lull ourselves 
to sleep; 

SECOND WOMAN: we would fall asleep on the stool, nod off, 
start up again, 

open our eyes, stop counting-the sock was too big, 
THIRD WOMAN: as big as an empty harbor-and even as you'd 

sew, the hole would grow 
like the eye of the hiding one-eyed man you didn't want to 

see you 
and even so you were afraid you might touch the eyeball 

with the needle. 

ALL THREE: We worked hard, 
even into the night-and didn't even know if there was a 

moon out, nor did we even wonder-
only now did we think about it; we knew if it was blowing

the wind we could hear, 
its overcoat would catch from time to time outside on the 

nail in the wall 
where we kept the braids of garlic hung; it would catch 

on the key. 
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THIRD WOMAN: When it would stop 
it would hold our right hand for a while to the wind, and 

the pile on the blanket 
would fall gently like the mane of the horse that returned 

to the stable. 

ALL THREE: We barely got by 
on this and that, on barley, corn bread, bran-we gave to the 

chickens too; 
FIRST WOMAN: we didn't have time to draw the comb through 

our hair-we didn't mind-
THIRD WOMAN: do pigeons or chickens look in the mirror? It 

only startled us 
to see the sleeve-tips on our husband's nightshirt wet 
while he was washing up in the yard;-we felt it;-if he had 

touched us then 
he would have had two cool bracelets on his hands,-we felt 

the coolness on our backs. 

ALL THREE: My God, how strange-the world is a marvel-two 
wet sleeves. 

THIRD WOMAN: And on another day, shucking a large ear of 
corn, leaf by leaf-

large, tight leaves-we stood with our mouth open-the corn 
was laughing 

with a thousand teeth in a row, turned golden by the sun. 
Up on the hill, in the furnaces, 

they were crying "George, George." We shoved the com 
into our bodice. We didn't bite it. 

ALL THREE: Digging, vintaging, pruning, watering the field, 
doing the laundry, 

the household chores, ironing-while outside the house a 
calm spring evening 

falls, and suddenly there resounds above the sea 
above the secretly-speaking water, a lone crystal-dear voice 

THIRD WOMAN: a thick voice, a young boatman's-petrifying for 
a moment in the air 
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and then spreading out, absorbed by the calm as if by blotting 
paper, and we 

there, in the dark, over the iron, with a laughing bitterness, 
struggling 

to decipher the reversed letters on the blotting paper-we 
who couldn't even make them out aright;-besides, we 

couldn't see too well, 
since a sliver of moon was glowing over the petal of the 

shore-

ALL THREE: the moon was paper-thin, appearing behind the 
window, so distant · 

as if we were the ones they kept far from the world. We 
would light the lamp. 

FIRST WOMAN: And then, at vintage time, when our husbands 
would return from the winepresses, 

SECOND WOMAN: stained in must from top to bottom-feet, 
hands, face, underpants, shirts, 

FIRST WOMAN: red with rage and joy, red like those old gods, 
as they say, 

THIRD WOMAN: drops of blood would clot on the curly hairs of 
their legs 

as if they were returning from a great secret murder and we 
were rushing to hide them, 

FIRST WOMAN: to heat water in the cauldron, wash their feet 
and legs all the way up, 

SECOND WOMAN: wash their shorts, their shirts, make the signs 
go away, 

THIRD WOMAN: feed them their dinner quickly, hide them under 
the sheets. 

ALL THREE: Then they would secretly laugh from behind their 
mustaches as if they had let us too 

in on their big secret-and it was no secret,-but the ensuing 
sleep was restful. 

THIRD WOMAN: Oh, the vintaging with the straw mats, the 
baskets, the knives;-the yard was fragrant; 
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SECOND woMAN: the shore was fragrant with rose; the horses 
would slip on the cobblestones; 

FIRST WOMAN: large pregnant barrels would snore in the base
ment-

ALL THREE: the wine 
others would drink;-toil upon toil-vintaging, pruning, 

watering, wiping-
our knees turned stiff as bone;-we had no time to dwell 

within ourselves, we didn't want 
to dwell within ourselves;-and why, indeed, again and 

again sitting cross-legged, 
with head on knees, like the baby folded inside the belly, 
inside the damp darkness ?-where is there time. Pruning, 

digging, tidying up, 

FIRST WOMAN: light the fire, scale the fish, fill the jugs, 
SECOND WOMAN: clean the sea film off the lamp glass and 

windows, 
THIRD WOMAN: clean the lentils one by one-we also wove a 

couple of face towels on the loom, 
FIRST WOMAN: wove one or two bits of wool material, a large 

blanket-
THIRD WOMAN: nor did we forget to add designs-two daisies, a 

red bird, 
a huge turquoise dolphin; 

ALL THREE: we grew up working, 
working we learned to work, working we learned 
to forget our troubles, to forget ourselves, to start over again. 

FIRST WOMAN: In the summers, over on our island, how the 
afternoons would glisten, 

SECOND WOMAN: when the great summer winds would whistle 
and the sea, broken, would tremble with its whole body 

and the world was a gleam, anticipation and red-green sparks. 

THIRD WOMAN: Inside the houses the coolness would perch like 
a bird, very big, 

very light, filling the kitchen-leaving you no room at all 
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to budge, to tidy up, to stop at the loom, without stepping on 
that golden bird with the violet eyes, 

FIRST WOMAN: not even room to go like that with your hand to 
shoo a bothersome fly 

that stopped on the clean water glass and scratches the back 
of its neck with both its feet-

THIRD WOMAN: nothing, nothing, without plucking a bit of down 
from the golden bird and straightway shattering the 
world, 

ah, a bit of down,-and you would stay sunken like this in 
your chair 

motionless, hands on knees, in a deep torpor, 
and you too golden, like an icon painted on a cypress board, 
as if someone perhaps believed in you, made you a votive 

offering, gilt you-
ALL THREE: And then inside us it was as if we too believed in 

ourselves. 

SECOND WOMAN: It was the great light of the harvest-that is 
what covered over the slavery and death; 

FIRST WOMAN: it was the great light and the leaves and the un
shaven summer winds 

with their huge conch shells shouting outside along with the 
cicadas, 

THIRD WOMAN: and inside the house the sleeping cat on top of 
the bed. 

ALL THREE: Ah, how we, the dark ones, believed in the light, 
and how we, the annihilated, believed in life. 

THIRD WOMAN: And one other afternoon-how did it happen
leaning over the well, 

all in a rush to see something-not to draw water-not know
ing, 

secretly as if it were a sin,-we were startled by the screeching 
of bitterness 

along with a bird screeching way up high in the sky, in a 
place 
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we didn't expect-right on the ridge-it was aiming at us 
behind our backs. 

ALL THREE: Then we touched the storeroom keys in our apron 
pocket, 

looked at the fig tree-its leaves as broad as working hands;
it was nothing; we went inside;-quiet. Only 
a locust standing on its hind legs, there, on the water basin 
watching us with large, globular, green eyes. 

FmsT WOMAN: At times a brief silence would fall among the 
hours, 

as if we were gone and the house tidied itself up, 
SECOND WOMAN: as if the clock on the table suddenlly stopped 

and with it time stopped too, 
ALL THREE: and nothing could happen any longer, 

nothing that could have happened,-as if births and funerals 
were lies then-

SECOND WOMAN: and the pot that could be heard boiling on the 
tripod fell silent; 

FmsT WOMAN: and the pail they would use to draw water from 
the well fell silent too; 

SECOND WOMAN: the rope was cut, the pail sank, we sank-

ALL THREE: A quiet sinking, a respite,-and to know that you 
have sunk 

and that if someone above the water calls your name, to know 
that he cannot find you, 

THIRD WOMAN: only his voice slowly sinking in the water 
like the earring your sister-in-law dropped while leaning over 

the well. 

ALL THREE: And then, while dozing, the needle you were holding 
in your hand 

would prick your finger on its own-"wake up," it would say 
to you, 

"wake up, it is not right," it would say to you, just as it is not 
right in church 
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to look out the window; and suddenly you'd grab hold of 
the needle, 

shake your right hand up and down, the way you cross 
yourself, 

to exorcise the evil, to chase away the shadow-

SECOND WOMAN: right away you'd pull the thread as if tying 
the rope of the pail, 

grab hold and climb up; 
FIRST WOMAN: you'd look around like a culprit, 

lest anyone caught sight of you there on the bottom, lest the 
mirror on the wall saw you, 

THIRD WOMAN: lest the coffee pots reflecting the twilight said 
anything among themselves, 

ALL THREE: and our eye ever ready to beg pardon from every
one, 

the child, the dog, the canary. A soul would not look our way. 
We would cling to this thread we were holding and climb up. 

FIRST WOMAN: Only fear would always remain-that fear 
that each time our boys went out they not lose their way and 

fail to return, 
SECOND WOMAN: that a huge shadow with the knife in its teeth 

not stumble over them, 
FIRST WOMAN: that the bulky tavern sign not fall on their skull 

while going in, 
SECOND WOMAN: very bulky and crooked, with nails sticking 

out like lion's teeth, 
THIRD WOMAN: is that the one you mean?-it has two chickens 

on a spit painted in the two upper corners-
FIRST WOMAN: that a lightning bolt not strike them as they open 

their mouth to say what is right. 

ALL THREE: Fear and terror-winter was coming-we'd tremble 
with our whole body; 

our skin would rise; we'd shove our hands inside the wool 
socks of our absent boys 

as if clutching their feet to warm them up,-we would get 
warm. 
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SECOND WOMAN: We would only look toward the door, in case 
they enter suddenly and find us 

out of our minds like this with our hands in their socks. 
ALL THREE: If only they would come 

even if they should find us clipping our toenails beside the 
pot. 

FIRST WOMAN: There was also a secret hole in the wall,-there 
for years and years we kept 

some coins left over on occasion from shopping, 
there we kept the New Year's presents-for the hard times
some cheap little things; we'd plug the hole with paper-it 

didn't show. 

ALL THREE: Some Sundays, when everyone was away at the square 
or down at the seashore, 

we'd take them out, count them-something for the daughter's 
dowry, we'd say, 

a pair of pants for the oldest boy,-there wasn't enough; 
-God will provide, we'd say; we'd rejoice in 

that little nest egg. 
SECOND WOMAN: How our daughter's eyelids would have 

quivered 
as you'd unwrap a pair of embroidered sheets, a pair of 

pillowcases before her eyes, 
THIRD WOMAN: a red bedspread with two white birds side by 

side kissing beak to beak. 

ALL THREE: There wasn't enough. We'd put them back m the 
wall. One day, 

we opened the hole. They were gone. We didn't say a word. 
Other matters arose, more serious,-they covered over it. 

Except that, from time to time, 
we remember it when doing the housework or else in bed in 

the evening, 
right here in the stomach, farther down, near the navel, a 

knot, 
a lump hollow and heavy, as if that hole in the wall 
had occurred inside our body. Later we plastered the wall. 
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Nothing showed. We wouldn't even turn our eye toward that 
spot. 

FIRST WOMAN: Quiet times came too-we can't complain-like 
when on Saturday evening 

we'd pay off our debts to the grocer, and there was enough 
oil in the jar 

to last another week or two, maybe even a month-
SECOND WOMAN: like when 

we'd be done with the laundry, and the laundry basket 
would dry happily in the yard, and the clothes would dry 

on the line, 

ALL THREE: and then we'd gather them, throw them over our 
shoulder, they'd touch our cheek 

warm, steaming, fluffy, fragrant with sun and soap 
and with the other fragrance of a job completed and some

thing rose-like, 

THIRD WOMAN: and a little piece of fuzz from a thistle had 
landed on the boy's shirt 

and tickled us under the ear-and wanted to make us laugh, 
and wanted to make us young again;-it succeeded;-we'd 

laugh inside ourselves, 

ALL THREE: like this, ourselves softened by our toil, and secretly 
proud, 

with so many clean clothes on our shoulder, as if we ourselves 
were lifting 

the entire world-and it was weightless ;-we were the ones 
who made it light; it made us light. 

SECOND WOMAN: Quiet times-we can't complain;-and the iron
ing wasn't urgent. 

ALL THREE: One night, sitting on the threshold, when we were 
secretly trying 

to imagine what the moon was like-
a glass vase 

FIRST WOMAN: full of salt, a wee bit damp-
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SECOND WOMAN: or, rather, a golden votive lamp 
in front of an icon of an azure Virgin-

THIRD WOMAN: or a nest 
of fluffy straw with a golden nightingale sitting inside 
and it wasn't singing, but we could hear its sweet-chirping 

sound-tweet tweet. 

ALL THREE: We too would reflect at times, and we liked it. 

FIRST WOMAN: Or sometimes, on a holiday, in the evening, going 
from door to door chatting 

with the good ladies in the neighborhood-who was getting 
married, who baptized, who was dying, 

SECOND WOMAN: and you had a few almonds in your apron 
pocket, and every so often 

you'd touch them with your fingers, squeeze them, so as to feel 
their firm shape, their sharp edge, like little boats shut tight 
which clench the white nut in their hull-

ALL THREE: We'd touch the hard almonds in our pocket, because 
the evening 

was very clear, your soul too was clear, and life was clear 
and it was fleeing from your hands without your realizing it. 

SECOND WOMAN: That's why, you know, deeper inside, beneath 
the words we were speaking, we would be silent 

and we'd listen to that great silence that swarms with 
unknown things. 

FIRST WOMAN: like when the curtain stirs by itself when no wind 
is blowing, 

SECOND WOMAN: like when the lamp we'd filled an hour ago 
dims, 

FIRST WOMAN: like when the dust settles on the iron case con
taining the wax wedding wreaths, 

THIRD WOMAN: like when, on the table you just cleaned, you find 
a piece of crumbled plaster;-straightway you turn your head 

up 
and the ceiling is in its place, and a big spider 
is struggling to hide from your sight-it doesn't hide. 
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ALL THREE: On summer evenings you couldn't bear going inside 
the house to lie down-

a little more time in the yard, a little more time to watch 
the world-

the world would come our way again like a good little donkey 
with two big ears that are hard of hearing-

THIRD WOMAN: every so often it would shake its left one 
to shoo a mosquito or a star. 

ALL THREE: We would bite our lips 
to keep from laughing out loud, lest the children sleeping 

inside hear us, 
FIRST WOMAN: lest our husbands hear us and think we had 

become silly children. 

ALL THREE: Things were fine then, and we didn't even know it
there in the yard with the welL 

The rocks were still warm from the daytime sun in the cool
ness of the night. 

Next door you could hear the warm chickens in the coop 
ruffling their feathers, 

FIRST WOMAN: and, down in the shallows, the fisherman singing 
in his boat 

THIRD WOMAN: and the big dry leaf of the loquat tree falling 
with a loud crash in time 

and later the silence grew more silent like the mirror left 
under the trees. 

ALL THREE: We'd recognize the sounds-make our acquaintance 
again with something kind, forgotten-

FmsT WOMAN: The turtle, unobserved, would creep slowly in 
the garden; 

SECOND WOMAN: tow glow-worms would light their little lan
terns to illuminate its way; 

FmsT WOMAN: the bee would sleep in the flower-you could 
hear it sucking its saliva; 

THIRD WOMAN: and the squeaking from the butterfly's wing-it 
didn't fit inside the carnation, 

it was constantly stirring, constantly tossing in its sleep. 
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ALL THREE: Our nostrils 
would recognize the fragrances one by one from the small 

watered gardens-

FIRST WOMAN: that's marjoram-our nostrils would say-that's 
mint, 

SECOND WOMAN: that's basil or chamomile or rose 
THIRD WOMAN: that's parsley,-and a smile would giggle inside 

us, 
as when you shake an old garment and there falls jingling to 

the ground 
a little child's ring which we had taken for lost. 

ALL THREE: Things were fine-and it's not right for us to be 
ungrateful to life-

those evenings when everything would join together and all 
would be reconciled, 

the broom, the moon, the dog, the canary-all one, 
FIRST WOMAN: and the moon, yes, was no stranger, it was ours, 

white, azure-like, warm, like a double-yoked egg freshly laid 
by the hen. 

ALL THREE: Ah, yes, indeed,-once in a while we'd have a drop 
of time to raise our hand 

and wipe the sweat from our brow; once in a while 
to utter an "ah" between two fresh green leaves. 

Kneeling at the trough, kneading the bread for the little ones, 
we unintentionally raised our eyes ;-at the window 
that little bird was standing and watching us-we forgot our

selves; 

THIRD WOMAN: I think the birds finished up the kneading for us 
while we watched-

SECOND WOMAN: maybe we finished it up too-who's to say?
we didn't shape loaves; 

THIRD WOMAN: we only shaped birds with the dough, sprinkled 
them with sugar, 

spread red and blue sugar candy on their wings, 
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put two sour-cherry pits on them for eyes;-our children 
greatly enjoyed them 

ALL THREE: and didn't even know what they should do: eat them 
or play with them. Only our husbands 

frowned and scowled, knitting their eyebrows-who cares? 
THIRD WOMAN: we, for once, did what we wanted, the way the 

bird and our heart told us. 

FIRST WOMAN: Comrades! Remember those spring sunsets, 
calm, silent, god-sent-the sea crystal-clear; 

SECOND WOMAN: masts and wet ropes and oars, gleaming dark
red, 

FIRST WOMAN: an anchor being raised-hanging on its tips were 
glistening necklaces-what coral, what rubies and gold

THIRD WOMAN: a young girl strolling alone on the shore below 
as if strolling 

in another world unto herself-her brow was not bent. 

SECOND WOMAN: Little islands would suddenly appear m the 
distance, far out at sea-

we had never seen them before, they weren't there earlier
THIRD WOMAN: azure, diaphanous little islands, lighting up all 

at once in the sunset, 
flickering like jewels, burning and dying; then 
turning to ash, melting in the night. 

ALL THREE: But we ourselves 
had seen them and knew they existed, and we knew that 

the world 
was great, greater than we could see, and we were not alone. 

FIRST WOMAN: And suddenly one twilight messengers arrived, 
they say, from a country 

a big country, far away, with millions of ships, with big 
white houses, 

SECOND WOMAN: people made of stone, they say, stand straight 
on tall columns, 

and they have many schools made of white stone. 
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ALL THREE: An uneasy feeling came over us-
their clothes were very new, their beautifully-decorated staffs 

very shiny, 
they didn't look us straight in the eyes; they were watching 

from above, seeing something 
we couldn't see. Huge fifty-oared ships were 
lined up in front of our little island. Their sailors 
did not set foot on our soil, did not enter our taverns; there 
they lay low in the ships waiting for the signal. Only 
these messengers here from the foreign land, and they were, 

they say, 
Greeks too. And they gathered our husbands and sons 

FIRST WOMAN: up on the upper parapet, where the rusty old 
cannon is, 

SECOND WOMAN: the one-eyed, easy-going cannon set there from 
our grandfathers' days for 

THIRD WOMAN: pigeons, sparrows, boys to mount and ride, pre
tending to be great horsemen 

on summer evenings, before dinner; for them to stick their 
hands in its empty mouth 

to catch the fairy's foot, perhaps, and become brave men. 

ALL THREE: They gathered them up there, 
and we, all around, glued to the doors. They spoke calmly 
( ah, that calm you smell before the storm) -their words 
we couldn't understand-we caught only their sound. "Sur-

render-they said-
or else we will destroy you." They said a lot, saying it in 

different words-
this is what we understood: "Surrender."-

FIRST WOMAN: Just like that, out of the blue? 
SECOND WOMAN: like that, with our hands folded? 
ALL THREE: We'd look up at our husbands-
SECOND WOMAN: their jaws taut-dumb-as if they were holding 

in their mouth 
a huge thunderclap. 
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FIRST WOMAN: And the others kept on talking-
their eyes growing ever smaller, their words coming ever 

faster; 
ALL THREE: their mouths ever bigger-they were swallowing all 

our air 
and we were left with none to breathe. 

Our men, stone silent, 
said something from within the stone, made some reply, 

FIRST WOMAN: said something about "honor," something about 
"country" (and this word creaked 

SECOND WOMAN: the way the foundation of the house creaks in 
the earthquake and you think 

all the windows will break and, with them, the good raki
glasses on the shelf on the wall 

FIRST WOMAN: the ones we kept for visitors) . 
ALL THREE: They spoke well-good for them-

"honor," "country," and they'd look down at their shoes. 
And then a word 

even more difficult, even greater-"freedom" they called it-

SECOND WOMAN: Yes, "freedom," and a great black light flashed 
up to the heaven's midst, 

FIRST WOMAN: yes, "freedom," and we didn't know what it 
meant-our eyes brimmed with tears, 

THIRD WOMAN: the sea below brimmed with tears, the shore 
turned ink-blue. 

FIRST WOMAN: A child 
broke out in sobs all at once, as if they had already slaugh

tered his father. 
THIRD WOMAN: Aunt Kostaina 

took one step forward, brought her hands behind her and 
untied her apron 

as if she would not do any more work; and then 
she struggled to tie it again more tightly,-she couldn't 

manage to. 

ALL THREE: We'd watch her hands tremble-enlarged hands 
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like the hands of our entire island;-they couldn't :find the 
apron strings; 

you'd think the strings had gotten lost, you'd think her 
fingers had grown soft. 

The silence was spreading all around;-you could hear only 
its creaking. Motions 

were slow to unfold; you'd think two or three years had 
passed 

by the time you'd shove your hand in your pocket, find a 
clove, and break it. 

THIRD WOMAN: Then the old grandma, hundred-year-old Mrs. 
Katina the herbalist, 

whose entire house, inside and out, was full of little sacks 
with nothing but herbs 

hung on the walls on rusty nails,-Mrs. Katina 
rushed up to the roof, possessed, carrying 
her straw mattress; she threw it on the terrace and began 
beating it with a thick stick as if she were spanking someone's 

bottom. 

ALL THREE: And suddenly 
what was that bright light, that uproar, that cloud of dust?

had her mattress caught fire? 
had her little sacks on the wall caught fire? From the ships 
were they firing cannon balls ?-when, by that time, had the 

foreigners set foot on our soil? 
Where did our people find the swords? The fortification walls 

were falling, exploding rocks, 
FIRST WOMAN: hot oil was bubbling in the gutters, blood was 

running, 
SECOND WOMAN: that double word, "Freedom or Death," thun

dered in the air, 
THIRD WOMAN: a handprint in blood on the tavern door-the 

door half-opened-everyone was running-
SECOND WOMAN: cries of "Freedom or Death" from the fortress 

above, from the shore below-
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ALL THREE: We were the ones shouting, were we not?-loud 
voices-pain and fear-

SECOND WOMAN: (between pain and fear, fear is the stronger)
FIRST WOMAN: pain and fear neither-the beams were burning, 

falling; 
THIRD WOMAN: the flag at Town Hall caught fire, blazed, 

fell in the twilight like a big yellow leaf-
ALL THREE: we turned a moment and watched-

the pole 
was still burning like a desolate finger that no longer 
had anything to point to. "Freedom or Death" -we were 

running again-

FIRST WOMAN: What freedom ?-what death ?-where had our 
children gone ?-we were running 

aimlessly, up and down,-the place was changing, you 
couldn't tell 

where our houses were-
ALL THREE: there weren't houses just big red tongues, 
THIRD WOMAN: in one gulp they'd swallow a balcony, a roof, 
SECOND WOMAN: a trough, a vine-arbor, a door, two windows, 
FIRST WOMAN: the church with the bell-towers-fear and pain; 

-neither fear nor pain-

ALL THREE: Ah, how did you utter "Freedom," how did you 
utter "Death" ? 

You had made your choice in advance-only Death. 

FmsT WOMAN: There wasn't a male soul left;-our eyes didn't 
know how to cry; 

SECOND WOMAN: the feet were running on their own-we didn't 
know where they were running; 

THIRD WOMAN: the mouth was shouting on its own-we didn't 
know what it was shouting; 

SECOND WOMAN: the eyes were seeing on their own-we didn't 
know what they were seeing. 

ALL THREE: All a blackness and redness;-a horse was running; 
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THIRD WOMAN: a cow was swinging its tail-shooing a fly-that 
is what we saw; 

FIRST WOMAN: a broken window pane in the grass; 
SECOND WOMAN: a cat killed on the tiles-it was no house
THIRD WOMAN: just the kitchen tiles ;-the cat' s one eye half-

open; 
FIRST WOMAN: a fireplace set out on the street;-a hen was 

cackling; 
THIRD WOMAN: an old woman in a rage snatched the egg-the 

egg was white, perfectly round-
she cracked it and sucked it-the whites were running down 

her lips; 

ALL THREE: Someone was shouting "my child, my child"- shout
ing from inside the wells; 

FIRST WOMAN: the blind beggar on the steps of St. Nicholas was 
still stretching out his hand; 

SECOND WOMAN: a soldier cut it off with one stroke of the sword, 
picked it up off the ground; 

FIRST WOMAN: the blood was gushing a river-"take it," he told 
him, he threw it at his knees; "my God" 

cried a voice-who cried?-"my God," it cried again. 
ALL THREE: And that voice "my child," "my child," "my child," 
THIRD WOMAN: from your toenail to the root of the hair on your 

head-it wouldn't stop. 

ALL THREE: And then, nothing,-a dumbness with foreign foot
steps ;-night fell. 

As for us, they bound our hands, threw us into the ships, one 
on top of another, 

tied sacks, soft sacks-there was nothing in the sacks, 
FIRST WOMAN: not even a trinket, nor a fork, nor a memory

empty. 
THIRD WOMAN: an empty that feels pain and has no voice, and 

utters no "ah," 
SECOND WOMAN: an empty sack-no, not empty;-it had bones 

in it; when an elbow inside 
would hit the wood of the ship, it made a thud, 

ALL THREE: a faint sound could be heard,-it was our bones 
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inside those sacks. They carried us here-slaves in a foreign 
land-

FIRST WOMAN: We don't know the place; our hand does not 
know the handle on the broom, 

SECOND WOMAN: the knob on the door, the corner of the table, 
the handle on the jug-foreign, foreign-

THIRD WOMAN: our nostrils don't know the air; don't recognize 
the smells. 

ALL THREE: The mattress full of nails-your turn left and right
sleep won't take you: 

and your memory full of nails-there's no place to lean your 
back; 

a single wall, high, without a corner to shelter yourself a 
while from the wind, 

a wall full of nails, like Mrs. Katina's-and where can you 
now hang the little sacks 

with the old herbs, where a pair of scissors, 
a basket of wild strawberries, a red cap, a little mirror? 

FIRST WOMAN: What can you do with the mirror? What's there 
to see-death's ugly face with the cut-off nose? 

SECOND WOMAN: the bare teeth in the black of night?-our eyes 
have darkened-they don't see; 

THIRD WOMAN: our eyes don't recognize the trees, don't recog
nize the sea; 

FIRST WOMAN: the sea has no saltiness, has no seaweed or fish
no smell. 

ALL THREE: Here, in secret at night, huddled together, desolate, 
with the black kerchief cast over our eyes, here we are still 

wondering, wondering without speaking 
did Melos exist, did we too exist, we women of Melos, 
did our island exist, and did we ourselves grow up there, and 

work 
and get married and bear children, which we no longer have? 

How did it happen? 
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How, indeed, can it be that we are still reflecting and remem
bering? It must mean, then, 

that Melos did exist, that we too existed, and that we still 
do-

FIRST WOMAN: and that word, one twilgiht, "country," is in us, 
SECOND WOMAN: and that word, one evening "freedom" is in us, 

in us, 
THIRD WOMAN: and that other one, freedom's mate, "death," 

grazes on our entrails, 
ALL THREE: like our husband's seed, and it swells and swells, 

filling us-
eh, pregnant again in our seventies, in our eighties, to give 

birth again 
to many children, a thousand children, island boys and girls, 

to give birth again 
to rosy-cheeked Melos 

Lord, have we gone out of our minds ? 
Lord, have we died and come out as nightwalkers from 

the other side of the world? 

Lord, have mercy, Lord, have mercy, Lord, have mercy
we cross ourselves;-there's our hand,-we see it, 
there it is making the sign of the cross, and there is its 

shadow on the terrace-a hand worthy 
ah, Lord, again to hold the bread, the infant, the knife, 

the flag. 

[Dawn is breaking in the distance toward the sea,-a fine rosy glow. A mass of 
little islands scattered here and there emerge-azure, diaphanous, far away, like those 
twilights back then on Melos. The old women look out. Their faces seem to be 
turning rosy-you'd think they are becoming young again. And their bellies, it's 
true, seem to be swelling, and there is Melos, there, there, a little more to the 
left with all its houses-not memory and dream-alive. The panes sparkle in the 
windows. Four fine young men down at the harbor on the coast road-two in 
front, two behind. Two large beams on their shoulders. On top of the beams they 
carry a white church. And the first potter passes by with his little donkey loaded 
with beautifully decorated jugs and pitchers. "Good morning, my elderly ladies," 
he says. "Did he say that to us?''-the old women wonder. "Good morning, our fine 
young man," they reply. He passed by. "Isn't it just like on Melos?'' said the one. 
"The young man? the pitchers ?-yes, just like on Melos," said the second without 
wating for an answer. "They are just like on Melos," said all three, and they 
opened their arms toward the sea as if they were stretching, as if awaking from 
a bad nightmare]. 

SAMOS, September-November 1969 



UPON READING AGAIN THE COLLECTIONS 
THE WJfLL IN THE MIRROR 
and 
DOORMAN'S BOOTH 

BY Y ANNIS RITSOS 

translated by C. Capri-Karka 

As time goes by, I discern more and more clearly that my 
work, in its evolution and its function, tends to turn ( unintention
ally, not by design) into a mockery, debasement and exploitation 
of every nightmare (whether night or day) and, more generally, 
of death. If there is some redeeming factor here, it is only the 
relief of the intensity of pain and fear (physical, moral, social) 
brought about by a controlled ironic attitude toward our "histor
ical" hallucinations within the community of feeling of a real or 
imaginary participation and complicity-within the community of 
a common fate. 

The dominated person seems to acquire the power-however 
questionable-of a dominator within this vague and uncontrolled 
domain-the power of a "visual fixation" of the nightmare, 
of a definition or even a transformation of it-something like a 
deliverance and a liberation. Thus, the inevitably tragic becomes 
a caricature (or something paradoxical-i.e. objectively remote) 
-perhaps more deeply tragic, yet containing the resolution of the 
tragedy ( = EAEO<;, pity) in a willful, final, smiling grimace 
which sometimes (througn poetry) turns into a real smile, into a 
disposition, a decision or even a strength for a new beginning, a 
new act. And this not only as a result of the influence of the 
aesthetic act on the reader or listener but within the reality of the 
aesthetic act itself. 

This exists and is even openly admitted in several earlier 
poems of the Testimonies, the T anagreans (for instance in the 
poem "Clang"), the Exercises, the wall in the Mirror, the Ges-
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tures, the Corridor and Stairway and even more often in the 
Doorman's Booth. 

There, the unbearable "individuality" of the personal dis
solves soothingly in the redeeming universality that encompasses 
everyone and everything. The lack of communication and under
standing settles into a compassion and forgiveness if not into an 
acceptance and agreement which allows the friendly "joke" or 
even sarcasm-something like a noble brotherliness extending 
beyond the differences and mutual accusation. (It is as if we 
are talking about an ethics of aesthetics.) Only in front of 
people very close to us (or perhaps also in front of complete 
strangers?) can we dissociate ourselves from any defensive or 
offensive pretense of seriousness or importance and to "joke" 
with them. Only in front of them can we disguise ourselves 
(like actors in the same tragedy or comedy) or even to undress, 
displaying one by one the clothes, the wigs, the beards, the 
feather hats, the cothorni, the masks, the wooden swords of 
the disguise;-actors in a real unwritten drama; actors who pretend 
to remove their make-up and get undressed after the performance, 
leading us to the consoling thought that the preceding "drama
life" was simply a "theatrical drama" that has ended and cannot 
be repeated on stage but that we can repeat much better. 

The real (and the reality of the imagination and the dream) 
is transformed into the imaginary and the tyrannical into an 
"amusing," a mocking parody. Not always, of course. Yet, one 
gets the impression that the simple reenactment of the twisted and 
twisting images of the nightmare and of the unbearable inexplica
bility of human existence (and their poetic transformation, meta
morphosis, distortion) gives (not only to the artist) a certain 
superb satisfaction that perhaps means an ability and a possibility 
for self-control and control and even a pure sense of the inex
haustible, of durability and even of success. 



DOORMAN'S BOOTH 

translated, with an Introduction, by C. Capri-Karka 

Introduction 

"Doorman's Booth," written in 1971, at the time of the 
dictatorship in Greece, is one of Ritsos' most significant works. 
The title of the collection implies a kind of observation post 
which permits a certain detachment. In the commentary that 
accompanies the poems, Ritsos writes that upon rereading them, he 
saw a kind of "mockery and debasement" of the nightmare that 
people endured, night and day during those times. He also real
ized, as he writes, that this kind of irony helped alleviate the 
pain. The poetic transformation of those nightmares could provide 
a degree of satisfaction and a sense of self-control. 

"So Much White" is an allegorical poem about the dictator
ship. It portrays the country as an empty, stark white store. It 
conveys the impression that its shopkeeper has died back in the 
lavatory "having in his pocket the coins from the last eggs he 
sold." Here the eggs are symbols of the country's future and 
tomorrow's hope. Although the shopkeeper is symbolically dead, 
the future remains unredeemed as long as the dictators are still 
in power. 

Written during the same period, "Deeper" is an allegorical 
expression of the psychological-and often real-withdrawal to 
which many people resorted during those years. They did this 
in order to avoid the oppressive reality of the conformists' world 
around them. The description of the dark place to which one 
descends deeper and deeper, with no walls, no roof, no staircase, 
no furniture and especially the detail of the curtains "suspended in 
the air by pins" suggests that the scenery is unreal. This is a 
symbolic representation of the psychological landscape of with
drawal. Yet, the poet suggests that this descent should be done 
"with rhythm . . . with continuity" because "there lies the only 
stable point." This is in sharp contrast to the absurd, chaotic and 
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stifling world of oppression from which the individual is trying 
to escape. 

The same dreary atmosphere and void of the dictatorship 
years is depicted in the poem "Near Dawn" which was written 
on the same day as "Deeper." This atmosphere is conveyed sym
bolically with the description of a night with no people and no 
traffic in the streets. Through the windows of the coffee shop 
"blurred by the vapors of sleeplessness" one can see the waiters 
"refracted, ghostly, succeeding each other behind the counter." 
The dreary repetition of this routine creates the feeling of idle
ness and void, culminating in the expression "nothing else; 
nothing else." The only hint of the cause for this situation is 
given by the exile camp image in the last line. Yet, the title of 
the poem "Near Dawn" along with the line about the coolness 
of the approaching morning provide an optimistic overtone and 
an assurance that this situation is only temporary. 

"Partial Resignation" begins with a series of images, a 
cloudy sky, a conjurer losing his top hat with the birds, and an 
acrobat who stops walking on a rope. All of these seem to imply 
the sudden disappearance of illusion from life and its replace
ment by the alternative of death as liberation from the pretexts, 
disguises and compromises. The title of the poem, however, 
"Partial Resignation" adds yet another dimension: it suggests 
that when man sees death as a relief, this essentially represents 
a partial resignation from life. Thus although one may discern a 
death wish in the text of the poem, its title modifies this wish. 
And that may be the point the poet is trying to make: the moment 
one stops accepting life as it is-with its compromises but also its 
dreams and expectations-he resigns partially from it. 

"Moving" is permeated by a feeling of deprivation and 
persecution as well as a sense of tragically stifled love. It begins 
with a traumatic experience, the "mothers died young," as the 
protagonist wonders: "how did we grow up like this in the 
hands of strangers?" It continues with the transitory nature of the 
life of a person who, throughout the years, kept moving as if 
persecuted: "We kept moving from one house to another every 
now and then." Among the things left behind there is a paren
thetical mention of some dirty pictures of naked women, one of 
whom was crying. This is symbolic of the traumatic experience 
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of a stifled love that may be connected with the mother's early 
death. 

In "Suggestion," one sees again how subtly the poet exploits 
one of the everyday nightmares, the disputes between people 
about significant and insignificant things, the aggravation that 
often becomes absurd and grows out of proportion. The admoni
tion "don't speak loudly, I can't stand loud voices" followed by 
the image of the hidden clock which, with its ticking, disrupts the 
unity of time, implies the poet's nostalgia for a calm integrated 
life instead of the cold world of dispute. This is conveyed by the 
final allegorical image of the train with a series of wagons over
loaded with coal-symbols of continuity, warmth and affirmation. 

"Decay" portrays a woman in a closed place, sitting on a 
trunk, as if ready to flee whenever necessary, and watching a 
caterpillar crawling on the floor. However, this caterpillar is not 
an ordinary one that just eats leaves. It is a green, greasy, rapa
cious worm which "ate the wood and now has come to eat the 
house." The title of the poem, "Decay," implying destruction, 
and the absurd and ominous qualities of the caterpillar are ex
plained if we consider it as a symbol of the totalitarian system 
that comes to abolish every freedom and stifle life. 

"Difficult Confession" is an allegorical poem. Although 
it deals with the terrible gap between theory and action, in 
essence it concerns those people who envision a better world 
but follow two entirely different paths in trying to bring it about. 
A gap exists between real commitment to action and the com
plete absence of such commitment. Ritsos implies a distinction 
between believing in and dreaming about a plan, and taking 
full responsibility and making the sacrifices needed in order to 
make it materialize. The poem suggests that theory can become 
a superstructure. Theoreticians are deluded into believing that 
they participate by constructing a plan although they are never 
able to work for it. Alternatively, they know deep down that 
they do not have the stamina and do not believe enough in their 
ideas to work for their realization. To admit that one belongs to 
this category is not just "a difficult confession" as the title 
suggests; it is an almost impossible confession. 

Also written in 1971, at the time of the dictatorship, "Trans
formations" refers to the terrible compromises people had to 
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make in those years in order to survive in the new situation, 
without realizing the consequences of such behavior. The black 
bear and the chains are used as symbols of the savage forces and 
the slavery to which man succumbs, little by little, before being 
fully trapped. There is a bitter sarcasm in the lines "I treated the 
black bear gently, I tamed herji first threw her my bread. Then 
my head.jNow the bear is myself and the mirror." There is no 
way for man to tolerate slavery, to submit to the dark forces of 
tyranny without being damaged himself. If you agree to live in 
an atmosphere of terror and violence, you become no different 
than the savage force: you turn into a bear yourself. The final 
image with the individual unable to sleep, walking and listening 
to his steps echoing down under the trap door, where the real 
chains lurk, suggests the inevitable fall. 

"A Relationship" is an allegory dealing with the poet's 
abandonment and neglect of his art. The old lady whom the poet 
has denounced personifies his art. The allegory becomes clearer 
if the poem is examined in connection with another poem of the 
same collection "Reverent Comparison" in which the old ladies 
searching in the dump are compared to the poet who searches for 
words. Also the white napkin the old lady "forgot" -rather 
intentionally-and the poet throws out of the window is the white 
paper on which he is supposed to write. She picks it up again 
and leaves it in front of his door. This gesture is a subtle admoni
tion to the poet to use his inspiration again. The title, "Relation
ship," suggests this connection between the poet and his art. 

"A Gesture" was written as a reaction to a climate of void 
and nothingness. There is in it a moment of reflection and inspir
ation. Man is in despair in this psychological wasteland where 
tedium pervades everything. Suddenly, unexpectedly he finds 
something pleasurable, something insignificant like the gesture 
of a woman who takes the dry flowers from the vase in order 
to throw them out but hesitates for a moment; she makes "a 
movement suspended, regretted even beforehand." She stops, she 
considers. If you talk to her, she won't hear you. This gesture is 
like the word the poet puts in a poem. It is a sparkle that ani
mates his mind and elevates him beyond the dreary reality. He 
feels for a moment as if he were free from the nightmare in 
which he lives: "(He) no longer care(s) that war has been 
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declared/and the big airplanes tear the sunset/with black double
edged shadows across the red" sky. 

In "Reverent Comparison," the content of the poem, com
paring the poet to the pitiful old women who wander in deserted 
garbage dumps, implies that at times like these-the poem was 
written in 1971-the role of the poet is almost insignificant. The 
title, on the other hand, "Reverent Comparison" (with the 
emphasis on "reverent"), counteracts the notion of wretchedness 
and insignificance usually attributed to those old women. In fact, 
what the poem suggests is that the function of the poet who tries 
to create by collecting images out of a prosaic and often ugly 
reality, is not very different from that of those abandoned crea
tures searching in the dump. 

The theme of "The Other Kind of Accuracy" is the futility 
of war and the belief in a world of peace where borders do not 
exist. Although the poem begins with the admonition to measure 
well, to calculate with accuracy the borders, this is soon reversed 
by the suggestion that in the process of measuring the borders 
one may discover "the great accuracy." The implication is that 
this is the only one that counts. And this will happen when 
one's fingers touch accidentally on the ground the clasp of Helen's 
belt, the woman who, symbolically speaking, was the cause of 
war between Greeks and Trojans, the cause of disaster and 
calamity. It is known, of course, that behind this woman, the 
real causes of the dispute between Greeks and Trojans, and most 
disputes between states, are economic; and those, the poet implies, 
would cease to exist if the borders were abolished. 

"Celestial Sympathy" depicts a life degraded and insignifi
cant alluding to the dreary atmosphere of the days of the dictator
ship, a time when many people felt as if they had lost their 
drive to live. It starts with the portrayal of dull lives in houses 
where people spend their days and conveys the feeling of im
prisonment, actual and psychological. These people search in 
the basements, in the closets, in the lamps, behind the mirrors 
for insignificant things and behave as if this gives them the 
illusion of searching for a way out. They look in the lamps for 
light (as in Cavafy's "Windows" the protagonist looks for a 
light, for an outlet"). They look for a broken watch, symbol of 
the time that has stopped, for a box of matches that do not light; 
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they look for things that were once familiar and became distant 
or, alternatively, for things that became dull. There is a kind of 
debasement in this survival and also in the paradox that people 
search for a piece of dried-up bread although "no one is hungry." 
The dried-up bread is a symbol of a stale life as if people have 
lost their appetite for living. The title of the poem "Celestial 
Sympathy" along with the use of the word "leniency" at the end 
indicates the poet's attitude toward these people. This attitude 
is a mixture of sympathy and pain for those who tolerate a 
debased life, deprived of any freedom, unable to react or resist. 

"An Old Familiar Dog" is an allegory about the attitude 
of many during the dictatorship. There is an irony in the image 
of a dog that does not bark because he holds a large bone in his 
teeth. The allusion is to people who were afraid to protest because 
they were thinking of their own survival. An added irony can 
be seen in the fact that the dog does not eat the bone although 
he does not let it out of his teeth. The implication is that people 
delude themselves when they think that their silence is a way of 
self-preservation. Most important, however, is the suggestion in 
the final lines, that the dog may have learned that barking does 
not protect anyone from thieves, which means that simple pro
tests are not enough and more drastic acts of resistance are 
needed. 

"Upwards," written four years after the start of the dictator
ship, is an allegorical presentation of the gradual debasement of 
many people in those times. Using the symbols "upwards," 
"down," "stooping," it conveys the corruption of people who, 
after some hesitation, debased themselves and made all kinds 
of compromises. In the beginning, those standing in the window 
were throwing golden coins and those in the street remained 
motionless, looking "upwards" without picking them up. The 
objects which they were looking upwards at, the contracted, 
hungry hand, the cloud, the clay statue or the big hook from 
which someone hung himself are not put here at random. They 
imply the hesitations of people who still had scruples, thinking 
of the hungry, of those who died, thinking of ideals that the 
clay statue may represent. But a little later, they overcame their 
reservations at the opportunity of profit. The poem ends with 
one man sitting alone in the dust, hiding his maimed hand in 
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his shirt. There is an irony in the contrast here; the hand of the 
man who makes compromises grabs the golden coins, while the 
hand of the one who does not, is wounded. 

"Orientation" deals in symbolic terms with the preparation 
of a complicated programmed plan-presumably the new regime 
-followed by the statement that the plan was known from the 
start to be doomed to failure. This failure is again presented 
metaphorically in the second stanza as a fall reminiscent of the 
imminent fall in the poem "Transformations." Also the falling 
stones in the well, symbolic of a collapsing world, define the 
protagonist's position as he hangs from a rope. The title "Orien
tation" implies that the protagonist has maintained his sense of 
direction in this chaotic world. 

As the title "On Two Levels" implies, the poem, using the 
rose bush as a symbol, works simultaneously on two different 
levels. The first stresses the idea that when the beauty of a 
woman blossoms and withers without marriage-without "the 
thin ring around her small finger" -it is wasted. On the second 
level one can extend this idea to imply that it is a similar waste 
when people's strength is spent without their goal being accom
plished. 

"After an Interruption" refers to the poet's feelings of numb
ness, inertia and dejection when he sits down to write again after 
a long unproductive period. He compares himself to an unmar
ried woman who, preoccupied with the day's housework, neglected 
herself. She forgot to even comb her hair. Looking suddenly in 
the mirror she realizes the abrupt change: she looks very old, to 
the point that she wonders whether she is already dead. This long 
interruption in his writing gives the poet a similar acute feeling 
of dejection as if the time of creativity is the only time he feels 
alive. Although the reasons for this period of sterility are not 
spelled out in the poem, the date it was written, 1971, gives us a 
hint about the reasons underlying his lack of inspiration. 

"The Miracle," written the same year, begins with the dead 
end Greece had reached at that time, when "everything was ex
hausted" including, by his own admission, the poet ("and myself 
first") . At this point he turns to the Greek tradition. As he wan
ders through the past he discovers some historical remnants: 
among the pebbles he finds "the holy skull of one of Achilles' 
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horses" and among the chamomile "the Patriarch's crosier;" he 
picks it up with reverence. By this symbolic act, the poet assumes 
the role of a spiritual leader of the nation and he steps onto the 
podium to speak to the gathering crowds. As he opens his mouth 
to speak, he suddenly realizes that he is mute and yet the people 
can hear him. At the time the poem was written, the poet was in 
fact unable to speak because he was persecuted by the regime. 
Thus the miracle was performed by his mere presence. His poetry 
was common property and although he was practically mute the 
people were able to hear his voice. 
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From DOORMAN'S BOOTH 

SO MUCH WHITE 

Behind the glass windows, the empty store, all white
whitest walls, whitest counters; on the counters 
white cases with white eggs. Only 
a big black fly fluttered against the window panes. 
And you were quite sure that the shop-owner 
had died a little while ago in the lavatory 
with the coins in his pocket from the sale 
of the last eggs-so much white unredeemed, 
so much white unclaimed, all alone, dazzling. 

DEEPER 

Much deeper,-he said-even deeper 
(yet with rhythm in the descent, with continuity) -there 
lies the only stable point. Little by little 
the eye gets used to the dark. You discern 
the lack of walls, the lack of roof, 
the lack of a staircase. Neither glass pane, nor mirror 
nor the old closet. The curtains 
suspended in mid air by pins. And the vibrations 
of your earlier steps imperceptible 
upon the copper milk-jug left 
early in the morning, with the spring dew, 
in front of the white, unsupported garden gate 
or upon the other clay jug that the silent woman 
is holding high up on her head. 
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NEAR DAWN 

Late at night, when traffic in the street starts thinning out 
and traffic policemen leave their posts, he 
does not know what to do any more; he looks down from the 

window 
at the glass panes of the big coffee-shop, blurred 
by the vapors of sleeplessness; he looks at the waiters 
refracted, ghostly, succeeding each other behind the counter; 
he looks at the sky with the white holes, through which 
the wheels of the last bus can be seen. And then, 
this: "nothing else; nothing else." He goes back 
into the empty room; he leans his forehead 
on the shoulder of his own statue (bigger than life) 
feeling the coolness of the morning on the marble, while 
down in the yard with the broken flagstones, the guards 
pick up the fragments of strings from the packages of the exiles. 

PARTIAL RESIGNATION 

It so happened that the day suddenly turned cloudy. The 
conjurer 

lost his top hat with the birds. The rope-walker 
tied his rope to the leg of the table. In the corridor 
last night's playing cards lay scattered. 
In the room upstairs, the dead man alone, lying 
on the bed with his clothes and shoes on 
his hands crossed, his eyes open, 
staring at the ceiling with that obvious nausea 
for all those pretexts, twists, disguises, 
for all those buttons on the pants, especially on the waistcoat 
when death is one, unsurpassed, alone 
and the elevator with the broken mirror is out of order. 



from Doorman's Booth 

MOVING 

Our mothers died early. How did we grow up like this 
in the hands of strangers. Winter mornings with a piece 
of bread soaked in water and a little sugar. The alarm clocks 
cut our sleep in half. We went out in the street unwashed. 
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We kept moving from one house to another every now and then. 
We were always leaving something behind-
a trunk with a few books, a broken mandolin. 
We would come by- so we said-on a Sunday to pick them up. 
We never did. And this cloth suitcase 
in the middle of the room, all scratched, 
with its straps spread out on the floor. Inside 
we had left an old talisman on a black string 
along with those dirty pictures we had seen a thousand times 
full of naked women, old fashioned, with wide pelvis, 
slender waist and large breasts. 

One of them 
was lying face down, as if crying. And she was indeed crying 
in front of the wall with the rusty nails 
from which were hanging an open pair of scissors and the 

suspenders. 

SUGGESTION 

Don't speak loudly; I can't stand loud voices. 
Everybody shouts ;-what do they gain ?-he said. If you speak 
more softly, I might believe you. 

The clock 
I have hidden it in the trunk;-it kept cutting my time 
into crumbs, as if for the winter's sparrows. 
Yet, I am not a bird,-I want my time intact 
without screams or noises like the train 
late in the afternoon, down the street, below Liosion A venue 
with a lot of wagons, one behind the other 
overloaded with coal and the shovels on top of the heap. 
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DECAY 

Deep in the inner space, without any trees, 
yet implying the trees that became chairs, 
stools, tables, chests. On the trunk 
the silent woman sits; she covers her legs 
she looks at the caterpillar crawling on the floor
a green caterpillar, greasy, gone astray, 
the same one who ate the wood and now has come 

to eat the house, 
the pictures on the wall and the rope hanging from the ceiling. 

THE DANCE OF A WOMAN PAST YOUTH 

Don't tell me. Let me guess-she says. I am guessing. 
I jump from one balcony to another, moving 
only the fingers of one hand. I unhang 
the white curtain. I throw it on my shoulder. 
I remember that I am barefoot. This makes me 
feel like dancing. I dance in the air. Look. 
My left leg is lighter. The right 
more skillful-! am followed, look, and I exist. 
Every rope, at its end, its very edge, always 
has a difficult knot to keep it from fraying. 
Isn't that the way it is with the unforseen?-always at the end. 
If I only could teach someone this dance. 



from Doorman's Booth 

BUILDINGS 

Was it you who hung the yellow blanket on the balcony? 
Was it you who made the sign of the cross over the bread? 
I was behind the wall. I saw the shadow 
of your left hand on the door. The knife 
I did not see it at all. 

The rest we omitted it all
how the word is formed, how the forest ranger 
walks alone on the hill, before nightfall 
and the stones roll down ;-the dogs bite them, 
carry them to the river, by the cauldron, where the women 
are quietly washing the clothes of the dead. 

Then, the dogs 
stand motionless, with their mouths open, showing their teeth, 
as if they held the same stones and looked upward-
those stones with which we built the uninhabited house 

without a roof. 

DIFFICULT CONFESSION 

It was I who took the nails and the planks. Do not betray me 
I could have not told you. I cannot. While the others, 
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naked in the sun, were hammering, He came upstairs 
dressed up, wearing his tie. He unfolded the plan, quite large, 
he pointed with his finger. He made me freeze. The hammers 

were not heard knocking. 
Now I do know the difference between paper and iron. The 

world 
split in two. Whether you say it or not, it will not unite. 
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TRANSFORMATIONS 

I treated the black bear gently-he says-' I tamed her. 
I first threw her my bread, then my head. 
Now the bear is myself and the mirror. 
I sit on the chair, I file my nails, 
I paint them red or yellow. I look at them, I like them. 
I cannot touch anything. I am afraid of death. 
Out of the chain around my neck I made a crown, 
I wore it on my forehead. Now, what am I to do? 
I should stand with my head high, always look 
upward. However, at midnight, 
in my new sleeplessness, no matter how I walk, 
I hear my steps echoing down under the trap-door, 
where the other chains hang from the walls. 

A RELATIONSHIP 

You have denounced the lonely old lady, her gnarled jaw, 
her crusty eyes, her black teeth. 
Now she wanders with the dogs in the dumps. 
Her hands are very long, very bony, clasped 
in an intact nobleness. She looks at your window. 
You throw her the napkin she forgot. She 
lets it fall on the ground, picks it up, folds it, 
she puts it under her arm, climbs the stairs, 
places it down in front your door-she doesn't come inside. 



from Doorman's Booth 

A GESTURE 

Here again is something that you like, unexpectedly, something 
insignificant like the gesture of a woman 
who takes the dry flowers from the vase 
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she does not dispose of them right away, she stops, she considers; 
a movement suspended, regretted even beforehand-
if you talk to her she won't hear-a gesture 
entirely deaf, like the word you put in a poem 
and then you turn around and ask: "did you say something?" 
And you no longer care that war has been declared 
and the large airplanes tear the sunset 
with black double-edged shadows across the red. 

REVERENT COMPARISON 

The coffee-shop, the drugstore, the bakery, one next door 
to the other, 

a little farther the small flower shop. People do not stop. 
Women look at their reflections in the windows just before 

nightfall. Behind 
the half-finished wall in the field with the mallows 
everyone throws his own things-cardboard trays, 
medicine bottles, broken cups, glasses, 
moldy flowers. 

It is there that the old women and the 
dogs gather, 

they search in the heap carefully, absentmindedly-they do 
not see 

the golden sunset; they search like the poets search for the poem, 
the most wretched old women, the abandoned ones, so happy 
with a dry orange rind, a piece of broken mirror, 
a blue medicine vial which still bears 
the white traces of the homeless snail 
and in its hollow the sound of the train to Larissa. 
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THE OTHER KIND OF ACCURACY 

Measure well, calculate with accuracy 
the borders, the distances; thus, crouched down, laying 
the yardstick on the ground; thus absorbed by the numbers 
you might-who knows-forget the borders; you might 
discover the great accuracy, alone and self-sufficient, 
as your fingers will touch accidentally, on the ground, the clasp 
of Helen's belt-the one she was wearing one evening 
on the walls overlooking the fights of the Greeks and the Trojans 
while behind her, like destiny, the black pregnant bitch 
was following, ecstatic, with her eyes half-closed. 

ENCOUNTER 

Nothing, of course, emerges entirely by itself. 
You also must search to find it. In the morning 
the sun enters through the east window, discolors 
the two purple armchairs; it stays awhile; then retreats 
leaving behind a feeling of calmness-this 
quiet fading away. 

And the flowers of the carpet 
trodden upon before, have their own right, they have 
their ears pressed to the floor; they listen 
to the rhythmic galloping of the underground horses. Then 
the silent woman enters; and you see 
that she is very careful not to tread on those flowers. 

The inconceivable can perhaps be endured by two people 
together 

although it never presents itself but only to one. 



from Doorman's Booth 

CELESTIAL SYMPATHY 

These houses where we spend our lives 
the same houses where we search every day 
in the cellars, the closets, the lamps, 
behind the mirrors or under the beds, 
for a hairpin, a jewel-box, a broken watch, 
for a box of very old matches-they do not light any more
for things we knew which have suddenly become 
so unknown and distant or quite the opposite; 
in these houses, under the tables 
for a slice of stale bread (who knows from which dinner?) 
not to eat it, of course (no one is hungry any more), 
only to discover it. 

And if someone 
enters the room at that moment, we 
immediately bite into the bread-despite the fear 
of breaking our last teeth,-there 
in the calm evening twilight of the room, 
in the deep sweet leniency of time 
in our own sympathy, for ourselves, for everything, 

for everyone. 

AN OLD FAMILIAR DOG 

We have known this dog for many years,-always the same 
always with a big bone in his teeth and he neither eats it 
nor lets it out of its teeth (and how could he bark any more?) 
except if every night, as we are asleep, he hides 
and gnaws it secretly and digging somewhere-who knows
finds a new bone for the next day; unless 
he has learned that barking is of no use at all 
it does not protect anyone, neither the house nor the garden 
neither the fountain nor himself from the moon, the time, 

the thieves. 
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UPWARDS 

That was all. From the window 
people were throwing golden coins. 

THE CHARIOTEER 

The others, in the street, did not pick thetn up. They remained 
motionless, voiceless, looking upwards 
perhaps at the contracted, hungry hand, 
perhaps at the cloud or the clay statue 
or at that big hook from where 
aunt Anna hung herself years ago. 
Then, they stooped and picked them up. You 
again stayed alone in the dust 
hiding your maimed hand in your shirt. 

ORIENTATION 

Economic plans, maps, compasses, drafting tools
we understood nothing of all this. The planning 
would always end up in failure. 

We, 
holding the rope, descended down, further down 
inside the ancient well, feeling on the soles of our feet 
the dark coolness of the depths. 

In the well's mouth, up there 
a tiny light (maybe the burning edge of our own cigarette) 
and the stones tumbling to the bottom 
defined a position for us inside the hanging world. 



from Doorman's Booth 

WE CONTINUE 

Every time he says "I am finished" he never finishes. 
At one time it is the window with the long, loose curtain, 
the next time the front leg of the chair, next the glass of water 

left under the bed near the shoes, 
above all the inside of the refrigerator-so artificially white
with the bitten red apple that is still preserved 
showing quite clearly the marks of the same teeth. 

ON TWO LEVELS 

This beautiful climbing rose bush leaning 
on the iron trellis-with a deeper red transformed 
(who knows by what secret process) into a noble pink 
almost silvery color-shines bright 
these spring days illuminating the stone staircase, 
the outside walls and even the coffee-pots inside the kitchen; 
only that this abundant wealth brings to memory 
those past (and future) autumns, when 
the flagstones in the yard, the storehouse, the cistern, 
even the rooms upstairs, the bookcase, the beds 
are covered with dry petals, stems, thorns, leaves 
and you have to sweep them off every now and then. 

That is why 

when we express our admiration to the lady of the house 
for her lovely rose bush-what color, what brightness-
she barely smiles in a sad and distant manner, 
as if the only thing she might desire 
was a very thin ring around her little finger. 
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AFTER AN INTERRUPTION 

When after several months he sat down to write something 
he suddenly felt unkempt, unwashed, forlorn 
like an unmarried woman who, busy all day 
with household chores, as she passes, in the evening, 
accidentally, in front of the mirror and catches a glance 
of her ungroomed reflection, she suddenly realizes 
that for the whole day she did not look at herself in the mirror: 
Has she, then, grown so old? Is she already dead? 
Why should she comb herself now?~The day is over. No one 
will see her-no one any more. She takes the black comb 
and starts combing, all the way down, her long hair 
as if she were combing a dead friend of hers, very dear 
and suddenly so estranged, with eyes closed and a wart on 

her nose. 

THE MIRACLE 

It's a miracle-he says-and even more than a miracle: 
There where all is expended (and myself first) , I discover 
among the pebbles on the shore, the holy skull 
of one of Achilles' horses-perhaps of Xanthos; I discover 
the Patriarch's crosier among the chamomiles; 
I pick it up with reverence; I climb the marble stairs; 
I don't pound it on the steps; the crowd gathers 
I step onto the podium; I hear my hair, loose on my shoulders 
become motionless; the crowd is getting impatient; they are 

pushing and shoving; 
I open my mouth to speak and I suddenly realize 
that I am mute and they can hear me. 



THE BODY AND THE BLOOD* 
(One more attempt at a poem for the Polytechnic) 

BY Y ANNIS RITSOS 

translated by C. Capri-Karka and Ilona Karka 

I 

There where the horizons were lifted with ropes, pulleys and 
torn jackets 

there where the knife reaches the bone 
there where one cry reunites the fragmented city 
after years and years of iron-bars, smoke, prison guards, knives 

in the back 
castrated cdlors, castrated sta:irsteps 
not even to greet a tree, your brother, a star through a crack 

in the door 
you got on the bus, got off at the wrong stop, got on another 

bus 
it was warm in the crowd in spite of the ·feigned indifference 
a stolen glance at the newspaper of the man next to you or in 

the eyes of someone farther down 
lawlessness of the heart, lawlessness of ·the small hand on the 

big ·clock 
blood flowing from hidden springs under the rocks 
you-he said-I know from your shadow on the wall 
you, from your hands in your pockets not meditating idly 
you, from your eyes in the depths of the world 
down to the deep "I know thee by the blade" -they were hoisting 

flags 
columns were rising from within black wel'ls 
columns in the shape of wells, columns suspended in the a1r 
column by column to build the huge temple up there 
*In the original Greek, the poem is written with no punctuation at all. While the 
lack of punctuation does not create problems in Greek-due to the flexibility in 
word order-, it may lead to misunderstandings in English. For this reason a 
minimum of punctuation has been used in this translation. (Translators' note) 
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young men and women pediments of fire with horses, with 
trowels, with mortarboards 

high up styLites of the ultimate era of essential history, 
Good morning you cried for three days and three nights amidst 

by tear gas 
like torches, fire-ships in distant seas 
fires upon fires, smoke upon sm(jke 
you burned clothes and shoes, letters, identity cards, tax receipts 
the ·first love poems in your most secret pocket 
for a single Identity of the one, of the many 
-'What was (he says) Its name? 
for a single fire cancelling nights and nights 
you should tell (he says) Its name. 

II 

One writes slogans on the wall, the other 
shouts slogans above the streets, the third 
framed by the window sings openly Romiosyni Romiosyni* 
they carried the wounded to 'the Hbrary 
a vine leaf like a paLm on the wounded knee 
sorrowful statues am1dst 'the smoke-where did you forget love 
students, builders, curses, posters, cheers, flags 
love is the dream, love is the world 
lowered forehead of the bull, more and more people are coming 
younger and older, schoolchildren with a handful of nuts, with 

knapsacks 
two red birds draJWn crosswise on their notebooks 
the newlyweds emerging from the photographer's 
they tie white dbbons on the iron gate 
Mind lottery vendors, an upright guitar, drugstore lamps 
night falls in the city, lighted numbers, closed theaters, 
closed notepads, underground poems, pierced flowers 
the hidden landscape emerges silently above tfue night from the 

unfathomable depths. 

*Romiosini, Ritsos's own poem, as set to music by Mikis Theodorakis, was 
banned during the dictatorship and became a symbol of the resistance to the 
regime. 
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Tonight is the time for everything-he says 
tonight the continuation of everything-he says 
tomorrow for a:ll mankind, for the whole future 
this is what he sa·id on the roof 
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he was holding a huge steering wheel and turning the city 
down on the asphalt one could hear the noise of the crowd 
a black dog, a basket, a small mirror 
two huge shoes of the bitter jester and the broken glass 
and the odor coming from the stove of the chestnut vendor 

large like a ship. 

III 

The one who was speaking within himself and was heard outside 
the one who climbed the marble staircase in two steps 
the one ·Who was waiting in the yard with a tall thistle 
the old woman who brought bread and salt in her chekered 

napkin, 
the girl with the rose, the boy with the bird and the kerchief 
the masses sitting cross-legged on the sidewalk, eyelids pierced 

by inner glances 
they brought aspirins, iodine, alcohol, cotton, gauze 
this one brought the fire in his palms, like two sparrows 
they tore the shirts for bandages 
their chests remained lbare 
because they were many and many more, and more arriving from 

moment to moment 
brotiherly phrases hastily written with red pencils 
brief messages of a silent revolution on the cars' windshields 
the streets lead here, the buses stop here, the hands entwined 
shreds :from old blankets of the exiles on the thorns 
cries and steel; he takes oH his shoes rubs his toes 
he has good feet, •wi·th his big toe he digs 
a hole in the ground and plants the key of his rented room 
because it is only the indivisible that can be shared fairly 
neither yours nor mine but only ours 
the streets flow like •rivers into streets 
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and ~he yellow waH takes on a rosy glow at the dawn of the 
great vigil 

while in the boys' pockets and the girls' armpits 
fragments of brief ancient fot'bidden hymns find shelter, 
long oleander leaves, cinnamon, chick-peas 
a young man got off his bicycle and stood on the bridge 
under the bridge were the red and green fish 
and a large yellow one drawing with its teeth a white curtain 
~he same one which stays at home when we are away and 

dreams vaguely of the future 
and the rings one by one dink on the water steps with little 

sounds 
like those of the prisoners' wedding bands on the iron bars 

when night falls 
or like that of the mimeograph hidden in the underground 

basement 
which on its own continues writing ~he future poem of the 

newly executed heroes. 

IV 

Old faded building with two semi-circular marble staircases 
in the past there were palm-trees now you can't see them 
a hankerchief stained with blood and sperm on the dry grass 
like a white spot in the center of the circle, the endless periphery 
dominated the city, the sulburbs, the distant lumber yards 
Upper Patissia, Thimarakia, Pangrati, Gizi, Kesariani, Petralona 
the smell of fried potatoes in the narrow sea-side streets 
old rusty ships, new ships, winches, crates 
further down the impatient sound of the youthful voice on the 

radio 
the glow of a cigarette, even further the sorrow of death 
red stdps, red vigil, the guards !blow by blow 
Megara answers, Thessaloniki, Volos, Preveza, Ioannina, Drama, 
Arkadhi, Messolongi, old man Theodore* with his old helmet 
a flood of people inside the gate, outside the gate 
a broken chair, a blue tube of quinine 

*Theodoros Kolokotronis, one of the leaders of the Greek War of Independence. 
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a glass on the earth, the third flag, a twig of musk on the 
threshold 

\here where we stayed silent with two boiJ.ed potatoes and five 
cigarettes 

here where they had nothing to .give but their lives 
and it seemed to them too little ~in youth's greatest hour 
the girl with the red dress rwept 
the boy with the blue shirt ~wept 
a moon sifted bran 
more people ·came, passed through, they will come again with 

lanterns 
beyond death, before resurrection, never dead 
young fighters of the people, suibsistence day workers, their heads 

on card-board trays 
ai, ai the old women shouted, children of our children, more 

than our children 
we'll comb your long hair with big combs for the big wedding 
the blood flowed, the blood merging with blood, faces and 

hands turning red 
the road turned red, the houses, the bread, Aretusa's balcony 
meeting of the red with the rejuvenation of the aging world 
a child sat in the middle, looking at his nails suddenly made 

to grow by the sun. 

v 
Fear, uprising, bitterness---who is first, who second, who third 
sleepless eyes without outline, lost ~in ·their wandering 
gaze transfixed here, there, nowhere, everywhere 
lips burned by the intensity of the slogans 
the hoarseness and the uniknown of •the coming night 
children who suddenly grew tall, figures etched against the red 
beards and hair grew and so did hands toward unhesitating 

gestures 
the one with the glasses, with the chekered pants, with a flag 

at the top of the stairs 
he shouts, he shouts, they are throwing newspapers in the fires 
~this one is holding the railings, the iron gets warm in the palm 

of his hand 
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the four seated on the ground with leaflets, 
the vials, the flasks from the chemistry la:b, the vacuum tubes, 

the radio transmitters 
those who keep still, eyes roving, waiting to hear 
the one who hears the norhingness among drenched black 

umbrellas of the old corridor 
among empty clocks with their insides ripped out* 
the one who was cut in two, each opposing half equally right 
and suddenly whole again making love with his statue and with 

the world 
crossed flashes, news reports, flags 
teeth under the ground biting the roots 
here is the new beginning, the sole song, the cut lemon 
a large poster at the gate of the fists of the proletarians. 

VI 

The noise from the tanks' catterpillars, the raised 
hackle of the night 
"brothers" they first cried "brothers, brothers" 
then "killers" they shouted "mercenaries, killers" 
"stretcher-bearers, slowly, more slowly" 
exit slowly, stay slowly, go back slowly 
hide a piece of fire in your inner pocket, hide the flag 
first door, second door, third, hushed voices, mufHed 
the time will come again, there will be trees, afternoons at the 

thresholds 
with a morsel of bread forgotten in one's mouth in front of 

the new moon 
shut off time that opens time, streets with lamps lit 
here lay down the dead, cover them with a blanket 
they too feel cold, if we don't take care of them, tomorrow 

we'll turn them into statues 
the one with a lyre, the other with a sword, another with a 

bird on his shoulder and one sandal in his hand 
we kept the correct measurements, the same measure as our 

companions 

*The Greek word Ritsos uses in the original is "a-n:A.<X)(va" [entails], as if the 
clocks were living beings. 
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the same one the proletarian keeps in his back pocket with his 
comb and his house key 

together with two cloves and a box of matches 
the hand knows, it navigates in the dark, it finds the knee, the 

lamp-glass 
it knows the four corners of patience, the earthen plate, the knife 
if the match delays in lighting it's because it is awaiting the 

right moment 
lean a bit and get some rest, then again 
there on the shelf the stuffed bird-it pretends to be stuffed 
it sits on straw, expecting a secret egg 
inside the egg sit the feathers, the beak, the song 
you shouted, you stopped, you are silenced, you will shout 

ai, ai, my children 
the eyes of the dead glow so that you may write in the dark 
softly good night, softly good morning, I take your strong pulse 

loudly Good morning. 

VII 

In this story, many todk part as well as others who did not 
appear at all 

hidden behind memories or behind iron gates or behind 
old shutters scratched by the na,ils of time 
and others who prepared a big loaf of bread and with their 

pocket-knife carved a cross on it 
and the old women gathered in the kit:chen; Lord have mercy, 

Lord, have mercy 
one eye on the window the other on the sieve 
the third eye on the street with the policemen, with the smoke, 

and the sdldiers 
because the napkin on the table is fluttering again 
with its warm round shoulders it nudges the other bird deep 

inside them 
and the old women are again ready to give birth, apart that 

their children are playing with death 
iJf you try to say I will return, you fear you will again be proven 

a liar 
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the obsta:cles are great and so is the swollen forehead of the 
smoke 

the tailor, the carpenter, the undertaker have all closed their 
shops 

the old man is sitting on the planks dealing stolen cards, 
three at a time, it cannot be won 

how many times we said "amen" and then were struck down 
again 

the mouse pecked out from its hole and again retreated 
the rest of the holes were not for the mice, air came through, 

they opened to the outside 
pieces of belt towers, of clouds, of butcher-shops signs 
a hand holding something, a leg with stiff joints 
it does not kneel, in knocks on the sidewalk like a wooden leg, 

Eke stone it approaches the door 
then the plaster falls off and the seventh stone topples 
a gapping hole in the ceiling, a one-eyed sky 
others will come they'll tell the rest, only do not forget~he said 
do not forget what happened, what is happening here and now 
because otherwise_;he said-nothing can be done with windows 

shut, with eyes crossed 
with strings from cardboard glassware cases carefully wrapped 

by neglected old folks 
with strings saved in the drawer among receipts for water and 

electric bills 
or in the pockets of the black coat hanging in the closet without 

moth-balls 
while outside the noise was fading, absorbed by the last gun 

shots 
and by the huge bus burning at the corner of Patission and 

Sturnara. 

VIII 

There are of course things that have no words, they are not 
found, they are not searched for 

if you try to say them, they are no longer things, they turn into 
dust or smoke or at best fHcker 
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words sma:ll, great, brief, words of nighttime, butterflies of the 
night, white, black 

the fire attracts them, it engulfs them, they burn quickly 
a faint hiss from the hit of fat from their wings, from their 

antennae 
a crackle elsewhere, two sparks of yellow or blue 
and again the fire and things in front of the fire lit up redder, 

magnified 
di££erent are the butterflies of the night in a woman's hair 
or near the glass of the lamp-these have different names 
as do the footsteps on the asphalt and the screams 
cutting across the headlights of stopped vehicles 
four bodies and four flags under the iron bars 
I am-she says-an old woman tormented by a thousand deaths 
frightened by one thousand and eleven fears 
of pain I do not speak, I bite my tongue, I spin a bit of wool 

on my distaff 
I will not ba·ck off at any cost, with this yarn I want to knit a 

large ship 
and on it will be many good people and flags and vidlins and 

corn and a chicken 
and a small red spool of threads left over from holy week vigils 
a toothless old woman gone dotty, my son, my hands should 

be kept busy with something 
otherwise I'll shake off my skirt and wave it in the air all 

naked in the streets 
I cover my bwbies lest they catch cold. so they put me with them 

in the dungeons 
you tell me how one discusses things, how one turns them into 

actions 
ah my great woolen ship with wooden crates on the open seas 
it comes and goes in the world knowing no bounds and being 

soft, it cannot sink. 

IX 

Then when she .left the candle on the stair landing, she said: 
"be careful" 
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>lest your nightgown catch fire as you pass by barefoot with a 
comb in your hand 

gathered under the stairs are those who survived 
they may bang on the door with their fists or the butts of their 

guns 
don't open, they'll break it in the end 
the shadows of the barrels do not cover the whole waU 
the marble head emerges over them, winks its eyelid, they 

understand 
the footsteps in the street grow fewer, they go in deeper, inside 

the ground 
another one stopped to piss on the jewelry shop window 
they will return later to light more fires, to burn books 
to break the gbss staffs, stony hands in the ashes 
the bookcase fallen flat, philosophens' portraits, in the corridor 

broken window panes 
newspapers, peg tops, shel'l ·Cases, hair, vials, kerosene, chalk 
here is the proof, they said, they invited reporters and this and that 
admit, they say, anarchy, beards, :broads, fucking on the stairs 
some they carried to the security police 
some to the precincts 
others to the morgue 
still others hastily to open pits 
undefined names, street, number, .family, mother 
and he said again, mother oh mother, worn wedding-ring 

washtub, bleach 
wait for me three blocks further up 
in the sawmill I have left some bread and an onion 
I wmpped the flag around its staff and shoved it under the 

mattress 
to prick me in the dbs, in my backbone, not let me forget 
since when the heaviest silence falls, it is then that the greatest 

vigil is starting 
and of course this vigil is not heard but in the joints of the 

slaughtered. 
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X 

After the tanks the quietest silence, they gathered the burned 
vehicles, the ashes 

they washed off the blood at the eaily dawn 
they carried away the dead to the iron gate, the broken trees 
the young did not return home 
shadows ,wander around the telephone booths 
from window pane to window pane the face of the extinguished 

fire 
they found the one hanged in the rented room 
the other in the locked doset 
the other with his forehead on his knees as if reading his last 

book 
a small mirror on the table was lying upside down, not wanting 

to see 
a pot, an ashtray, the canary in its cage without any water turned 

stiff as bone 
the girl will cry when she returns, .fortunately we let our beards 

grow 
so that it does not show that we are unshaven, there are no 

razor blades in the stores now 
or in the veterans' kiosks-who knows 
little birds have escaped from the tall palm trees, they stopped 

in the narrowest street 
Gayiar Gayiar the woman was calling in a low voice, her dog 

in the basement had died 
how early in the afternoon the street 1lights were lit as though 

the streets were sick 
and the old rooms are sick and students' beds empty 
and the sheets stained with dry sperm 
and the water in the glass pretends to be drowsy in order not 

to be betrayed 
the man who drank a few drops of water is missing, we don't 

know where he is 
small flags breathe like conspirators inside the buttoned shirts 
you dial the number with your finger for the fourth, the fifth 

time, there is no answer 
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the circle returns creaking to its position, round and round it 
looks like a zero now 

those whom they hid in the pit shout louder at night. 
Not a zero, not a zero, be alert, they shout, be a'lert. 

XI 

They come, they go, they come again, footsteps are heard, then 
cease 

silence is crowded in the corners, censored post-cards from exile 
are thrown in the air 

48, 52, 67, 69 and large torn pieces of rough paper get tangled 
between their legs 

from the small window up there, you lodk down 
kiosks with dark glasses, glasses for the sun or rather for the dark 
the newspapers adjust easily to the new events 
the pockets become adequate for the fingers, people, history 
an old streetcar discarded in the field amonng wet nettles, thorns 
other meanings gather in loose change in the beggar's hat 
the old woman says to the girl: wait I'll wash your face I will 

wash your 'Clothes 
the old man lights the fire, puts a pot on it 
like the time V angelis left a Hower on the table and all of a 

sudden everything 
had become inexplicable, puzzling and yet beautiful since forever 
and we were sad that we had not yet understood it 
and Martha says these are not excuses, no 
nor arguments she says-in the summer when we went to the 

seashore 
here is Peter, here is Lefteris, Katina, Niovi, Kakia 
after distributing the leaflets there were urchins and starfish 

on the sand 
a great poetic anticipation with fruits and boats 
when man takes off his clothes the world changes face 
between two rosy pebbles you can believe in a great work that 

certainly will come to pass 
sma:ll drops fall ,from the hair from the nipples of the breasts 
those things which we had considered superfluous were coming 

back: a basket of vine twigs, a white sheet 
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a little nap at noon among seashore pinetrees and cicadas 
otherwise-Maria says---we would not know the reason for the 

struggle and for everything 
it would be a feeling as impossible to convey as a closed bar 

with broken glasses, as if the blame were mine 
I was standing out in the street looking in through the window 
and I saw one of my shoes lying rhere on the tiles though I 

was wearing both shoes 
and I even bent down to tie my shoe-hKes to make sure and they 

were really there 
until I finally remembered that I was an outlaw and I took off. 

XII 

What they called, in sum, glory or rebellion or sacr.ifice 
a day so transparent as if nothing blameworthy had happened 

the night before 
a little farther down one could already hear the cheers 
the window-panes were 'changing color, red dominated 
the music wandered elsewhere, ta'll stools remained empty 
the windows were being transformed into doors-he was saying-

'Tll go out" and he went up in the sky with great ease 
aibove it all very naturally, then again 
the windows would turn into windows agam 
more narrow than before, more closed 
then only the wall 
then nails on the waLl 
unwashed shirts hanging from the nails 
is it here that will we stay then, here will we wander? he had 

asked 
the only thing he picked up was a bunch of ,flowers that fell 

on the light with a sound 
white flowers, not one had sHpped out of the wet string 
they brought the bowl, took out the gold fish, drank the water 
from the apart'ment house across the street, people were shaking 

towels as though dusting a non-existing lamp 
nobody is in a good mood; when the evening falls 
like a severed hand in the fleeting search headlight of the fire 

engine 
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the city emerges visible at the edge of the smoke ,with the burned 
beams 

strange motives create unexpected situations 
just like the numerous wreaths in the •cemetery porta'! 
like a glass coffin that stands upright and walks alongside the 

flags 
and the dead one dimbs on the stadium stands wrapped up in 

cables and cheers 

XIII 

Nothingness is the easiest-he says-it takes shape very quickly 
especially if it is the hallway with the old mirror and the 

muddy galoshes 
the white raincoat on the faded coat rack, two apples on the 

black chair 
have a good trip he had said, have a good trip and the suitcase 
laying open on the floor, with scattered handkerchiefs, underwear 

and socks 
many projections, palm trees, swings, fruits, pulleys 
without baggage, delbts and responsibilities, the nothingness is 

easy-he says-
Yioryis was sitting in the park watching the legs of the girls 

passing by 
a golden ring hung from a:bove 
the nut-vendor was lame, very skilHul in making cones out of 

newspa~pers 

the others in tall glass high-rises with electronic computers 
were forecasting the predictions, arranging the machines, what 

chance have you got 
but the people, he says, have only two hands, they have the 

secret solidarity 
a head heavy from beatings against the wall 
bits of torn papers burned in the ashtray and you 
you had to talk a:bout the difficult things, the enormous, the 

explicit, the obligatory 
like the guard at the cement gate two nights, three nights, fighting 

sleepiness 
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and how to ·find the time to take from his pocket the small 
mirror, the wmb 

to comb back a bit his moustache which has suddenly grown long 
and as he fell asleep still standing up, Karaiskakis* came at 

midnight and combed it for him. 

XIV 

Priority of water, bread, sleep, repetitions 
the root twisted under forgetfulness, we'U meet again 
at the corner of the fruitstore and the florist's there is traffic, 

lights in the evening 
the train passes through the tunnel loaded with frozen fish 
loud voices nailed on wooden ·crates 
other needs interfere, other images, these fade into the distance 
hairdressers in red wigs return home at dawn 
factory workers with screwdrivers, pliers, rolls of leaflets 
hlind musicians enter the stations, they sing of the ailing city 
gypsies, fortune-tellers enter: "You will have great luck" 
black will turn to white, let your heard grow down to your chest 
when the tin drums beat at night, wait at the bus stop 
there is a house of bullet-proof glass 
inside one can see a grand piano, beauti!ful chairs, portraits 
in the rooms downstairs the rats are conspiring 
I got a letter with a hla:ck mourning envelope, they'll light 

candles, they'll tell stories 
about the dead, about children with sling-shots, about pine trees 

in the storm 
a sunken ship, a moon torn diagonally 
the telegraph operators are at their posts 
typists with golden nails await the latest docmnents 
I can't stand-he says-this chaos, the spirit-lamp, the cup, the 

cigarette butts, my hair 
I bite my finger, I put a second sole on my army boots 
to harken to the root in the earth as it shapes the 'leaves in its 

mind. 

*Georgios Karaiskakis, another hero of the Greek War of Independence. 
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XV 

We secretly moved the scales, we weighed legumes, words, 
knives, watches 

We wrote numbers in notebooks on boards 
adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing 
the sum always coming up short, we would start again, you were 

missing 
Helen was standing at the door, illuminated 
by the window of the dairy shop across the street, her forehead 

tinted light blue 
the rosy glow under her chin, her hair violet 
she might have finished her calculations 
her left hand was ·very gentle 
she might have answered if you'd asked her 
her head already bent as if she meant: "yes" 
a bus ·would pass by every twenty minutes 
you had to calculate accurately in order not to wait 
the light is denser in the muddy potholes 
V angelis had an itch-Hind as he was when it came to women 
his clothes emitted an odor of intercourse as well as nicotine 
the younger men smoked more now 
and so did the girls so as to lessen the difference between the 

sexes 
later when I went to the upstairs rooms 
I was again struck by the smell of illegal antimony* 
yet I 'COuld not forget, I shouted even louder to cover myself 
Peter was standing austerely at the door 
the sound of the typewriter was heard behind the curtain 
each was thinking in isolation, the dead know nothing about 

their glory 
death becomes more diffrcult, the compromises and speculation 

would soon start 
the value of the idiosyncracy-he says-the planar dimension of 

the cube-he says-
they hung a huge red towel in the bathroom 
the whole bathroom covered with shiny black ·tiles 
*Antimony is an important component of the alloy used in printing. "Illegal 
antimony" is an alJusion to an underground printing press. 
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smelled of perfumed soap, lotion, cologne, toothpaste, styled hair 
there was no smell of a human body, of sperm, of an athletic foot, 
of a mouth deeply kissed, I went out to piss on the grass. 

XVI 

The buses were coming from the outlying neighborhoods early 
in the morning 

crowds, workers, clerks, children, women with 'little make-up 
hot sesame !buns,* newspapers, the city was deserted in the 

mornings 
the same movements, the same black headlines, a light fog 
a gray coat, moth-eaten, in Haftia 
while everything looked the same it was apparent that something 

had changed 
on this bee a cut from a hastier shave 
this girl silent, her hair swept up by the gust of a secret revolution 

will betray her 
this boy his left hand in his pants-pocket still clutching 
his morning erection, he is gloomy-he read while eating his bread 
the evening leaflet-the bulldozer has started working 
this noise is necessary it covers the embattled silence 
it goes along with the ·vein, with the hammering inside the temples 
a pair of pliers on the chair, a dream with bitten tongue 
a saw on the floor, a comb in the !builder's backpocket 
a ladder, a fragmented song with the words changed 
a wooden crate with drops of whitewash 
because up on the construction sites there is cement which sets 

quickly 
so then those nights with the red window panes were not forgotten 
fires on the sidewalks, thee free voices of the besieged 
the complete concordance, the simple dialectic, the shared cigarette 
the old women each with a bag of sugar, a little coffee, oranges 
words and things that belong to all of us, he said 
the greatest night ends with flags. 
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XVII 

What had been said many times was coming back 
with a different meaning-now .&lekos with his belt tightened 
has the expression of an angry child after a rock~throwing fight 
behind his back are hidden small rivers and trees 
Martha is wearing her blue dress, her hair 
is styled in the manner of an old Sunday that arrives from the 

future 
Dimitris appears from the wall, the wall doses behind him 
How does a mountain approach with only one tree and steps 

:carved in the rock 
under the tree is a fountain where leaflets are floating. 
Strange-Maria says-! had saved two wax~candles in the drawer 
they melted without my lighting them, I found only the yellow 

wicks 
many things are burning by themselves submitting to their own 

time 
at night in my sleep I hear large trucks 
entering the church courtyard, I turn on the light-switch 
I ·look at my reflection in the mirror and I appear so much like 

myself, so much like a stranger 
I want to paint my face red and Meropi 
was bringing roses from the garden as if she had a sudden 

amnesia so after a:U it seems men 
are cut from a different cloth-let me bring you some fruit from 

the refrigirator 
nonsence-Alenxander said-nonsense, I saw them 
handsome horsemen on their tall black stallions 
the horses' hoofs hardly touching the marble staircase 
warrior dancers dashed toward the temple holding the reigns 

for a moment 
they were standing motionless in front of the life-size icons, 
their eyes-sparks fixed upon the painted eyes 
a rage for the many denials and replacements of the saints 
the manly pride facing the anemic sorrow 
a moment only and then they grabbed the reigns and dashed out 

into the sun 
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behind them motorcycles were speeding, they could not overta:ke 
them 

the eye-glasses of the myopic man broken on the treshold 
and the black cap bristley on the stones waving like a whole 

forest of trees 
remember history in its great moments 
the rest is whining for deserters and eunuchs. 

XVIH 

Then the suburbs became deserted, the trees had vanished 
a long yellow afternoon was hanging from the barbershop's 

mirror 
the chestnut vendor's cart abandoned in front of the carpenter's 

shop 
I have a splitting headache-Martha said-a hum from things 

I do not know 
those that happened and those that are yet to happen 
and I am in it myself, I am holding a comb yet I do not comb 

my hair 
we hesitate between some fear and a victory-Alex said-
at an unknown point and the meaning of the delay is itself vague 
what ahout, where from, what for, I have cut-Anna says-a 

hole on the window pane 
a smooth hole without breaking the glass, I put my finger through 

it 
as if searching an empty eye which nevertheless can see 
it is .from the <lack of sleep, Peter says 
rather it is from the waiting-Martha says-
and it is because of something we have to do and do not know 

what, how or when 
and the candles blow out in front of the door or vanish behind it 
as you thrust a stick in a quicklime pit and expect 
to find the meaning of the gesture or to find a word 
because ·this must be made to continue 
otherwise nothing has happened 
and the young people who were killed must be angry at us 
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and in the evening they will sit on low stools pretending to 
embroider a pillow case 

lest they see our eyes which lost the target 
and they will raise silence up higher like the wick of the old 

forbidden lamp 
when the dog entered the room he sensed our remorse right away 

from the dense cigarette smoke 
he pretended not to understand either, he only pulled the edge 

of Maria's dress 
and left noiselessly as if he were wearing the sneakers of a dead 

man 
then we a:ll got up at once, went out into the street at midnight 
and wrote on the walls of the bakery, the cement fa:ctory, and 

the florist's 
that same word anagrammatized 
ATNAGARG ATNAGARG ATNAGARG 
and then we heard dearly ahove us the deep breathing of the 

hidden flags 
ATN.AGARG ATNAGARG ATNAGARG 
that's what the flags were shouting. 

Athens, Kalamos 
November 17-December 19, 1976 



A SELECTION OF SHORT POEMS 

BY Y ANNIS RITSOS 

LIGHT 

A small twig of an almond tree 
in front of the window, 
only a small twig 
hides half of the village. 

Love with its palm 
hides the whole world. 

Only the light remains. 

translated by C. Capri-Karka 
From Exercises 

SMALL LONELINESS 

In the corner of the yard, among the soapy waters 
a few roses bent under the weight of their fragrance. 
Nobody ever smelled these roses. 

No loneliness is small. 

translated by C. Capri-Karka 
From Exercises 
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IMAGINATION AND REALITY 

"Insignificant actions," he said, "insignificant people, insignificant 
furniture, 

vases, ashtrays, ink wells, 
limp tables, hollow beds-repetitions." He held himself, 
with both hands, from the air, as if from the beam 
of an invisible roof, and remained there, suspended. 

Someone passing by, with a loaf of bread in his hands 
stopped for a while and asked him: "What's going on, 

my friend, 
why are you stamping your feet, why are you holding your hands 

up high?" 
He cut a slice of bread and offered it to him. 

The other took it, brought it to his mouth, looked around 
surprised 

and thus, with his mouth full, he started speaking 
clearly, simply, warmly, almost joyfully. 

translated by C. Capri-Karka 
From Exercises 
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COUNTRY LANDSCAPE 

A table in the coolness of the room. Three chairs. 
Grapes on the tahle; ice~cold water. 
The red of the tomato against the white plate, 
the sweat of the salt on the cut in its flesh. 
Small names of vegetables and fruit circulate in the hall. 
In the mirror on the wall, the sky. Outside the door 
watermelons, pears, green beans, okra, eggplants
God's little garden. How does the brook 
walk around in small, leaping little steps. A blessing. 
A hand making the sign of the cross. 
The hand's shadow, humble on the glasses. 
Small, sacred, orderly landscape. A little later 
a huge vaulted palm of holiness 
throws its shadow on the golden, blinding noon. 
Lord, please, let us not see either ahead or behind. 
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translated by C. Capri-Karka 
From Summer School 
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NOON 

The sun here doesn't fool around-'this wrathful sun, 
all-powerful, 

with his knit brow, square jaw, 
his hairy chest stripped bare from his shoulders to the sea. 

One month. Two months. Many. 
We have counted them out, backs laden with stone and dread, 
bent finger tapping the shoulder of the jug 
to listen for the sound of the water inside, 
as we listen to the voice of the woman behind the door, 
or as the woman listens to the voice of the smallest star, 
or as the star listens to the bleating of dusk. 

Noon here is too long, 
long as a Sunday in the country without children 
-noon lasts from morning to evening. 

If we thirsted less, we would not think about it, 
if there were a tree on a slope or on :the island's peak, 
if there were a fistful of shade, less bitterness, less injustice. 

We don't remember the shape of a tree-is it perhaps 
Eke a great banner of water? 
like a "thank you" heard long ago? 
Hke a beloved hand that has found your own? 

After ~tomor-row we'll plant a thousand trees. 

translated by George Pilitsis 
From Petrified Time 
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FAMILIARITY 

A sun of stone went with us 
burning off the desert wind and thorns. 
The afternoon rested on the sea's selvage 
like a bare yellow bulb in some deep forest of memory. 

We had no time for such things-'but even so 
now and then we'd look up, and there on our blankets 
with the dirt, the oil-stains and the olive pits 
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a few leaves from the willow had remained, a few needles of pine. 

And even these had their weight-ordinary sorts of things-
a pitchfork's shadow on the wall toward sundown 
the hoofbeats of a horse at midnight 
a tint of rose dying out in the water 
leaving the silence lonelier in its wake-
and down among the reeds and wild ducks, the fallen leaves of 

the moon. 

No, we have no time-there's none to spare, 
when doors assume the look of hands that are crossed 
and the road that of a man who says, "I know nothing." 

And yet we knew tha:t off at the great crossroads 
was a city lit by a thousand colored lights 
where men greet each other with a simple nod of the forehead
we recognize them by their hands 
by the way they cut their bread 
by the shadows they cast on the dinner-table 
as every voice grows sleepy 'in their eyes 
and a lonely star makes a cross on their pillow. 

We know them by the strife that furrows their brow 
but more than that-when the night-sky deepens overhead, 
we know them by their poised, conspiratorial manner 
as they slip their heart like an illegal leaflet 
under the world's closed door. 

translated by Martin McKinsey 
From Petrified Time 
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THE POET'S ROOM 

The black, carved desk, the two silver candlesticks, 
his red pipe. He sits, invisible almost, 
in the armchair, his back always to the window. Behind 
huge glasses he warily observes each visitor 
on whom the full light falls, himself hidden among his words, 
behind his masks in history, far off, invulnerable, 
ensnaring attention in the subtle glow 
of a sapphire ring on his finger: he is ready 
to savour their phrases, as callow adolescents 
moisten their lips admiringly with their tongue. And he sits there, 
voracious, crafty, carnal, the one without sin, 
wavering, his whole being like scales in the hand of the god 
wavering between yes and no, desire and remorse, 
while the light from the window behind his head 
invests him with a crown of pardon and saintliness. 
"If poetry is not absolution" -he whispers to himself
"Then let's not look for mercy anywhere." 

translated by Marjorie Chambers 

From Twelve Poems on Cavafy 
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NO, NO 

Those beautiful, heroic things (maybe naive-'beautiful, 
nevertheless)-

the large white stones, the hammers, and those undressing 
in the workshops (most of them muscular wrestlers, boxers) 
imitating the deeds of others-one arm raised up emphatically, 
legs apart in overstated balance; no, no, 
this is not a laughing matter--'he says-; this goes far beyond 

sorrow;-
that emaciated dog, covered with ticks and wounds, 
drinking dirty water from a wash bucket 
left next to the half naked statues of dead heroes. 

translated by George Pilitsis 
From Stones, Repetitions and Fence 

THEN AND NOW 

The gods were always stepping in at the last moment 
to keep the worst from happening. Before the messenger 
finished speaking, or the image of the ship's destruction 
was fully formed in the mind of the king, Athena 
would appear on the roof of the temple, addressing 
the barbarian king and the Greeks as they rowed away 
in their fifty-oared vessel: "Fate," she'd announce, 
"is the same for both gods and mortals. Thus your rage, Thoas, 
is inappropriate. As for you others--clear sailing." 
But now the gods are no more, and we fear the worst
that is, the appropriate rage-even though Orestes' 'Ship 
has already broken up on the rocks below, even though 
only a single plank remains afloat, carved with the word Silence. 

translated by Martin McKinsey 
From Stones, Repetitions and Fence 
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THE OTHER CITY 

There are many solitudes that intersect-'he says-up and down 
and others in between; different ones or the same, some •imposed, 

necessary, 
some as if chosen, as if free~but always intersecting. 
Yet, deep down, at the core, there is just one solitude-'he says; 
one hollow city, almost spherical, with no 
muLticolored electric ads, no stores or motorbikes, 
just the vacant, white light of fog, broken 
by flashes of unfamiliar signals. In this city, 
poets have lived for a long, long .time. They walk 

without a sound, hands crossed; 
they remember vague, forgotten things, words, landscapes, 
they, who console .the world, themselves always without 

consolation, hunted 
by dogs, men, moths, rats, stars, 
hunted too by their own words, spoken or not. 

translated by George Pilitsis 
From Gestures 
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MASQUERADE 

Among so many masks he lost his face; he's looking
die red one, the blue, .the black, the yellow; and that one, 
the violet with gold sequins around its mouth and eyes, 
or this one with .the long arrogant beard-he first put i•t on 
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when he was ten-it fit him well (and it was proven almost 
completely .true 

some fifty years later) ; and the white mask, the plaster one, 
with its hollow eyes and no nose, as if it represented 
his death;-it relaxed him; he wore it often; only 
there was the dampness of the plaster and that very fine dust; 

he was afraid 
it would stick to his skin ( ah! this one was really his face) ; 
there on the wall-there it is, hanging; he sticks a sailor's 
pipe between its teeth; he puts his sunglasses on it
deep-set eyes, blind, stare at him, urge him 
to make a new choice-again, the red one, the yellow, the blue. 

translated by George Pilitsis 
From Gestures 
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SLACKNESS 

That's how_,he says-you get used to everything; even those 
things that may have astonished us once, 

are now common and trite. And it's not only that things fade 
our eyes fade too-now they shun colorful window panes, 
strong artificial lights-now they prefer dim corridors 
or uniform underground passages-their uniformity like duration. 

And you no longer 
find it strange that it starts to rain at dawn, or that the City Hall 

clock 
strikes 12 at noon, and the hours left outside, indifferent, alone, 
exposed in the open air, are not soaked at all. An unknown 

woman 
wanders in the house, dishevelled, her nylon stockings slack and 

sagging. 

translated by George Pilitsis 
From Gestures 

THE USUAL CONTRADICTIONS 

The words-he said-the unspoken words, our only company; 
we study them, we extend them, they extend us-the landscape 

deepens; 
you find not only bones, but also beautiful bodies and wings
you fit them, they fit you; you evaporate; you're gone. They 

find us 
behind doors, behind high walls, moldy. You know it
that's the only means of communication. The wooden walls 
between the rooms tum to glass. You see the words 
falling on the bare basement table with a hollow sound 
along with insects of the night around the illegal lamp. 

translated by George Pilitsis 
From Gestures 
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UNNATURAL BLOSSOMING 

He wanted to scream-he couldn't bear it any longer. No one 
was there to listen; 

no one wanted to listen. He too, was afraid of his own voice, 
he drowned it inside of him. His silence would explode. 

Parts of his body 
would blow up in the air. He would gather them very carefully, 

very quietly, 
put fuem back in their place to fill the holes. And if he found 

by chance 
a poppy, a tiny yellow lily, he would gather them too, put them 
in his body, as if they were part of him--that's how he was, 

full of holes, strangely blossomed. 

translated by George Pilitsis 
From Gestures 
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EXCAVATIONS I 

2,200 B.C., 1965 B.C., A.D. 82-lovely vases, 
Temple of Apollo, Agora, the Sacred Spring farther down; 
coins of gold, silver, bronze, graven on one side 
with Peirene, with Pegasus on the other; the dais 
where Paul stood to defend himself before the proconsul Gallio; 
pieces of masonry, foundations, walls, serene bodies of stone; 
countless stairways, white stairs going deep underground. 

"Anna, dear Anna," 
the old woman muttered. "What good are all these stairs? 
Half a step under and I can't find you anywhere." Mr. Williams 
kept on with :his marvelous excavations. And off to one side, 
George the boatman was buttoning his trousers. His wide 

belt-buckle 
glittered in the sun-just like that of the Isthmian Poseidon. 

translated by Martin McKinsey 
From Corridor and Staircase 
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EXCAVATIONS II 

You've got to keep going, .further down, deeper in-you're missing 
a finger, a hand, 

you're missing a rib, the sword, the pale grape-keep going. 
The old completes us. What's of the present they can take from 

you. 
But the other we keep-a secret companion, good for solitary 

walks 
down to the old harbors of Lechaiai, of Kenchreai, Isthmia 
or here on the beaches of Samos. On hot summer afternoons 
the Sikionians sip ice-cold sodas in the cafes ot Kiato, 
others fish from the mole with rod and line. Silent women 
carry the waters of immortality in exquisitely painted jugs 
under the poplars and lilac. Leave the Acrocorinth to Mr. Strounga, 
let him hunt out the treasures of Kiamel Bey. We 
will ignite the pyre of the dead, casting its light 
on the procession of naked statues we hide ourselves among, 
with a key, a proclamation, a poem tucked in our armpit. 

translated by Martin McKinsey 
From Corridor and Staircase 
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SCENE 

Standing in the hallway, the sad woman, the lawyer, the guard. 
On the floor, the blankets, tied with a rope. In the next office 
the telephone ringing. "At four," they said, "the ship." 
"At four," they said, "exactly." The iron gate creaked again. 
They were bringing more people into the yard. ''I'll send you 

cigarettes," 
the woman said. "Time's up," the guard said. On the wall 
a big spider was crawling. The second door 
opened, all of a sudden-the dead man fell face down. The other 
grabbed the spider, thrust it in his mouth; he was laughing 
with clenched teeth. "Speak," they yelled at him. "Speak." 
"Speak," they threatened him. He didn't say a word. He was 

laughing. The woman 
sat on the blankets and hid her face in her hands. 

translated by C. Capri-Karka 
From Corridor and Staircase 
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faithful and active supporter of the leftist movement. For this reason, 
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ΗΕθΝΙΚΗ 
ΟΛΟΝΜΑΣ 
Ελάτε στον κόσμο της μεγαλύτερης Ελληνικής Τράπεζας. 

Εθνική Τράπεζα της Ελλάδος. Μεγάλη και σύγχρονη. Βρίσκεται 
ανάμεσα στις 100 μεγαλύτερες τράπεζες του κόσμου. Εδώ και 
147 χρόνια, πρωτοπορεί σε κάθε μορφή τραπεζικής δραστηριό
τητας. Δημιουργεί τον κόσμο του αύριο. 
Με την κοινωνική προσφορά της στο Έθνος, το κύρος της, το 

ανθρώπινο δυναμικό της, τη σιγουριά που προσφέρει, την προ
σπάθειά της να παραμείνει ανθρώπινη παρά το μέγεθός της, 
κέρδισε την εμπιστοσύνη 6.000.000 Ελλήνων που συναλλάσσον
ται μαζί της. 
Τα 500 καταστήματα στην Ελλάδα, τα 55 στο εξωτερικό και η 

~υ ν εργασία με χιλιάδες ξένες τράπεζες στις 5 ηπείρους, της επι
τρέπουν να καλύπτει δυναμικά τον εθνικό και διεθνή χώρο. Είναι 
η ΕΘΝΙΚΗ ΔΙΕΘΝΗΣ ΕΛΛΗΝΙΚΗ ΤΡΑΠΕΖΑ. 
Σήμερα, στο μεταίχμιο του 21 ου αιώνα, πανέτοιμη να αξιο

ποιήσει κάθε εξέλιξη της σύγχρονης τεχνολογίας στις τραπεζι
κές εργασίες και να στηρίξει, όπως πάντα, την οικονομική ανά
muξη του τόπου μας, η ΕΘΝ!ΚΗ ΤΡΑΠΕΖΑ δεν είναι μόνο ένας ι
σχυρός Τραπεζικός Οργανισμός. 
Εfναι η ΕΘΝΙΚΗ ΟΛΩΝ ΜΑΙ. 

ΕΘΝΙΚΗ ΤΡΑΠΕΖΑ ΤΗΣ ΕΛΛΑΔΟΣ 
Εθνική Τράπεζα της Ελλάδος. Μεγάλη και σύγχρονη. Βρίσκεται ανάμεσα στις 100 μεγαλύτερες τράπεζες του κόσμου. 
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